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Correlation methods are widely used in different branches of 

■^•■nc- an i eru'lneerinr, particularly in radio electronics, 

■vit-rsitic  zyrtovr.r,  and crntrol and nea-ui'lnr technology. 

In nea.:urlnr (.roljlems, which are based on the uze  of the 

;-rrelation ncthcd, the correlator Is of primary interest.  In tills 

case v/e study primarily the systematic error In correlators cf 

afferent types operating without   Interference and under conditions 

■.■;:•:■•.. t:.'- secondary units of the system (amplifiers, filters, 

t ranrducer.", etc.) do not introduce additional error. 

in examining systems for detecting and measuring the parameter? 

-f weak signals attention is focused on analyzing the potentials 

of the system for separating the useful signal In the presence cf 

r.oi.-e.  Deviations from optimal design in the system which result 

from production technology are generally ignored. 

In the monograph an attempt is made to study the effect of 

c'-rtaln factors resulting from deviation from the ideal of the 

technical parameters of the system, which leads to a breakdown in 

correlation processing, on the parameters and noise characteristics 

of correlation systems.  The first three chapters are dedicated to 

individual problem.: of the technical application of correlation 

methods.  The characteristics of periodic noise signals are 

.-:/iV_ .„.y],'. vi 
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_  

'•xartil nod,   ilonr with   pooudonol no   nl^nalu   on  a base  of mfixlmal 

lion»""!   t Inary  .-hi ft   re; lutratlon  sequences.     The propertipr.   of 

i !:.;»:••,■   .'in I   ' »"■rnarv   .'"L'quenoe:'   aro  dl ccus^ed.     The  results   of 

■cnlyzinr, t!ie  effect    :>r rmnllneaT'  transformations  of random 

.•■•lu.'i'lan  ; !•'" ci.'.'.-o.-   on   the   .'hap'-   of  the  envelope   for  th^   correlation 

r-.i!1''L!on  -f  ti'M'-r.   ; f, ce:-::c-i:   nve   ;;urnmar1 r;ed.      A  brief  surve.v   1" 

r-'V'.T.  MI   cf^Tt/lator  ccnr.truct I on  methiodr.     Discussed   are  the 

■   n.-M'iu't ! on  prliicIf'le;"   of  crirrelal or;;  v;h1ch   Instead  of  produclnr 

.-t-;:!'   i   rMndrri  i !■''■"•■ ■.■.•.•.■   form  anothf'r  function  nf these  processes 

f funct'onal   correlator.;).     A  correlator wl tii   an   Ideal  multiplier 

f. r  'i   .'""i."'"'  ■.•.'},ere   ■!:••  /.tuilr-i   rondor, f :•' messes   are  narrow-1 and  and 

:.■!':■■   .•." t^t ra]   df-nslt le.""   concent rater)   :,■,  different   frequency  ramre:: 

'd' ffV'r-'r.t   frequency   correlator)   !.:   analysed.     Simplified  dlarram" 

.■■    .■.■;.•..'  th-.-  c  n.-1 i-uci * ■ M  of .-•],--i ;■  r;Lc   correlators   are  presented. 

'.■■:•.••  -.•ct'-n  : ;■'n"-: pi--   of ti;e  optical   correlator  1.-   examined. 

:-.v-rr:.':>-i  : rlefly   In   the  third   ^.ir ■ r are  examp 1 e.:   or  ccrre 1 at 1 cn 

.•;.■•■'-■::'.■   for   il ff^rent   purpose:;:     radar stations   operating: on noise 

■i.-. :  r .••■u i'.-i.olse  -'imals,  pa::jlve   syrtems  v/hlch  obtain   Information 

a; "•;*   th-r   envlronnent   through  receipt   and  correlation  analysis   cf 

.■' ■"n'i 1 .■  emitted  t.y   secondary  sourcca,  antl-fadlng communications 

.■•.o-* ••;:..■   i.aced  on  thf-   ure  of wide-band   sipYials.     Generalized  Mock 

Zu.   are  riven   for  thi 

-nai 1-  u::   to   analvs- 

ma - f correlation  systems 

^r.^ v.'oi-k  of the   svstem    rerardless   ^ f 

Th-.-   f- urt!i  an:   f' fth  chapters   analyze  the work  cf  functional 

"   r.-'Mv ■■ ••.■.     Tt   ! ;■   •i.-.-ur;/-d  that   additive  noise  enters   the 

•■ rr<-]atcr  torether  with   the  signal   through   one  of  the  channels. 

'i':;"  .■ 1 rnal/nolne   ratio  at   the  cutlet   of  functional   correlators 

with    Hfference   frequency,  which   formr   *"!.•.   decree  or exponential 

fanotlon  of the  inlet   processes,   aro  studied.     The  noise   ;harac- 

terloticr   of   functional   correlators   are  compared  with   the 

character"r.tlcn   of  a  correlator  containing an   Ideal  multiplier. 

'a.;--.;   a.-'<    studied   In   which   the   noic.e   characteristic;"   of  the 

funct! onal   correlators   are   only   sllrhtly   Impaired  as  wel"   as 

•/, i 
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functional   dependences which   greatly  impair  the noise   character- 

!.••.!,•.•,.     Discussed  are the  reasons   for additional   losses  and ways 

In  which  they   can  be  decreased. 

Chapters   6   and   8 are  dedicated  to  analyzing the  effect  of 
linear   il.■portions   In  the spectral  density  of the  studied processes 

•n  their cross-correlated  and  autocorrelated  characteristics. 

Linear distortions   appear  in   the  absence  of agreement   between  the 

frequency  characteristic  of the   filter and  the spectral   density  of 

tl.v  signal,   when  there  is   a  scale  shift   in   frequencies   relative  to 

the   spectral   density  of the   studied  processes,  etc.      Linear 

distortions  nay  be  different   In each  of the   investigated processes, 

which   leads  to  a  change   in  the  cross-correlation  function  of these 

rn :v'.•.»■■.•.      "hanres   In the  main  lobe  of auto-  and  cross-correlation 

functions  and   Its   shift   along  the  delay  axis,  the  increase  in  the 

.■ 1 ie   lobes,   the   deterioration   in  the   signal/noise  ratio,   and  other 

characteristics   are  examined.     Noise  and  phase manipulated signals 
are  analyzed.     The  distortions   examined   in  the  monograph  by  no 

means   encompass   all  questions   concerned  with  the  development   and 

•  nstructlon   of  correlation  systems..     A  number of questions  not 

treated  In the  monograph are  cited  In  the   literature. 

Uumerous   graphic   representations   of the   Investigated depend- 

ence.:   are  presented   In  this   study.     This,   in  the opinion of the 

authors,  should   facilitate  understanding and  use  of the material 

In  this   lock  ar.i,   furthermore,   make   it   possible to  abbreviate   some 
r r awkward  mathematical   transformation: 

questions   of probability   theory  are  not   discussed   In the 

monograph.     A  short   list   is  given of the basic  ideas  on which  the 

material   Is   based.     The  material   Is   discussed   in  relation to  the 

problems   of radloelectronlcs,   although  general  methods   and some 
oi talned  results  may  be extended  to other branches  of technology 

related  t,o  correlation  analysis. 

)_MT-   4-71fW viil 



The  results  cited  In  the   text   frequently  refer  not   to   the 

work   In which  they were  originally   obtained,  but  In   later works. 

Problems   of priority  require   special  analysis,   and  no  analysis   Is 

made  here.     We  realize  thit   the   literature  presented   In  the  monograph 

Is   Incomplete. 

The  proposed  boo-,  war,   Intended   for  a wide  circle  of  specialist:". 

Involved   In processing complex  signals   In  the  prccence  of noise 
and   correlation  systems  and   devices,   as  well  as graduate   students 

and   students   of senior courses   specializing  In the   field  of 

radloelectronlcs,   control,   and  measurements. 

The   authors   ar^  extremely   grateful   to  Professor S.   T.   Bychkcv 

for  his   constant   assistance   In  this   work,   his  advice   and  criticism. 
We  were   also  very   grateful   for  the   advice  and  comments   by   Professor 

Yu.   Ya.   Yurov,  which  he  gave   us   In  discussing  Individual   phases  of 

a work.     The book  was   greatly   improved by   the  valuable   advice  arid 

comments   riven  during editing  by   Professor  I.   N.   Amiantov and 
Professor  P.   V.   Olyanyuk,   advice  which   the  authors  were   very  happy 

t    receive. 

The  authors   are  grateful   to  the  colleagues  of the  department 

of  radio  shir   equipment  of the   LETT   (.'GTM)   [Leningrad  Electro- 

technical   Institute]   for their  creative  discussion  and   help   In 

formulatinr the  manuscript. 
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FIRST   CHAPTER 

CORRELATION   PROPERTIES   OF  SIGNALS 

1.1.    OTGJJIFICANCE OF CORRFLATION 
vp'-ii-Dr  i:; ANALY?T::r; RANDOM AND 
;-;•:■; 'FAR I p iry.ssES 

In   scierice  and  tecFinology  a   very   Important   role  is   played  by 

j: poce.:.-•"•'■  v;lilch  are  determined by  a number of factors   and  inter- 

rt-latl cnahips,  detailed  study  of which  requires   the  use  of 

-tatirtical  analysis  methods.     The statistic  approach  refrains 

fron predictlnp  an exact  result   for each   individual   experiment  and 

i.-   based  on  the study  of a  proup  of exoeriments.     With  this 

apr. roacli cne   can  discover  regulariti?s   and  quantitative   relation- 

.■i.'r.'   v.'r.ich   can  be  tlescribed  by  means   of the probability   theory 

and  rnathematl cal  statistics. 

Random processes   are   jften  processes  which  occur  in   time. 

ho  mathematical  apparatus the  theory  of random  functions   is 

used   for  the  characteristics   of  such  processes.     Function   xCt) 

of   arrument   t   Is   called   random   If  its   value  is  a  random  quantity 

at   any  possible  value  of t   [?^,   37,   ^1].     Sometimes   it   is   convenient 

to   r-lve   a   random  function  as   an   analytical   formula   in which   certain 

Parameters  are  random quantities   f fo"  example,   in  the   form of 

trigonometric  theories  with   random amplltuaes and  phases).     It   is 

standard  practice  to call  x(t)   a  random   (stochastic)   process   if 

argument   t   changes   constantly.     If t   takes   an even  set  of values, 

FTD-MT-2^-716-73 
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then x(t) la called a random sequence.  In observing a random 

process experimentally we are deallnp; with an Individual realization 

or with a sample distribution function.  A net of these realizations 

forms a random function.  A random function Is Klven If for any 

number of arbitrarily selected values t, , ..., t the n-dlmensional 

density of the probability of this function p (x,, t , ..., x , t ) 

Is known.  The greater the value of n, the more detailed will be 

the assignment of the random function. 

Tr: place of probability density the characteristic function, 

which Is determined as the Fourier transform from probability 

density, nay be asölpned, I.e., 

ow    am 

•n(M.. ' «n. 'n) -|    J   Pni*,. f •*„. /n)X 

Xe     "'^dx dxn. (1.1) 

Widely   used   In  the theory  of  random   functions   are the  charac- 

teristics   of probability  distribution,  which  are  called the 

llstrlbutlcn  moments.     A particularly   Important   role   Is  played  by 

the  first   and   second  moments,  which   determine  the  average   value 

and  correlation   function,   respectively,   i.e.. 

A(0-J   x{t)p(X.t)dX. 

K (/. -) =■- |.v (0 - x(t)\ \x (/ -1) - JC (/ -1)) = 
00     00 

f   J  (t,-xl)(jfl.-x/_,)p(.t,. ^..irfx.rfx,^ (1.2) 

where  p(x,   t);   p(x   ,  x       )   are the  one-dimensional  and two- 

dimensional   probability  densities.     The   line  above   Indicates 

averaislnr  over  a  set   of occurrences. 

The correlation  function between  the  values  of a slnple  random 

process which  are  separated  from each   other by   time  T   IS   called 

FTD-MT-piU/16-73 



1 
'■.•'   ■lut.cu-.'rrt'l.'it 1 on   functlnn.     Tho   c   rr'elatlon   function,   which  can 

11'  dt^tiM'rnl no'j   for  t\\c  vilu".;   of  two   random processcs   xft)   and  .'.'(t) 

'-■■•   rnlliM]  ti,"  crnrr.-corrolatl on   function  and   Is  determined  by   the 

!-]at it lu-hl) 

— 08   -JO 

- »    Jo 

-j   rr-cl ut K-n  : . rvi :••*■.■;.'•■•r;   t;:c  valufs   of tlio   two  random 

•.•   "tt   ♦,:■;-    ;! rf'-t-a»   :v:".'-iit .:    in   tim^   I r,   dpscrlbed   In   the 

c-i.:o   ! v   i,'..-    n-;rri-] 'it 1 ,- n   '.•.■■.* r: >: 

Kr.AK"-- 

tne   Inlorr-al.:   In   relatlonEhlrs   (1.1)-(1.3) 

.at.:-.r.  c  effic-ent   C ::t andar'ilze i   correlatim   function 1 

t:.>-    a.ara^'•■:■'.;t ! ';   ■  f  random  Fi-ncer. rr r..      Tt.   can  be 

■   ' v' on jaii 

K,{tt.tt) =  ^ ((■•'■)  ; 1 . -O 

'."be   'j   iT'-l'it!   a  c'H:-rfi ciont   ■'yier.   not   d^pcnii  on   the   intensity 

:'  ''■.••   .•*.■;:!■•!   fando:'!  pa^OvJ.'e;-   an:   rnan   acquire  value.-  which   lie 

!;.   a   ;-ia,-"      V   fa  rr.  +1   t-    -1.      Tho   .■quality   of  the  correlation 

G(.'.-f fiel etit   tc   one   indicat";:   the  pat-aence  of a  f\inctlonal   dependence 

i etva-M.'n  the  .-.tudlel  r rone.-.a .•.     Th'-   equality  of the  correlatic 

coefficient   to  zero   indicate:-   that   tt.o  correlation  relationship   Is 

ai .t tr .     Fo?'  random pmcesye::   with   a  rausslan  distribution   this 

'I'-not^.:   .:tat I.'t 1 c-ji   Independence.      Tn  the   general   care,   in 

rV a-;■:';-.'-i-y ib-y-i 
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non-^ausslan distributions, the equality of the  cnrreüatlon 

coefficient   to zero  does  not  Indicate the absence'of a statlntlcal 

connection between  random processes. 

Stationary  processes  represent   an   important  clans  of random 

processes.     A  random process   Is  stationary   If  Its  probability 

density  p   (x-, ,   t1 x   ,  t   )  of the  arbitrary  order n does  not 
i ji-L X Mil 

impend  on the  selection  of a reference  point   for moments   In  time, 

I.e., 

The moment   of  a  stationary  random process  depends  only  on 
I!fferanees   T       -   t     -  t   ,  while  the  averare   value  Is   a  constant mn n n 
rnntlty. 

In solvln/- many  technical problems   the  mere  knowledge  of the 

average   value  and  the  correlation  function   is   sufficient.     The 

theory  which   considers   the properties   of the   random processes 

■..•.':1c:.   ire   letermlned  iy   the  moments   of the   first   ana   second   orders, 

!.•■.,   by   tv.'o-dlmenslona]   distribution,   is   called  the   correlation 

theory.     Within  th^   limits   of the  correlation theory   random 

prrcesses  are   considered   stationary   (in  the  broad  sense)   if their 

ivera^e  valu*-   Is   constant,  while  the  correlation   function  depends 

only   r.n  the  difference   in  moments  of time  T   and  acquires  a   final 

value  when  T  -*■   '■. 

Random  processes   which  are  strictly   stationary   [relationship 

fl.S)]  will  ho   stationary   in  the broad   sense.     Reverse  confirmation 

Is   not  valid. 

Expressions   for  autocorrelation  and  cross-correlation   function: 

of  stationary  random processes with  a  zero average value have  the 
form 
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TO     gp 

/C(t)   :J   J   XA1p(jf,.v1)J.r</jc,, 

00     00 

K«v(t)--J   J  xyjKx,y%)djcdyt. a.ro 

Thf'  aut'jcori'f lat ion   function   of  a  /.tatlonary   ramii'.rn  p*" co;-.: 

•i!i  I'V^n   rund lun,   I.f.,   K(T)   -   K^-T),  acqulron  n  maxima]   valuf/ 

■.•;•.•;,   r   =      ,   ar.'i   ur.ually   r"V'''r1'.'   t(   zero  when  T  ■•• <*>,     A  iecrease 

In  t.l/f   correlation   runotlt.n  at:   T   Inerea;'os   dofc   not   exclude   thr 

p.'vjll 1II ty   of   p.-'-ik.;  -  .-.Ido   loN.-:-.       me   cliaracterlnt-lc   of  the 

:•■• rr^latl on   function   (and  r'mdcr  r ■•  ce.'.r)   If   ti;-'  jorrelatlon   tine 

ZA (0) 
j|A'(T)|(it. (1 .7) 

v;;,!-!.  .ir-tei-inln--   averaf-    valu-   -T  U.o   time   Interval   In  wh1?h   the 

•   T'l»:-.! at. I on   dependence  t-^twr-en   the   random prccerif"   valuon   occur. 

"'v;     r-andom  prrce.3r,pj   li-ive  a  stationary   relatl onslilp   If  their 

".'ilr 1 i! :'.'i:.-i onal   cr.ml'lned prchahlllty   denolty does  not  depend  on 

*-•.•    .-•.•lect 1 f.'n   of *"!ie reference  point   for the  moments   In  time. 

:'.'.*.:.*.\\  the   limit.:   of th^  correlation  theory   (stationarlty   In  the 

: r'.'vi  .-r-n.-T-l   random procpf.r.e.-;   have   a   stationary   relationship   If 

■■.••;;•  cj'f .■.•-corrt,latl on   fuivtlon   does   not   depend  on  the  .••"lection 

' :' tne  t! m»    reference  point. 

"tat!   narv   random  pi-oces.-.e.:   which   ar-  encountered   In   practice 

■.■'I:-. .",   alv.'a;.-::   have  an  err^dlc  property.     For ercodlc  random 

rr-';-■.• .-•,■.•   the  statlonai-y  probahlllt.y   of  state  (I.e.,  probability 

v;!'.1.   r-spect   Z(    a   .:et   of occurrence.-)    Is   equal   at   the   limit   to   the 

relutlve   time   of  romalnlnr  in   a  riven   state. 

The  prohabillty  characteristics   for errodlc  random processes 

rji.talned  by   averarlnr a   set   of occurrences  are  equal   with   a 

rr.-habl llty   at   any  distance   from one  to   corresponding probability 

characteristic   ol talned   from  one   occurrence  of the  random process 



1 y averaging for- a sufficiently large time Interval. Thus, time 

averaged random procec: values found from Individual occurrences 

of this  process, 

CM')) 
-r/» 

x{l)dt 

:■•.■: !'•■.■•:•!.I   random  quantities,   but  when T   ►  ^   all  within  the  limits 

*■■:.!   tjward  ttie  same  quantity  -  the statistical  average   (i.e., 

the average   for  the  set   of occurrences).     r;i:is  means  that  In 

ie^er.T.lnlnr the   average  values   It   is  not   necessary  to  consider the 

...,;■•     ccurrences   cf the  random process;   It   is     ufficlent   to  study 

:.■•   rvjcurrence  existing  for  a  prolonged   time.     The   conditions 

,:.;•■:■ wMch  tl^r-   Indicated  property  ••.'111   occur   i "e  called  the 
1  nil* Ions   of errodlclty.     For ergoaic   random  pi-ocesse"   the 

'x r ^correlation   function  can  be   found  on   the   ba^is   of one  event 

r/J 

/?(t)     lim'--  f  . 
-TU 

x(/)x(/-t)<//. (1.8) 

.ere  r-^ T ^   =  K(T)   with   a probability  of one.     Similarly  the  cror 

rrelatl   n   function  can be  determined  on   the basl;   of a single 

:''r.t  cf the stationary  random processes 

Til 

^(^-lim  l    f x{t)y{l     -.) 
r-»3B '    J 

d.q) 
-m 

['.',   hcwover,   the.-»3  processes   togetb.er   form  an errodic  process, 

•n ,  w 1th   -i  : rob at ! 11 ty  equal   to one , 

/?»,(T)"/f„(T). 

The ergodlc  property   Is  extremely   important   in  practice. 

:•.XT' I'lri'-rital   determination  of the  characteristics  of random 



procejoes   Is   generally  done on  the baaln  or a single occurrencf   of 

the process.     The  obtained  cliaracterl sties   are   regarded as 

statistical   characteristics.     In mathematical  analysis  nf random 
prcct'sses we   use   statistical   averaging   (for a set  of o   'urrences). 

altliourh  the  phenomena occur1  In  time  and  represent  separate 

occurrences   of the   studied process.     In   all  such  cases  the ergod:c 

property   is   presumed  to  be  valid. 

Correlation  methods  are  also significant  In  that  the 
1   rrolatlon   function   Is   related by  the   Integral   Fourier transform 

rfw   spectral   characteristics  of the  random process   [2h,   37,   >nl 

'■■'  r 'i  stationary   random process   this   relationship  Is  determined 

i y  •::••  Wlener-Khlnchln  theorem: 

/?(") - J   Sl/je'2''1.//;   S(/) - J* RWt'at,t4'.. (1.10; 
-a» -• 

wuei'p  rAr*}   I.-   the  spectral  density   of the  random process. 

For n  n.-tationary  processes which   have   finite  power,   i.e.. 

r 

lim  if A1 (/)«//<«» 

fthc energy   of the  signal   may  be  Infinitely   great),   relationships 

n.lr0   are  valid   for the time  averaged  value  of the  correlation 

function  determined  ly   the   formula   [26] 

ÄCO^lim ^  f  Ä(/,-) 
/-»at '      J 

Tit 

dt. 

-Tft 

processes   havlnr   finite  energy, 

J   A"'(/)(//<< 
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the  relationships  of   (1.10)   are  valid   Tor  the   function   R(T),  which 

1?   determined   from  formula 

Ä(t)r.J     K(t,t)dt. 

tlilc   cdi-e Sir)  represents   the  spectral  density  of signal  energy. 

'Vh,' relatlon-'-Jilps  of  (1.10)  are  also valid   In  studylnp; t i »-■ 

:r .'.i-correlatlon function.  However, In this case R  (T ) ^ R  (-T). ' xy xy 
while  the enerpy spectrum 3     (f)   becomes   a complex   function. 

O      •   > 

■rrelatli.n  dependences   {lay  an   Important   role   In  analyzlnr 

;• :•*!»•.■   H\id  characterlstlen   of regular  procenses   a.:  well   a: 

Tr:  ]'v I lor.r   in v/hlch   the  parameters  of motion   arc-  mi-arured 

:.•    .•' .•-.■Kil which   !.■   reflected   from the tarret   Is   distinguished   from 

:..•  emitted  .-irnal   not   only  by   Its   time  shift   but   by   Its   frequenoy 

■i;irt,   which   1.-   acquired  by   the   Dopple:' effect.     Tht   properties 

:'  the   slrnal   '.P. this   case  are  described by  the   generalized 

j^T-relatlon   function   (the   function  of  uncertainty),   determine;] iy 

Ä{t./)=J  jc(5)x#(«-t)e,,"/*rfs. (1.11) 

where   x(t)   is  the  complex   modulating function which   ^onslder^  the 

amplitude  an i   frequency  modulations  of the  problnf  slgrnal;   x*(t)   - 

tne   c mplex-c ^njur.ate   function;   T   -  the   difference  between  the 

actual   and expected  signal  delay;   f - the difference  between  i 

actual   and expected  Loppler  frequency  shift.     The  generalized 

correlation   function   can   be  standardized,   i.e., 

p(T,   f)   =  R(T,   f)/R(0,   0).     In  detection problems  the modulus  of 

functions   |R(T,   f)|   of   |P(T,   f)     is  examined.     In  the  rectangular 

coordinate  system of  p,  T,   f the  uncertainty   function  is  expressed 



In the  form of the  surface.     A body hounded  by this   surface  and 

the  coordinate  plane   p  *  0  Is  called a body   of uncertainty.     The 

chape  of the  body   of  uncertainty   is  solely   dependent  on  the shape 

• f the signal.     The  bent   signal  for measuring the parameters  of 

motion of  ehe  target   would be  a signal  whose body  of uncertainty 
had one narrow  peak  at  the origin  of the  coordinate and the  le-i.: 

clde  lobe  level  at   other  values of T  and  f.     Systems which  tran."   1t 

Information under multi-beam conditions  have  similar signal 

re-iuirements.     Analyzing:  the uncertainty   (or  its  square)   maker,   It 
!    .".■:; le  ti    determine  the   range  and rate   revolutions   of a given 

^irnal,   estimate  measurement   accuracy,   etc. 

The  change   In  the emitted  signal  may be   caused not  or. 

'I.'.     opfl.-r- 'M'fVet   but   else  by  a  change   (frequently  static' 

It.  ti.L' pr.jpertloc   of the medium   In which   the  electromagnetic  ■.-.■aves 

ai'v  prcparatod.     ouch   changes  occur,   for example,   in  a  case where 

■Le  antenna   ic   surrounded  by a plasma whose   temperature  and 

turbulence  are  different   over  the  aperture.      Attempts  have  been 

made   [76]  to use  correlation relationships   for analyzlnr the 

operational   peculiarities   of radio  units   taking Into  account  the 
properties  of the   space   In which  the electromagnetic waves  are 

propagated.     For this   reason  the  "transcorrelatlon   function" was 

introduced,  which   is   the  time  and  space  averared  correlation 

function  of the electromagnetic   fields.     The   space   in which the 

radlowaves   are  propagated   is  treated as   a  system which has  a 

transmission  function  and  which connects   an  undistorted wave  front 

at  the   Inlet   (transmitter)   to a distorted wave   front  at  the outlet 

freceiver).     The  correlation properties   of  the  electromagnetic 

folds   art.-   related   to   the  possibility  of  transmitting information 
by  means   of these   fields.     Thus,  the  additions  of the maximum 

transcorrelatlon   functions   describe  a  system with  a  configuration 

In which  Information   transmission  conditions  will  be  optimal 

(for example,  optimal   distribution of the   field  in the aperture 

of an antenna working  In  an ionized medium). 

•Maoa^n 
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Correlation  analyairs   Is  ured  to  study  the  properties   of  a 

T.o.iluri  In which  mechanical   vibration.;  uv'-  propagated   [38],     For 

example,   the studied  space  of an  ocean may  he  regarded as  a 

.•'■i-taln system in which  an  acoustical signal  Is  transmitted to the 

nput"  and the  response   Is  measured  at  the "output"   (I.e.,  at 
hft' point   in  the ocean).     The  correlation  connection between 

"output"  and   "Input"  effects   can he   found.     The  position?   of 

"Input"  and   "output."   In  the medium are  diverse   and  the 
utvm^nt   re/ult.-   for different   cases   can be  different.     Analysis 

nvlatlrn dependences   for  input   arid   output,   slrnals  given a 

te  number of   different   spatial measurements   car.  be  the material 
;.   [:   u.'c-i  tr.   ?* udy   and   simulate  the   propaFatlon   ennditions     of 

:   vl: rai 'or..:   In  't   nrdium  and   the  properties   of  the  medium 

ru-elaticn   relationships   dre  very   important   If we  are 

uiylnr  .•;.•.• t•>:"..•   in which   information  1.-   transmitted   [^,   18]. 

•    .'irnalj  vd. ic!i   oarry   different   information  can  be   rerarded  as 

?tcr"   in Jlilbert  .-pace.     Vector  characteristics   Include   tht   norm 

••■.''.:"*":.  • f vector)   and   distance between  vectors.     For  a  slenal 

Ich   ■xl.-t.-   In  a  time   Interval   of ^ ^ ^  ^ '" the  norm  is   equal  tn 
■■  .• juare  root   of energy.     The  square  cf  the  distance between 

•'■   vectors  when  signal  energies   are  the  same   Is   expressed as 

■•ir  cross-correlation   coefflcitr.t 

d]t.2E{\     ?ii). 1.1.-) 

•.•:■•-   H  is   .-irnal  energy;   p.,   1"   the  cross-correlation  f'ref fi clent 

Jlpnal:;.. v •     * 

Analysis  shows   [4,   18,   81]  that  the  greater  the signal  energv 

and   ilstance between the  vectors,  the  smaller the  probability  of 

error   in  recelvinr; the   communication.     Tn   the  case  of  limited 

slrnal  energy,   the  rreater   the   factor  1  -   p.,,,   the  greater will be 
thf-  distance  between  vectors.     For two signals   the  best,  will  be 

■MUBBMHi mamm 



t hoüt-1   In whicli   p..   =  -1.     Tn  the proaence of a  preat number of 

.■ ! r.-ia !.•   the hest   value  of  p..   is  clo:-,tj  to  zero. 

Thus,  i y  means   of  analyzing; the  croG;:-corrolatlrin   .oefficlent 

W'-   can   letermlne how   close  the  studied  signals   or  correlation 

-•    it •.•   'uv   tc   the  opt i mal . 

The  examples   r;iven   above  are   Tar   from  comprehennlve  In 

'.''■rnvd  to  the  application  of the  correlation   function   in  radi-- 

eleotronlcs.     Correlation  analysis  plays  a  very   significant  rnle 

In  systems  v;ltn  varlal le  parameters,   In  the  theory   of object 

ii scri::.! nation,   In  colvlnp- many  au'omatic  regulation  and  control 

i r~! 1-r;.-   \ r ■],   V*,   37] ,   etc. 

PKRI i.'IC  AMD  RHPKATEI 
r r? 

A   futict! or;   i.-   ca 

r.iantitv  'i 

lied   periodic   if we  can   find   for  it   a  cert; 

for whicn   the   condition   r(t)  -   f(t   +  T0)   is   fulfilled 

ariy  value  of ar.-ument   t.     The   least   value  of Tn   is   called  a 

erl : 

- ri -   ritr, ■ s   wljlch   ar*3   dealt  v;lth   in   radioelootrcnics  exist   in 

a   finite  tine  segment.     In  a number of  cases  during  the time that 

the  vü ration  exists   the  number of repetitions   can  be  great   and 

the  correlation properties   of the  studied process   can  le  close  to 

the  properties  of the   correspondinr periodic  process.     Tn  cases 

where  the  number of repetitions   is   small,   the  correlation 

prop^rtifs  of the  process   change  substantially. 

The  correlation   function  of a periodic  process   is   determined 

by   formula   (1,8),  where   \(t)   is   the  periodic   time   function.     For 

a  harmonic  vibration with   a  constant  amplitude  A,   frequency u),  and 

arbitrary  initial  phase 

R{x)^~caimx. (1.13) 

11 
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A   ciimplex  periodic   vibration  can  be represented   In  the   form 

i'  i !:<•   Fourior  thfor'.y.     In   this   case  the expression   for thp 

in-' latlon   function  will   have   the   form of 

2 *> 

«(t^-^-h J-j^cos««. (i.iM 

■.•.':.•■r«1   1,,  and  a    are  tiu-  amplitudes   of the  barmnnlc   component. 

Fron the ol.t-ilned  rt'lat 1 on-hlps   It   follow;;   that   tfie correlation 

f-.n-t,' on  of the periodic  process   1.-   periodic with  the  same  period 

■t.-   In  tin- time   function,   and   doe.;  not   contain  Information  on  the 

; • -i.-' •      f ' : * •  r-t u ii ed   r n cor n . 

"■.•■   2v  .-.■-•   vi-'-l't' : * :\   function   of  twn   periodic   processes   1" 

f ■;;. i   ; ■;   f  r-mnla  fl. 0   ■m i   c.-jntainr   oi.];;  components   of  tlior.e 

:'»••■ in--no 1 ;.•..   wi.'.ci.   'ir^   i :•■-.-' ^^    In  ht-th   x.rcn^sr.pr,.     The   cross- 

•   rr-'latl   n   function  contains   Information  on  the  phase   of the 

••-r.f ^n-'-n4'r   cf r:.<- name   fr^nuency   In  the  studied  processes. 

7i.o  ["i r'.    il city   featurf    ;f  the   correlation   function  can  te 

*.•■   i   to    i^tect   •• ;•;■••:,;   r^rlcdlc   jirnal   at-a!n.-t   ri  hackrmund   of 

:.    '. rr     r' 1 ^ . 

Let   ur.   examine   a  r-lcnal   which  repeats  within  a   limited  time 

'::.'■ rval   avo]tarewlth   a  complex  chape,   fnr example,   a   pulse 

.•■   j j'-nc".     Let   u.:   a^oumo   that   the  p uloe:;   are   separated   i ,v  equal 

':::.••   Intervalr,,   frrmlnr  an  oven   sequ'iice.     The   lenrth   of the  pul^r-.- 

'..■   ]•■.-.•   than  .half of the   Interval  between  trie;':. 

Flrur^   1.1   .".how.:  the  correlation   function of an   even  pul.'e 

.••   :u--r.c'-.     The  r^reat-r.t  peak   correspond;-   to   a zero  delay  time. 

When  the  delay   changes,   the  peak  amplitude  decreases   accordlnr  to 

the   lav;   1  -   |m|/.'i,  where  m  Is   the  Intep-pr of pulse   repetition 

Inti rvals   contained   In  delay   T;   N  IS   the number of pulses   In  the 

.■oqu'''nce;  m  <   II. 

12 
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PI»'.   1.1.     Correlation   function 
of   uniform pul.-o  nequenco. 

The decreased  amplltut'' 

oT the  spikes- Is  explalneti hy 

the   fact   that when   the delay 

Is   changed   for  the   repetition 

Interval   the  number   of pulse" 

partlci patlnr  In  the   forma-' ; 

of the correlation  integraj 

In  each   sequence   is   decrea£e( 

The  correlation   function  af a  signal  consisting of one pulsi 

has   onl.v   one maximum  cat   T   «   0,   and  reverts   to   zaro  when   |TI   >  t, 

(w.her^  t ,,   1.-  the  length   of  the  pulse). 

The   repetition   of  pulses   In   time   Is   the   reason   for  the 

appearance  of repetition  with  respect  to T   in the  correlation 

funct'   n. 

The  uncertainty   function  of a  uniform sequence  of pulses when 

0   c^'ncldes  with  the   correlation  function   (Pig.   1,1).     Tn 

)n  T=ü  the  uncertainty   function has  the  greatest  side spikes 

at   points   f « q/T0(Flg.   1.2),  where  q  =   0,   1,   2,   ...;   Tn   Is   the 

interval   1etween  pulses   In   a   uniform sequence. 

f  = 

." e c t 

n 

l»(r.f)l 

o 0»rf     t/Tt    f 

Fir.   1.2.     Cectlon  of uncertainty 
function   In  uniform pulse 
sequence   (T  =  0). 

The  appearance  of 

several  spikes   for the 

uncertainty   function  In a 

uniform pulse   sequence 

Indicates   uncertainty   in 

determining distance  to 

the target   and  speed   (if 

additional   limitations  are 

not  used,   for  example, 

Tmax  < V   fmax  <  1/T0)- 

13 
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Pip. 1.3. Correlation function 
of pulne jequence with linearly 
ascending  Interval. 

The  side  lobes   of the 
uncertainty  function  can be 

greatly  reduced   If the  repeti- 

tion  of pulses   In  a  sequence 

at  equal   time  intervals   Is 

eliminated.     Tf the  interval 

tetween pulses   in  the  sequence 

Is   increased  linearly,  then 

conditions  can  be   created  under 

which  all  impulses   of main  and 

delay  sequences   [formula   (1.8)] 

will   coincide  only   In  a zero  time   shift.     When T  >  tn  they  will 

coincide   only  In  one  pulse  of the  main  and  delay sequences. 

Flrure  1.5  -'hows   the typical  appearance  of the  correlation   function 

of pulse   sequence  with  a  linearly   ascending repetition  Interval. 

In this   case  the   level   of side  lobes  has   been decreased   N  times 

compared   to  the main maximum. 

There  are  other methods  of decreasing the  level   of side  lobes 

In  the  uncertainty   function.     These  are  based on removing  the 

periodicity  of the  pulses   in  the  sequence,   and  can  be  achieved, 

for example,   in  the Sherman  sequence   [37]. 

1.3.      RANDOr]  AND  PSEUDORANDOM 
PROCESSES 

1.     Randon.  Processes 

In  mary  processes  which  are   dealt  with   in  radloelectronics 

the  probability  density  has  a  gauss Ian  distribution  law.     Such 

processes   Include,   for example,   thermal  noise,   fluctuation,   and 

useful   signals   In  a number of cases   [77].     The prevalence  of 

gaussian   random processes  can be  explained by  the  central   limiting 

theorem of  the probability  theory,   according to which  the  sum of 

a (?reat  number of random processes  having arbitrary  distributions 

has  a  normal  probability density  distribution  at  the  Mmit 

IH 
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(additional conditions requiring that each of the terms making ip 

the sum have a small, uniform effect are not rigid). 

Amultld Imenslonal normal distribution function depends only 

on the average value and the values of the correlation coefficient 

This moans that the correlation function and the average densit; 

value determine the normal random process.  For a ncnstatlonary 

random process the average value and the correlation function 

depend on time. 

In order for r. stationary gaussian process to have the 

ergodlc property it is sufficient that its energy spectrum be 

continuous, i.e., that the following integrals converge [2^]; 

j \KW\d'.<M;   j \S{t)\df<P, (1.15) 

v/here M and P are finite constant values. 

From the spectral density ^hape wide-band and narrow-bani 

random processes can be distinguished.  For the studied narrow-band 

random processes the frequency band which is occupied by spectral 

density is much imaller than the average frequency.  A narrow- 

band process can be conveniently described by a random function 

in the form of 

A(/)=£(0cosM-(f(0l. (1.16) 

where E(t), $(t) represent the envelope and phase of the random 

process. 

This representation is based on the possibility of determinlnr 

random process x(t) by means of the conjugate nCt) process, which 

Is related to the original Hilbert transform: 

^mmmtam 



In  the  case  of  £(/| ^l^üj+^/T 

-r 

♦(0-V    ?(0---arclgA 

rwo-dlnenslonal   probability  riennlty   of the  envelope  and  random 
pliaoe  of the  gaur.rian process   Ls   determined  by the   formula 

Xt,V!,{-"Mi ' ,M l£J + ^     ^ofE.ccs^     ?)||. (1>17) 

where  a   LJ   the  mean  square   value  cf the   rand om process. 

T!:o  autocorrelation   function  of the narrow-band  random 
procens   ir   determined  by  the  relationship 

R{T) = a^rc (t)cos wot + r,(t) sin IUOTJ^ 

= /'(T)C0s(0).T + t(T)I. 

:he   factor."   r^d)   and  r. (T)   have  the   form of 

(l.lfi) 

.Since the spectral density of the random process Is concen- 

rated In a narrow frequency band near u„, function S(wn - w) is 

axlmal In the low frequency range.  If the spectral density can be 

ii i     - -----------     _  _        -  —^i 
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1 
'cti:-hioreci symmetrlca]   In   relation  to  frequency uin,   then  r  (T)   =  0 

(jlnee  we  liave  the product   of the even  times  the uneven   function 

under  the   Integra]   !>ip;n)   and,   consequently,  r(T)   -  'n   ''T"»;   CCT)   ■   0 

The  expression  for the  correlation  function in this   caLie  will   be 

/?(T)'>oV(T)COSttt«T. (1 .10) 

^ 

-*  il    m- 

;■";.■■. I.'-.  .r'eetlon of uncertainty 
functlcm In noise slmals. 

The correlation function 

of a random process has only 

one maximum when T = 0 and 

Is close to zero  when 

|T | > T..  The body of 

uncertainty of a sipnal has 

one high correlation ranre 

when T = f = 0 against a tack- 

rround of a field of low 

Intensity spikes (Fir. l.h). 

Pseudorandom Processes 

The sharp maximum and low level of side lobes In the body 

of uncr-rta'.ntv are possessed not only by sound signals, but also 

b.y slrnals formed by amplitude manipulation and by frequency or 

phase modulation of a carrier within a pulse according to a certain 

law.  In systems with frequency modulation the linear law of 

fr.quency chance Is widely used.  The section of the body cf 

uncertainty nf a sli'na] with linear frequency modulation farmed 

!y a hoi'l.:ontal plane has an elliptical shape, and its axes are 

turnr-d at a certain ancle relative to the Y-axes.  Signals with 

llip ar frequency modulation do not have properties which are 

. Inllar to those of random process.es. 

To achieve amplitude- or phase-manipulated signals the 

discrete law of change In the appropriate parameter Is widely used. 

Tn this cast a signal of length T would consist of N identical 

17 
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positions - symbols, on each of which a harmonic oscillation with 

rmed, Sets  ©f values   A 1 an  amplitude   of A.   and  phase 0.   is   I'u 

A   ,  iK ,   •••.   4>     form codes, which  are   selected  such  that   they n'    1' *     n ' 
assure  the  necessary  uncertainty   function   (and,   above all,   a   low 
side  lobe   level).     The difficulties  of achieving signals with 

a      rreat   diversity   of A.   and  0.   have   led  to the widespread  use  of 

signals  with   stepped  phase  changes   for   Identical   amplitudes   or 
stepped  impHtude  changes  when there   is   no  change   in phase.     In 

most   cases   the  phase  change  Is  by  quantity  tr. 

Phase-  or amplitude-manipulated  signals  can  conveniently  be 

v.-r!tten  as   a  sequence  of  symbols   by   making +1   correspond  to   an 

'.•dilation  with  an  amplitude  of one  and  a  zero phase and maklnr 

-1   (or zero)   correspond  to  an oscillation with  an  amplitude   of 

■no  and phase  TT .     The  correlation  properties   of the signal  are 

determined  by  the  type of binary  sequence  controlllnf-'1 the phase 

(or amplitude)   change.     In the  following discussion attention  will 

: ••   focused  on   phase-manipulated  signals, 

A   low   level  of side   lobes  in  the  uncertainty   function   can 

i •■  provided  : y  the  Barker  codes   (not   more  than  1/N,  where  N  is   th*2 

numh'-r o! de   symhols).     Marker  sequences   ar»'  known  for N  <   1?, 
which   limits   their use.     currently  there  are   codes   of greater 

duration    which   have   a  side  lohe     level   and   the  uncertainty   function 

of nr   more  than  l//fj.     For example,   binary  m-sequences,  technically 

rather simple   to  achieve   through  shift   registers,   are widely   used. 

The  shift   regls.ter   Is   a device   consisting of cascade-connected 
1 T.'i!';;  storage   elements.     The number  of  storage  elements   determines 

th"  configuration   of the   register.     Under the  Influence  of the 

clock  pulses,  which  are  supplied to  the  register  from a  separate 

sclllator,  the  electrical   state  of the  binary  cells  shifts 
(moves)   across   the  register to   (successive)   elements.     The 

sequence op  voltage  values,  which   is   set   at   the  register output, 

depends  on  the   Initial   state of the  cells.     The   length  of one 

symbol   of the   code being   formed  Is  determined by  the repetition 

1H 



ppi'loii  of the  clc^ck   pulöoi:.     The   length  of the  entire  sequence, 

which  fan  he  descrihed \>y  the  nunber' of rymbols,  ir  cqu^l   to the 

numbef  of  cellc   In  the register,   I.e.,   N ■  k. 

.*-» 

'-© 0 rL-, 

For a pvlven numtifr of 

cells   considerably   Irnger 
sequences   can be  obtained   .I 

logic       feedback  l:-   Introdu'j 

In the   feedback  element  the 

logic       function  of the  state 

of several  cells  Is   calculate! 
and  the   result   Is   fed  to 

register input.     Units with 
feedback   can be   characterize:) 

by  an  operator with   delv; 
pond'nr    to a   delay  of one   [cycle]  unit.   A delay  of v 

Fir.   1 .'-.     The   simplest  block 
ilarram of -i binary  sequence 
renerator:      J ,   ?  -   shl ft 
:••■,•-■ .-,1 <'r  cells,   whlcli  provide 
i-'la;.'   for !•;   -  v  an-i  v   Intervals,; 

•   -  lo,'lc   feedback   element  which 
•i i is   !■:■ dulo   ? . 

un c«..rresponds   to   operator   D The  wer/  of such  a   system, 

shown   In   Fir.   1.5,   can  be  characterized  by  an  operator such as 

z    xQD^iSffi. Ci.po) 

i0rp  +  (jencten  addinr: modulo  two   (Table   1.1);   x  and   z  are  the 

;pul    and   output   sequences. 

Table 1.1. 
Addlnr modulo 
t, v; n. 

Terms Results 

0 1 
1 0 
0 0 
1 1 

1 
1 
0 
0 

Tn  an  autonomous   regime, 

where  from a  certain  time  the 

signal   Is   not   obtained   (x  =   D), 

the  operator has   the   form of 

'.'■'.'•   ii'l'i.v   operators   can  be  used  to  represent  the work  of  systems 

'•'n1airilrir  several   logic   feedbacks. 

I I 
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Kor the  selected   k-blt   of the re^l^ter feedbacks   can be 
IntrodMcod   In   ilfferent  ways.     Yet  not   all   feedba'cks  will  provide 

the   longest   sequence. 

The  greatest  sequence   length which  can be obtained Is  equal 
tc   :;  =»2-1.     As   the   clock  pulses   continue  the  sequence  will   he 

repeated.     Sequences   lasting  2-1  are   called  maximal   length 
jequenoes   or m-r.equences,   and  tliey  liave  properties   similar to  those 

of   randcni binary   processes.     The   polynomials  which   determine  the 

formulation  of binary   m-sequences  have   been   found   for a  number  of 
?aser   [S?],   and   some  of them  are  plven   In  Table  1.2, 

!•:•   1.2.     '. ^ lay pcl.v- 
.Inlr, 

» 
i 

s 
6 
7 

0 

10 

lyn  r.. il 

7 

15 

31 

63 

127 

511 
;o23 

The systems of the shaplnr 

unit correspond to the scheme shown 

r. r.-' 1 an • v 

should correspond to the type of 

polynomial selected (Table 1.2). 

Binary m-sequences have 

interestinr properties; the main 

ones avF-  {-resented below. 

; :■■! :t icall.v 

. i.   t:. m-requencc  symbols   +1  and  0  are  cften 

rt 

i na? 

•ame.  For a sequence of any period the number of 

f a sln»"le sign can differ from the number of symbols 

•jer r. 1 ir.'.i  i y only one . 

It: a single realization of the sequence half of all 

■■ ;•'•■.■ +1 an i ■ Lave a length of one symbol, one quarter have a 

!••?...-th rf two symbols, one eighth - of three symbols, etc. 

Tf the sequence Is compared to Its cyclical time shift 

for a certain number of symbols, then the number of corresponding" 

symbols differ:- from the number of noncorrespondln,; symbols by 

no more than one.  in the case of a zero shift all symbol? 

correspond. 
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4,     The  sum  (modulu two)  of two sequences  which  are time 

.shifted  by   any  number  cfCcyclec ]unl ts   (within  the'limits  of the 

period)   represent  a sequence of the  same polynomial but with  a 

iifferent  time displacement.     The  p;l7en property  is the basis  of 

the  sequence   storage  systems. 

!.     The   normalized  correlation   function of a binary m-sequ nee 
Is  determined  on  the  basis   of  formula   (1.8)   and  has the  form  of  a 
l rok^n  line. 

Let   us   now dv/ell   on  the  correlation properties  of the 
sequence;;,.     Discrete  time  shifts   con  be  easily  studied.     The 

expression   for the  correlation   function  in  this   case has  the   form 

«-/ 
P(/.g--   .JrJ] A-(«M (/ + /). Cl.21) 

■'•..'  the   shift   increases  in time  the number of terms   in  the 

surr;     f  (1.21)   decreases. 

The  crrrelation   function has   its  maximal   value at   zerr   time 
shift   (j   =   0).     At   shifts   of 1  <  J f N  -  1   there  are side  lobes, 

v;hose maximal   level   for  rreat   sequences   (N  >   13)   does  not   exceed 

l//n.     For  .'.'  <_  1:  there   are  m-sequences   for which  the  side   lobe 

lev»-]   of the  crrrelation   function  does  not  exceed   1/N,   as   for the 

hurker  code ,   !.•■., 

|l/| TV iipH Ar>l3. 

[npM   =   when] 

(1.22) 

Figure   l.ß   shows  the  form of the  correlation   function of a  binary 
m-sequence   for  the  particular case. 

■ - —   •■■" 
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Cori'elat Ion  function 
■ equonce   ( + 1,  -1 ). 

In   a  nurnl>er of technical 

problemiä   signals   formed by 

periodically  repeated m- 
aequences   are  used with  an 

averaglnr  time  equal   to  the 

period.     The  correlation 

function   of ouch  a signal  is 
determined   for  discrete  delay: 

iy  the  relationship 

(1.23) 

.•".oc^rd Inr  *     t:."  properties   of   3  and   'i,   as   a  result   of the 

.■ur:.:-:';t ! - ;,r   In   frrnuia   (1.21)   v;p  ret   the m-sequence  of the same 

rolynomial,   in which   th^  number  of symbols  with different   sirns 
H ffer   fr r. one   another  by   one.     Thus 

P(t)- 
1 l-l(V-H) npH |t|</,. 

- S   ripH/.<h|</.(^-I). 

[np^i   =  v;henl 

(1.2M 

ccrr^la'Ion   function  of the  periodic  rn-jequence  has   repeated 

;i Ikes   (Kl.-.   1.7) an i   n de   lobe   level  of  1/N. 

-!;'.   1.7.     Correlation   function 
f  periodic  m-sequence. 

Th e  spect ra 1   dens 11,v 

of the  sequence   Is   found  as 

the Wlener-Khlnchln  transform 

from the  autocorrelation 

function.     The   spectral 
density   envelope   and   the 

position  of Its  zero  are 

determined by   the  shape  and 
lenrth   of the  symbol.     Tho   first   zero of the   envelope  corresponds 

to   a   frequenc,"   of  IAQ.     Tho spectral  density  of th-^  periodic 

22 
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r.fquence ha:; a discrete nature. The frequency Interval betweer 

nel^h.horinp; spectral lines depend;: on the length of the sequence 

and Is equal to 1/Nt 0' 
Tn  the  case  of  a single  sequent--  the 

spectrum becomes   solid,   and  the shape   of the  spectral   density 

envelope   Is  preserved. 

The  uncertainty   function  of a phase-manipulated  signal has 
one  maximum at   the origin  of the coordinates,  and  In  the  section 

of plane  f =  0   it   repeats  the  correlation   function.     At  different 

nonzero value?   of  T   and   f the  uncertainty   function  has  side  lobes 

v.: •■'■o-nltude  hardly  exceeds   1//N.     The   form  of the  uncertainty 

■ f a pseudorandom signal   consisting of seven  symbols   is 

Fig.   1.8. 

»(f,*)l 

oits I    § */*. 

Fif 1.8.     Uncertainty   function of 
phase-manipulated signal   (N ■  7). 

M-sequences   are  called  pseudorandom,   which  points  to   their 

similarity  to   random sequences.     A  random sequence   Is   a sequence 

for which  only   the  appearance  of a  certain symbol  or group   of 

symbols  can  be  shown.     The  M-sequence  belongs  to  regular signals, 

which   ar<-   formed   on  the  basis   of coding  rules.     Its   regularity 

Her,   In the   fact   that   under known  Initial   conditions   its  values 

can  be  calculated  and  predicted  for a given moment   in time.     Tf, 

however, we  compare  I inary  m-sequences,   for example,   with  a random 

sequence,  then we  ^.otlce  a  similarity  between their  structures. 

The  similarity  appears,   for example,   in  the   frequency  of the diff- 

erent   symbol   combinations   (properties   1   and 2)   and  in  the   form  of 

the  autocorrelation  function. 
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For the purposes of autocorrelation processing the possibility 

of delaying p?eudoranrtoni signals Is very Important.  In the case of 

an m-sequence delay can he achieved by some complication of the 

shaping systems.  A delayed binary sequence may be obtained, for 

example, by taking voltage of various shift register cells.  The 

number of delayed sequences in this case Is determined by the 

configuration of the register, and does not Include all possible 

? h'rnals in time. To obtain sequences corresponding to missing 

delay? an additional device must be Introduced which forms logic 

functional operations over sequences obtained at the various 

rerlster coll outputs [70, Rlj.  The action of this device Is based 

or; property ^;  the sum ("modulo two) of two n-sequences of a riven 

polynomial Is also the m-sequence of the same polynomial [20, ^6]. 

The t-islc system of obtalninr delayed sequences Is shown In 

1. com: inlnr the term:: (I.e., voltages from the r«'-iMster 

cells) and adding modulo two, 

sequences can he obtained 

which are time shifted Ly 

different numbers of units 

Cwlthln the limits of the 

period) In relation to the 

output. ':■''.,-.   1. -.  Block ilarram repre- 
senting shapinr of delayed 
sequence:  I - register cells, 
1 - modulo two adding system, 

- delay control Mock. 

The sequences discussed 

al ov«3 are far from comprehen- 

sive with respect to the 

.-reat diversity of binary sequences with side lobe levels of 

W^.  [371. 

unary :uences with a larre number of symbols can be obtained 

\ ;•  c r) Inlnr short m-sequences [12].  The elements of the combined 

sequence are formed by logic operations performed on elements of 

the original sequences.  An example might be a combined sequence 

formed according to the law v^x&ii?,   where x, y, and z are binary 

sequences of shorter duration.  If tue periods makinr up the 

2'I 
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sequences  do not  have a  common  denominate* ,  then the period of the 

combined  sequence   Is  equal   to  the product   of the 'periods  of the 

components,  I.e., 

The   autocorrelation   function of a  combined  sequence  has   sp- :' 

nt   -ill    It lay   valuer  which  are  divisible  by   the period  of any  of  the 

c^mpnnent   sequences.     The  greatest  spike  corresponds   to  zero  delay; 

additional   spikes   have  a  .-mailer value.     Combined  sequences  are 

ur<- i   In   systems   for measurlnp the distance  to  an  object,   and  make 

It   pnssliIf  to  reduce the  time  of determining the phase of a 

i-Tl  ■ 't-fi   .-Ir-rnl . 

• rnary   .-equenres  with   levels   of +1,   ^,  -1   [80]   have   Interer^- 

•   vr-l'ttlon  properties.     The  symbol   0  corresponds  to  the 

>'-i.c<      f i: dilations   ("amplitude  sero),   +1  and -1   correspond  to 

'Mll'itlni/  with   an  amplitude   of one  and  an  Initial   phase  of zero 

, i 

•f , i , r-'iTect I vely.  A ternary m-sequence can be described by 

!• 1 ■;.•.■ . r "rnt . r.- aldlnr modulo three.  The number of symbols In a 

t-rnary sequt-nce of maximal length Is determined by the formula 

'.'.   = ■''-].     The autocorrelation function of a periodic ternary 

m-sequence has a positive maximum at  a zero time shift and Is 

n^rative for a shift of half a period (Fig. 1.10).  In other delays 

of .-reater symbol duration the correlation function is equal to 

zero.  The presence of a negative lot <i in the correlation function 

is not desirable, particularly for signals which are used In 

detection systems. 

From ternary m-sequences Chang found sequences of nonmaximal 

li>n.-tii [Ho] whose periodic correlation function had only one 

maximum when T = 0 and zero lobes for other delays.  The length of 

the sequence Is determined by the relationship 

iV,= J-V- J (3»-l). 
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Fir.   1.10.     Correlation  function 
of ternary  periodic  m-sequence. 

There  are  generators   for ternary  sequences  of lenp-th  N    whose 

jorrelatlon   function  has   zero side   lobes   [^0].     Table   1,3  shews 

■one  of the polynomials  which determine the shaping systems  cf 
•u .•!.   sequence ■ . 

Table  1.3.     Delay 
polynomial  of 
1 ernary  requences. 

ft IIM.IHH m 
Xvnr.ih- 

H« Ik 

3 D* Q,1D® 2 13 
5 D*(B'JI><B- 121 
7 D'(BD*®2 1093 

The properties   of the ternary 

sequences  of '"ham'- are   similar to  those 

of the  binary  sequences   studied above. 

For example,   the number  of +1  and -1 

symbols   In  the  sequence  differ very 

little,   particularly  when the length 

of the  sequence   Is   Increased   (Table   1 JO. 

Table l.H. Fre- 
quency cf symbol 
occurrence. 

* V m*, "•-• 

3 13 6 3 

5 121 ♦5 36 

t If 103 i/h 351 

The  symbols  used  in  Table  1.^ 

a re : 

m  ,   -  the- number  of  symbols   In   a 
sequence   corresponding  to  +1; 

m  ,   -  the number  of  symbols   corre- 

sponding to  -1. 

A ternary sequence can be time delayed by adding modulo three 

sequences of a single polynomial which, however, are time-shifted. 

For the Chanr sequence which consist: of 13 symbols the methods of 

attaining  time  delay  are   determined  by   operators   such as   [80] 

i i .i    ■■■■i~ 
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Ü'x - DxQx;   D*.x — PxQx',... 0"*^ O,
.*02JC. 

v.'here * denotes addition modulo three. 

r The studied ternary sequences are Interesting for a number 

correlation electronics problems, since their correlation fun^ 

is the closest to the correlation function of a single pulse ai 

at the same time, they can be used to assure the given energy 

spectrum distribution on a large time interval, which is essential 

in detection and communications problems. 

1.4.  CORRELATION PROPERTIED OF 
GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESSES IN 
NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 

Nonlinear transformations of random processes can be e,.pt c 

t  lead to a change in the cross-correlation function.  The 

alrcrithm Per the work of the correlator according to formula (1.9) 

can be written as 

A-*oo   £•! 

Instrument  readings  at  the  system output   (Fig.   1.11)   depend on 

the   'orrelati'on of input   random prcces.-.es.     The  greater the 

coincidence  probability  for the  values  of processes  shifted 

relative  to  one  another  in time  T,   the greater  will  be  the 

readlnrs.     The  sign  of the terms  of the sum  is  determined  by  the 

polarity  of  the  co-factors.     When  R(T)  -*■  0  the polarity of the 
co-factors   on  the  average will  be   identical   for  half of the  terms 

and  opposite   for the   remaining terms.     The  sums   of positive  and 

negative  terms  are  equal   on  the  average.     In  the  case1  of nonzero 

R(T)   the  weight  of terms  with  the  same or opposite  co-factor 

polarity   increases.     Corresponding to the maximal value  of  R(T) 

is  the maximal  quantity by which the  sum of terms of one sign 

exceeds  the  sum of another sip:n.     For the  autocorrelation   function 
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Pif;. 1.11.  oystem for analyzlnr 
nonlinear distortions. 

when T -•• 0 the polarity of 

co-factors corre3poniis (or 

is opposite), and the absolute 

value of the terms are 

maximal. 

In the case of nonlinear transformations the terms represent 

the product of functions of random process values, i.e., 

/.I«(MIMW. ft)! 

For most   transformations  polarity  agreement  among the  co-factors 

will   Influence  the magnitude  of the   sum Just   as  if the   transforma- 

tion  were   absent,   although  the  absolute  values  of the  co-factors 

will   change,   thus   leading to   a  change   In  the  values  of  the   corre- 

lation   function. 

How   let   us  examine the  effect   of  nonlinear transformations 

on  the  correlation  function  of  random  processes  with  zero  average 

values.     A  dependence  must  he  established between  correlation 
function.:   before   and  after the  transformation   [2^,   hr,   ^Q^ 

Let   us   assume  that  extraneous  noise  and  interference  are 

absent;  the  orgodlc property   Is   valid. 

We  designate: 

x(t),   y(t)   as  random processes   of the correlator  input; 

K(T)   -  the  correlation  function  between  inlet  processes 
(prior to  nonlinear transformations); 

'HT)   -  the  correlation  function  of random processes  after 
nonlinear transformation. 

?8 
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Nonlinear trant; format Ions   In   the  system (Flp;.   1.11)   are 

(icscribed by   function f.Cx),   f?(y). 

The  main  stage  of the  study   ic  proving the  validity   of the 

re] at ions hl p 

^-WTWM. ^-25) 

where   f ''   ix)   la  a  k-th  order  derivative   from function   f(x). 

Proof  consists  essentially   of the   following.     Voltages  at  ' ir 
output   of each  nonlinear  unit   can be  represented  by  means   of the 

Laj lace   transform  In  the   form cf 

'•,x'      l:,l\   *<♦(«)e"",to+[   A(._Ke'"V«l (1.26) 

where   ''•,,   r,     are  the corresponding  Integration  circuits;  h,   (u) 
Is   ttie   Laplace  transform   from the  system  characteristics,  which 
\s   •"|ual   tr 

0 
o 

h.-iu)^    f/,(«)e-'"'rf*. (1.27) 

If we  substitute   (l.?.r)   in   (1.6)   and  change  the  order cf 

Interratlon,   then   the expression   for the  correlation   function  can 
be   represented   In  the  form of the  sum of  Integrals 

^S J  '/M, I /',- l",)'''* (",,*(,',• "'IJUt- (1.28) 
* c,±     c2l 
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where  ö(u   ,   u0)   \r   ti.s characteristic   function of the  second  order. 

All  possible  combinations  of +  signs  are added.     The   left   part 

of  formula   (1.25)  when k  =  1,   accordlnp to   (1.28)  equals 

"T It," ' [fm j   2j   J  ''"'   J i''» ("'' ''-'i <"'»      „A '    -'«.. ( 1 . ?9 ) 

:;ow   let   us   find  the   rlrht   part   of   (l.?5)  by   uslnr   (1..'56).     W< 

ret 

/r'/i"      (j.yj]   f   *.   I   ''..(«.»^ (":).< 

(1.30) 

ell       M)t' quality  of   (1.29)   and   (1.30)   takes 
i-"  h, ,   lip,   I.e.,   under arl Itrary 

runct!ons   of  f,(x^,   and when  the   following condition  In  valid: 

plaoe  i.naer-  arl Iti-'iry   luantltles   h, ,   i,0,   i.e.,   under arbiträr: 

+ ii1u.S(tf1. i/,) -=«0. (1.31) 

!.••.,   t!ie  equality   \z  valid   for  random processes  whose  characteristic 

function   satisfies  equation   (1.31). 

[.'■t   us   find   the  expression   for  the   characteristic   function. 

'Hie  solution   tn   equation   (1.31)   has   the   form  of 

10 9(11,. «,)       -«.«^'(t) f «, (1.3?) 

djer^  d   !s  the   P..id; Ion subject   to   determination. 

To  determine   function  G we  will   use   the   Initial  conditions 

30 
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mmm  

a)   when  p  =   1.     By  substituting; the  formula  for  the  two- 

lliTion.',lonal   norma]   distribution,  which   In  this  cane  has   the   form 

p(* i/)-pi*)m9~i)-i*-*)i 

In  i!.i'  i'Xfi'e.•.■.'.on   for the  characteristic   function,  we  ret 

9   V.^.-^Oi, |.«,). (l.?3) 

.vo 

r>iu,\u,):    f/'(v     ^e'«•'""'•""» ,/(j(-/); (i.3'n 

wnon  p  =  -],  i y  M.-In;- tnc  analorous   formula   for the  two- 
..  -'..»Tii n'il    i! Jti-'.t ution,  we  oltaln   the   f llov.'lnr exprpr.sion   for 

•iiuraci ••!■!.■ I I c   funct 1 on 

»-«;(«, - «,) c^'74'"••, (1.35) 

"ron  r-r'lai !on;-hlr.'   O.^P)   and   Cl.?3)  we   ret 

C(ui. U])-/(Uir H<:y)+Ci(«), 

0,(1/)    ^^(lii+U:) HiiUi. 

(1 .36) 

.■:••: l-jyly   en   th<>  lacl.:   of   (1.3S)   and   (1.3?)  we   rot 

C(«i. ";) «i(M|J +":y)+Gl(u)1 (1.37) 

Gi(it)   In (J(U, -»:)   uiiij. 

Fxpresnionr.   for  function  fi which  are   found on  the  basis   of 

conditions  a)   and  \)  should  be  equal.     The  relationships  obtained 

above  are   valid   Vor arbitrary   random processes  x(t),   y(t).     Thus, 

u, ,   u,   can   be   regarded  as   Inderendent   variables.     Under these 

■'1 



conditions   the equality  of expressions   (1.36)   and   (1.37)   la   only 

poor. 1 i l':'  when 

Oi(w)-con*l>Q.i 

Tho expre.sclon   fcr the  characteristic   function  In this   case 

0(«i,  u:\    r\p{    UiM,A'(T)+l(M.4+U:i/)+Ql| (3.38) 

corr^^p^-'idi"   to  the  two-dimensional   Gaussian  distribution  of   [2^] 

'  ri.-tan»   Q   can   te   considered  equal   to  zero  when  the  appropriate 

r. jrnallnation  standard.-,  are   fulfilled. 

'i'hur, * .•;-. .■ lutlon and anal.vs.ls of expression (1.31) have 

.•i.owr. t;:a' tne !a.-!c r<-latlon.-hip of (1.25) Is fulfilled under 

t:.'1  condition  t};a1    random processes   x(tv   and y(t)   are  rausslan 

Ti.e   I'-r-!. i'-ric»--  hetween  correlation   functloris of pausslan 

vi'. )  :■. iroc^sse.-   lefni",1  arid  aft'?r nonlinear transformations   are 

r ■;;. :    r.  t :.-.■   larl.-      f   f"l.?ri).     ron:: Iderlnp"  th^e  av^rarlnr of  the 

.:••'    In  1 ;.••   rl ,-ht    r nrX   of   M .:":)  we   ret 

j^Jf,    f'« ll\"MlpMPl*.y)äy. (1.39) 
■a»       - ao 

wher»' ] {y.,  ::)   Is   the  two-dimensional  normal   prohablllty  density. 

ü'-nllnear  transformations   and  pr-ocessos  which  can be  performed 

irfore  coi*relat1on   lead   tc   a  change   In  the    form 00 the  correlation 

function.     For example,   In  the  case   of  a  I 1 lateral   restriction, 

wht re 

I -  I npii * < 0. 

[npH  =  when] 

(Um) 

-- 



'.ho   :v lat loriKhlp  between  the  correlation   functions  before  and 

after nonlinear transformation  will   have  the   form of 

;(t) * — Htcsln [K {x)\. (l.iJl) 

Mearur.>ment   error   (the  difference  IKT)   -   K(T))   \r,  described  by   t;. 

curves   shown   In  Flp;.   1.12.     Correlators   In which  there  is   a 
trinsformat 1 on   of the  studied  random  processes";  accordlnr to   (1. •I 

ai'"  called  correlators with  polarity  coincidence.     The value  of 

t-h-  output   effect   of the  correlator  is   determined by  the  probability 

of  coincidence   (or   lack  of it)   in  the   polarity  of the  studied 

pi"  ••■.•.■•?,•.     It   Is   technically  easier  to  produce  correlators 

peratlnr  on   trie  indicated  principle   than  correlators  with   Idea1 

:•,•.;:• ipllcat ion   (see   5   PA). 

l*(r)-¥(t) 

«V arf 
'.;•. i.l. .  Measurement ei'ror 
ivv-" ;' i- correlation function 
'.':.   r-.T'-ct to polarity coin- 

It is also possille to use 

the polarity coincidence method 

to create correlators with a 

nonrausslan distribution of the 

studied random processes, 

although the difference between 

C'CT) and K(T) in this case may 

be considerable [651. 

rr» latlon devices with a nonlinear transformation in 

;.l;.- on" channel when certain conditions are met for the dlstrl- 

i iti'.n function  f the probability density of the processes and 

t;..- transformation characteristic rjjB, ^9], correlation functions 

IKT) and K(T) differ only in a constant factor, i.e.. In scale. 

The Indicated result Is valid for more than the gaussian dlstrlbu- 

t i on. 

This analysis does not enable us to Judp;e the deterioration 

in the noise characteristics of correlation devices which contain 

nonlinear trans format!ons . 

n 
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SECOND CHAPTER 

CORRELATORS 

..:.    : Krrn FHKJCIPLE IF roRRELATORr 

A'?ccrJ!r.,-  t     r.':.^   :ilrcf[^\:r: of   (1.^)   or   Cl.'J)   the  crrr^l^tr-»- 

:.■   't   i-vlc-,-   -■  ruii::tiur of  a multiplication  -yrtern   for  Input 

.■■/ti'il.'   atid   an   'nte-rratcr which   Intef-rat^n   th»1  results   of the 

:• iltlrillcatl -;..     T.he  j rescnce  of a  statistical  connection between 

the   input   prccessoj   results   In  a  i-c   component  at   the  multiplier 

'r;/.     The  'i-c   component  passes  thrcurh   the   integrator which 

{••"!■•■••:.•••.■   r-^sf-.onse   fluctuation  at  the  output. 

]';.   c  rrelator   h--.;lrn  one   frequentl.v   enc   unters   serious 

iirflculty   !n  achievlru-: a  sufficiently   rapid  multiplication  device 

Current   analor multiplication methods   can  be  broken down  into   twe 

,-r  ups  -   i'r'-c4:.   an J   Indirect.     The   first   rroup  contains  systems 

whl •'•.  enplo.v  fhysical   effects  proportional   to   the  product   of the 

two  measured   quantities   -  dual   control   of  the  anode  current  by   the 

electron  tui.e,   the   Hall   effect,  etc. 

Indirect  multiplication  systems  perform  such multiplication 

'■r erat '. ons   as 

xy=* l-K-v + i/)' -(x-y)'). 

■;'i 



Thr  oppratlonr.  of fiddlnp and  nubtractlnp; can  be performed 

t" I'.'IIKI formor;-,   cleotronlo  systemc,   resistors,   etc.'   The   initial 

.•-action of tho  anode-prld  characteristic  of the  tube trlode  or 

section of tlie  volt-ampere  characteristic  of the semlc   iductor 

llodf,  rpecla]   electron tubos v,1t!i  a parabolic characteristic, 

i'-  !••   circuits,   otc,   may  be  u;5ed  a::   the  square-law  generator. 

.'.V 

We  r'iU.'t   mention   a  rr( up  of devices  vi].ic\i  belonp to  the  dir 

.'. • : f 1 ! ■•at I ■ M.  .•;,•.■ t.t r:.-  -   linear  four-polo  networks with  variable 

;:•••.;•.' '■•:•.■.     "'he werk   of these  devices   is   based  primarily  on  the 

•!;i •!! lr     f   '..-i.trollinr the   transmission   coefficient   of the   four- 

]•■   v *.;■.',rk.      "."■..<J   voltar«'   of  one   factor   lr,   .supplied   to   the   Inp.' 

'■.'..■   :'  ■;:•-:    le,   an i  the  tranr.misc 1 on  coefficient   Is   varied   ' 

■ ;    :" !   :,   '      '•,•■   V'ltar-'     f  4 fir   other   factor.     These   systems 

.•'■.;■     ilff'-r'-nt   ';:',<■.■   r.f modulator:--. 

d.- ■^u.-.-'-'i  ai ■ v- make It possible to multiply the 

.-.-e.: continually 1 .v rrlmple methods which provide a 

f accuracy. 

; "  -■ 

.' ■; i 

i'-.-.lrn   r.f correlators   can  te   facilitated  If a deviation 

.<■   al .---r;-r.r. of   (l.H)   and   fl.'O   is   permitted     and   if In 

•'  :   r. • Irlylnr-   ' :.•>  studied   pT'ocesses   the   functions   of  there 

'-•s   ar«-   multiplied.     There  exist   various  methods  of designinp 

rr'.'lat   rs ,   Includlnp; time-   and   level-digitization  of  the 
i  »■. ►», - *-» i-> •",. • 

[,^t us examine a correlator whose action can be described in 

ila.-r'ims fFlr. ..1).  Curves a, and l, represent realizations of 

*:.• studied random processes.  Graphs a^ and \n  show the two 

P'-rlodlc pulse trains with a repetition period of AT, obtained 

f ?■'m ■) slngl" s.ourco of harmonic oscillations.  We will assume 
that intervals AT are considerably smaller than the correlation 

times of the studied processes.  The second pulse train is time- 

shifted by means of the delay device relative to the first by delay 

■ - 
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A  /»a   A A   » A   >»»   A /»•     » 
:'':.-.   P.l.     ^onvcr^l on  of studied 
} ;■  ctT.^e.1    In   rrr rro] -.t or. 

M'.-i!ii   •;     .-"v.'  u.-   thi'  vilu".:   of  the   first   rand^ni 

jr'-t"   r-i  :■.•■(:'.■   !n  time.     V.'Ide   rectangular pulrei-,   a. 

■\v-    ;" !•:•:■■ i  .-uc:;   t:.at    t;.'..-ii'  -i;:.! 1 ! 1 u !• ■.■   an    proportional   t'   roforpnc^r 

u, ,    i ,,...,  QI) ,  v;;•. 11 ■ •   t.::.^r  length   \:   constant   and   equa] 

■i\\ V':'.\::i* ■ \;:   t c    AT.      V/lien  AT  <   T,    thrcurh   transfornat! on   contlnuour 
r. 

r;t:i i:.ri r n' •■•.■.•   "i,    I.'   t ran^'formt-rj   Into procesn  a.,  with  a (ilscrete 
>i:'ir,)-^   In  '.'.'• er.ve]   pp.     rimllarlv   t;ie  s^ouence   (if wide  pulret-  1 - 

! .•   f rr-.'-i,  whcje  amplitudes   ar'o  pr-opoT't 5 ona]   to   i-eferences   ß, ,   r^, 

....   1   .     :■•:  moan.:   of  nawtooth  '/nltage  t!ie  amplitude-modulated '     n o i 

jruloe train  of the  second  random procers  ! -,  is   transformed   Into 

Ion,-tii-modulated   pulses   \ u.     The  wl ith  of the  pulses   obtained   Is 

t :■  rcrtional   to   B,,   ....   ß   .     :•'.'  moans   :T the   colncideno^  system 

: ."..••■  currents   fa,,   \ u)   are   multiplied,   formlnr  a new  pulse  current, 

w:. ,s"   rtmplitudt-   Is   pi'opcrti onal   to   references   a,,   ....   u   ,  while 1 ' '     n' 
• ;.•    wl ith  of  the   pulses    Is   proportional   to   references,   ß. ,   ....   8   . 

■ I' '     n 
rut "rrat 1 ni'  'i  pulse  train   for a  large  numher  of  references   fives 

..■   ■-.    luar.tlty  ■./hie:!   Is   proportional   to  the   value   of  the  correlation 

function. 

The  operations   performed   In the  correlator may  be briefly 

represented  as   follows.      For each  of the  processes  respective 

- ■ 



values  of a(t.)   and  b(t.)  arc  assigned,  which  are  then  multiplied 

\ii\  added  over time   NAT,   I.e.,   the  sum 

n 

»-I 
(.".D 

1 .•   formed,  whloli   i-epresents  an  approximate  expression  for' the 

•  r'relat.lcn   integral   (1. '). 

vie 

> •.' 

pi 

Certain   correlat.on   function:-;  may  be   similarly  performed,   1" 

take  cur reference;'   at   time   Intervals   of AT >  T, .     In  this   car" 

;■ each  of the  randon processes  we  can  assume  that  subsequent 

ferences   are   not   correlated with  one  another.     Each  of the 

oces.-es   !.•   l-roken  down   into M  cerments,   each  of which  has   a 

nrth   ~if AT.     The  segments  of the   randon  process  may  be  reparJ- 

Its   .-eparat'^  occurrences.     In  each  of these  realizations  we 
;.■,.   ■,._,■.  r, ff-rence,  v;hict"i   for the   first   process   corresponds   to  the 

-'::n! :.,•,  while   a  time   shift   is   introduced   for the  second  process, 

can assume that the sum of (2.1) In this case expresses the 

tL-fral of (1,6) for the correlation function when the set is 

■■r"i--  ].     :-'  r the  studied  random processes   the  erpodic  propertv 

v a]Id, 

•tfiL , 

JÜL7 ZhQ^ 
> 

r.   ?.?.     Filock   diar^am  of 
rital   correlator:      !  -  analnr- 
.■■•f, al    " nvt-rter;   P  -  delay 

i-vl -  arithmetl -  unit. 

Computer methods  mak^   it 

possible  to  achieve  the 

correlator design method 

discussed  above by  other 

means.     In  the  correlator 

shown   in  Fig.   2,2  the  values 
of  the   studied processes,  which 

are   assigned  at  discrete 

n^monts   of time  are   converted  Into  a  digital   form  and enter  the 

arlthrm-tlc  unit,  whlca performs  operations   equivalent   to multlpli- 

cation  and   Integration,     One  of the  studied  processes   can  also be 
delayed  ty  means   of dlrltal  devices,   for example,   shift   registers. 

-i i 
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In  designinp; correlators greater deviations   from the algorithm 

(1 .'H  can be tolerated  than   In the  case  discussed" above;   for 

example.  Information  concerning  only  the  moments  when  the processes 

jia.-s  through  zero would  l-e   considered and  Information  conccn'-nlng 

the  envelope;:,  discarded.     An example of  such   correlators   (see 

5   i.'i)  v/ould  be   slnn   correlators   (or polarity-coincidence 

correlators).     Tue simplified   functional   system  of a sign  correlator 

I .■.   similar tc  that   shown   In  V]r.   ?..?.    Tlie purpose  of the b'.locks 

In  this   ca.-e  wruld l-e   different:     1   -   I'mltor,   2   -   delay   unit,   3  - 

1   >-!,• multiplication  Mock.     V. Itacer  corresponding to  the studied 

random pr^c-'.jses   are  amplitude-limited.     In this   case only 

rmatlrn   •■'"i ?''rr'1lnr  a  s 1 rn   c'.'iric--   In  the  random procesr   I.- 

M';l r» n t" ■:   Is   done an."  of the   coincidence 

r-i talned wl'h  relatively   little  dlfflcultv. 

B't. 

ie4 er-r-.lned. 

In*-;..-! c   ♦■ I ular component   of  the  output 

lerr o r )i,relatlon  between  random  process* can  he 

I:,  studyl: 

•.-   deve] -A 

cu.-.:ed ;-!.-., 

u:. _. - • ■ ,n: 

[<•  rausslan r.rocesses by means of a sign correlator 

In m-.-asurlnr the correlation function, come  of which 

n 5 1 ,'< (see Fir. 1.1?).  In analysing processes 

Ian i! .■*!•!: ut ■ r n, the connection between correlation 
ned by al rcr I tt.ms (1. 8) and (.19) and those obtained 

Im corral at' r becomes more complex [65]. 

A method 

are 

wn r measurlni" correlation functions In which 

.!ned which   are !< to  the  Ideal   multiplication 

rv-thod.     This   Is   achieved   by   Introduclnr  special   auxiliary  random 

processes,  and  result.:   In   complication of the  system   [2^']. 

In the case of cross-correlation  reception of weak signals 

In  t■';•■  prenence  of noise,   rood  results  can  be  obtained   from a 

correlator design   [28,   59]   in which only one stored  signal   Is 

subject     o  limitation.     The  random process which   Is   received   (a 

mixture of signal   and  noise)   Is  not  subject  to  transformation.     In 

38 



this  ca-'e  the  output   voltart   of the  correlator  la  proportional  to 

the  value  of the  correlation  function of the  studied processes. 

Correlators  of this   type are sometimes  called  relay  correlators 
■> "i ;. 

Random process   trannformat Ion  corresponding to  the  action 

principle  of sign  and  relay  correlators,   cannot  be  performed 

accurately   In rrapt1oe   due,   for example,   to   the  presence of nor,- 

Umar  and   Inertlal   elements   In  the  systems.     The  actual  functional 

transformations  may  be  more  complex  than  one  might  assume  In 

studyInr the  action  principle  of the  correlators. 

>ne method  of  designing correlators   is   based  on  representiru- 

t!;'j  c~ri">latlon   function  In  a  series   In  a  complete   system of 

function.-   [.\  r?"J.     The   function which  exists   In the  Interval   ' 

*"i   and  which  satisfies  the  conditions 

■0 V       • I 

lim /(u)   • 0;      $ c 1.xT  rj/(U)\du<M. 

where  M  1.-   3.  finite  number,   can  ie  represented   In the  form  of a 

.-.eriec,  of   Laruerre   polynomials,   for example: 

I{")     Z CnLl{u). (2.2) 

whf-re  a  >  -1 , 

while  rfz)   is  the  gamma-function,  which   Is   determined by  formula 

r(*) - je'/'« dt. 

f' 



f   Intercut   alr,o arc  simple   Lapuerre polynomials   corrospondln/' to 
.   -   i). 

.'•■■rle.-   (2.2)   converges   at   all  points where   function  r(u)   In 
c  nt-.lnuous.     At   the  break  point  the  verier,  converpes  to   YI/(W + 0)-|- 

+   fC i   -   '"Ol.     The  lapuerre   polynomials  are  determined  by  the   formula 

r («) = e- £1 £-. (.• -«"- •).   /i = 0.1 ,2 ... (2.3) 

a -u v   -W'- orthoronal   on  the   Interval   CO,  "0   with  a  welpht   of u e 

'.vhen  i   >       the   correlation   function satisfies   the  above 

:.■-:   c  ;.;'•!   :i.-   of the   ^erle-ö   representation. 

■ --i-.--    t r  r or 
:.,-   .-•.•.:♦•••■.   of 

■j\\ril   '.''   t::e 

':';.'   tack  of the   correlator 

i.;   tc   d^terr.Ine   the   coefficients 

of expanrlon  C     from  the  studied J n 
occurrence of  the   signal,   and 

then  tc  cliape   the   unknown 

correlation  function   from the 
mct-'i.t.-.   f  •;;,;.     7he   coefficients   car;  ;e  determined  hy   means 

'■■    .•;.•.•■■••.  .•:•,■.■:.   In   Kir.   2.3.     Voltare   at   the   output   of   filter 

,•.•.•.Ich  ::a.-   a pulce  characteristic  of  h   (t),   Is   equal   to 

m-*y X{t~z)hn{,)dr. 

•, f* • r  rr.ult' 111 cat 1 r.n  and  averaging,   assuming: that   the  er^odic 
;,r:'r*".v   .'.-.   v.-:'!,  we   ret-   the   quantity 

*„(')-JÄ(-)M^. 

v;r,Io;:   according to  the  condition  that   h   (T)   =  ße"ßTL   (6T)   IS  equal n n 
to   r\   X---^---      Here  ß   Is   a   constant,  which  is  determined   from the 
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conditions   of obtaining;  the  leant  error with a   finite  number of 

PI Lters. 

Tt   Is  technically  possible  to produce   filters  with  this 

characteristic.     By  means of simultaneously working; device.".  suc.ui 

•i.-   that   nhown  In  Fir.   2.3     It   Is  possible to obtain   C    coefficient 

correrpondlng  to different   n  values. 

The  correlation   function  can  be  found  by  mean:'   of a device 

such  as   that   shown   In  Pig.   2. Ji.     It  also contains   filters,  Just 
a f 

as   shown  In  Fir.   2.3.     Voltage   In  the   form of ße       L   (8T)   IS 

formed  by  stlmulatlnr the   filters  with   short  pulses   (6-functlon). 
The  output   voltages  of the   filters   are  multiplied by   correspondiru1 

C     coefficients,obtained   by   means   of the  syster.  shown   In  Fig.   2,jt 

and   are   added.     The   second  multiplier  is  needed   to   eliminate th 

welrht   factor  In  the   sum which   Is   formed.     As  a  result   a  voltage 

which  represents  the  correlation  function according to   formula 
(2.2),  where  u  =  ßt,  will   be  obtained  at  the  output.     The advantage 

of   correlators   of this   type   Is  time  reduction  in  analyzing corre- 

lation  characteristics   of  random processes. 

43-0- 
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Indirect method;: are 

known for measurlnr the 

normalised correlation 

function, for example, by 

analyzing the level curves 

for two-dimensional probability 

distribution density.  For 

rausslan random processes 

curves p(x, y) ■ const have 
•"•lllptlcal shapes, whose axes are turned in relation to the 

coordinate axes of random variables x and y.  (For other distribu- 

tion laws the shape of the region will be different.)  The ratio 

of a small ellipse axis to a large axis under Identical process 

dispersions depends on the correlation coefficient:  f»= (I—a)/(l+u), 

Fir. ?.h.     System for shaping 
Vjltage proportional to correla- 
t! on functlens. 
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where a   Is   the  ratio  of the axes  of the  ellipse.    The position of 

the ellipse  on the  plane determines the  sign  of the  correlation 

coefficient.     The  sign   "+"  corresponds  to the position  of  the  large 

axis   In  quandrants  I  and III;  the  sign  "-"  corresponds  to quadrants 
II and  IV. 

This   method  can  be  accomplished  If a cathode-ray  tube   Is  used. 

The studied processes   (In the  form of voltages)   arrive  at   plates 

X and  Y.     Because  of the nonlinear properties  of the  luminophor 

on the  screen,  one  can  observe  the  outlined boundary  of the 

glowing region,  which  consists of one of the  curves  of equal 

brightness,  i.e.,   function p(x,  y)   ■  const.     For gaussian processes 

the correlation  coefficient  is  determined by  the formula  presented 

above. 

This method is of secondary importance, since it requires 

additional calculations and has a low degree of accuracy. Its 
advantage   lies  in  its   simplicity. 

2.2.     CHARACTERISTICS  OF  IDEAL 
DIFFERENCE   FREQUENCY   CORRELATOR 

As  an   ideal  correlator we mean  a correlator containing  ideal 
multiplication  according to algorithm  (1.8)   or  (.19).     Averaging 

Is  done  in   finite  time.     An  interesting case  is  one where  the 

spectral   densities  of the studied  processes  are   frequency-mixed. 

In actual multiplying devices  there occurs not  only  multipli- 

cation,  but   also  signal  detection.     Detection  leads to  a d-c 

voltage  component   at  the output  of the multiplier which  Is  unrelated 

to the  presence of  correlation between  input  processes.     If the 

input  signals  are   sufficiently powerful,  the d-c  component  of the 

detector effect  can  considerably Increase  the  d-c  component   causing 

cross-correlation between weakly  correlated  Input processes.     If 
the processes  at  the correlator input  are  strictly stationary,  then 

■ —— 
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the d-c component of the detector effect can be excluded by me^nn 

of compensation voltage.  However, actual radl©engineering unit.: 

always have non::tatlonarlty.  For example, the passage of a weak 

signal through an amplifier is accompanied by power mo ulatlon of 

this signal because of unavoidable fluctuations In the ampllflcac^on 

coefficient.  Thus, the above compensation method Is not effectlv 

In an overwhelming majority of cases.  The situation In this car-1 

is analogous to zero drift in amplifiers with d-c voltage. 

To eliminate the influence of the detector effect mutual 

displacement in the spectra of input processes can be introducer1. 

Tu most technical applications thin does not result in serious 

difficulty and even makes it possible to create correlators for 

studying processes with a wide energy spectrum of hundreds of 

MHz.  Correlators which function under a shift in the spectra of 

one signal relative to another we will call difference frequency 

correlators. 

Let us analyze the work of an ideal difference frequency 

correlator under the following assumptions; 

1. Two correlation processes are transmitted to the correla- 

tor:  the signal u (t) and the reference voltage u (t), which 

differ in their strength and time delay by T .  The signal enters 

with extraneous noise. 

2. The signal and the extraneous noise u (t), which is not 

correlated with the signal and the reference voltage, enters one 

multiplier Input addltively; the reference voltage enters a second 

input.  At the multiplier output there is an averaging filter whose 

band pass Is much narrower than the energy spectra of the input 

vlbratlons. 

3. The spectrum of the reference voltage Is shifted by 

frequency ui(   = ^irf relative to the signal spectrum.  This 

'n 
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/ill ft  mlrht   be  achieved by  the  sinp;le-band modulation methods, 

for example, 

•t.     The  studied  processer  reprer.ent-   occurrences  of  n? rrow-hand 

/am.'Ian  noise  with  enertry  spectra which  are  symmetrical   in  relation 

to  tlie  central   frequencies.     We  will  describe  them by  the  random 

function.-   of   (1.16). 

rT.     The  average  values  of the  processes  are enual  to  zero, 

while  the   correlation   function  under the  assumptions  which  we  have 

male   are   determined by  expressions   such  as   (1.19).     Thus,   for the 

slrnal   we   have 

*e(t)WM')CP8«V. (2.U) 

where   J". «^ /■e(':)   is   dispersion,  the  average   frequency,  and  the 

envelope   of the  autocorrelation  function  of the  signal. 

The  autocorrelation  functions  of  •   reference  voltage  and 

extraneous   noise   are  expressed  by   similar  relationships  of  the 

type  of   (2 JO,   although the  subscript   "c"   is   replaced by   "r"   and 

" u"  re s p e c11 ve 1 y . 

The   final   goal   of the analysis  Is  to determine  signal/noise 

ratios  at   the  correlator output.     The  studied problem has   a  direct 

relationship,   for example,  to  the   analysis   of the noise  character- 

istics   in  a  radar station operating under a noise signal. 

Let   us  examine  the  correlation properties  of oscillations 

entering  the multiplier  input.     The  cross-correlation  function of 

the  signal   and the base  voltage  has  a nonstationary  nature.     To 

prove  this   let   us   first  say  that  the  correlated  reference  voltape 

and signal  have   the  same  central   frequencies.   I.e.,   u    =  w     -  u-, , i       >     '  c    r    1 ' 

while T  =0.  Then, after writing the reference voltage and signal 

In the form of random time functions of the type (1.16), we get 

Uli 
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Ilt{t.)llr{l,)--. 

--J '{E,]jjEtjr,^^\*t{t,)~9,{tt)\c<M*t(/,-g- 

fr(/()£c{/r)sin I?r'(/,) -■ ?J',)|«5n»,(/,    /.) + 

+ EÄijEt(t,)cmI?c (/,) + ?, (MIcos«. (/, + /,) - 

- EÄt,)Et(t,) sin |?e (/,) [ fr'if^ sin -. (/.. -|- tt)). (PJin) 

Tn  Mi-I.-   rr-latlonrhip ttie  lar.t   tv;o term.-,  are  equal  tn   zero,   since 

when  w.,   » u)    = w,   tLe re T^reiice  voltage  and the  signal   have  a 
c n j 

"tatlenary   relationship  and,   consequently,  their cross-correlation 

functlcn  shoul-.!   depend  solely  on   the  difference  t-  -  t, .     Thus, 

EtÜt)E7Uj™s I?c (M + 97(77)1 r~ 0. 

E,{t,)EJt:)s\n |?c (>,i + ?;(/7)|-0. ( 2 . 4b) 

Ccns •.juently,   In  •■xpv-.-.-.-! on   (2.4a)   there   r-emaln  two  term:.-,  which 

can  i.e   reduced  tC'  the  f» rn  of 

Hr(t,)u, Hz) ■=» a,n.rn{tn    /,) Xcos(wl(/r -/t) + 

MAh-U)], (2.5a) 

wher'    r   (t0  -  t,),   ^   (t0  -  t,)   Is   the  envelope  and  the  phase  of 

the  normalized  cross-correlation   function   of random processes 

ij   (t)   and  u   (t).     If UJ    ^  u)   ,   then  the  cross-correlation   function 

o" the   slrnal   and  the reference   voltage v.'lll have  the   form of 

/:, (/,)5e(/s)sin I'fc (/,) - <?r ((.»IsinK/.,    «,(,) + 

+ E7USKWc<*\9x (/T+W^lcosK/.+ •,/,)-- 

^r (M fe (g'sin |?7('.)"+ fT^ sin («,(, |- «J.,)}. 
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rr~ n 
Aceoi'dlnp; to the equality of (2.'lb) the mathematical expectation; 

In the last two terms are equal to zero.  Finally-we can write 

RnUu M-ÖrOcM/i—/i)X 
X COS Ml-ur/i + Ca ('«—'l) J. (2.5b) 

Tl.u. , In the ca:'.e arialyzed the time dependence of the cross- 

c^rrelatlon function R  (t,, t0) has a periodic nature. 

Let u.- study the characteristics of the random procesr at the 

multiplier output.  The regular response component of the multiplier 

wi 11 equal 

".. (I- -o)   - "r ") K (' + *>) T "u. (01- 

If we  consider  relationship  (2.5b),   as  well  as  the  fact  that   the 

reference  vcltare  and  extraneous  noise   are  Independent,   then  we 

--et 

Unit. j,)^n,arr,{Xi\X 

X cosl«.»«/ - WtTj + r«(tj^l, 

wi.ere w,   = UJ     -  u     Is   the  Intermediate   (difference)   frequency. 

Thus,  under  the   Indicated   conditions   the  regular  component  of the 

output  vcltatre  of the  multiplier Indicating the degree of  correlation 

between the  signal  and  the  reference  voltape  is  Isolated  at 

difference   frequency  Wp.     The  amplitude   of harmonic  voltage  Is 

proportional  to  the envelope of the  cress-correlation  function  of 
random processes   u   (t)   and  u  (t). c r 

Let   us  examine noise   at  the correlator output.     The  correlation 

function  of the process  at   the multiplier output  will have the   form 
of 

Ku it. '.) - «„(/. T,) M,, (/ -f t. T,). 
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If we remove the parenther.es and ar.rumo that for norma] random 

piv^'iv..'-■.•. with ::ero averare value? the followlnr relationship [27, 

p. ^71 

X,Xr<tXt   -■ ÄVV ..v.v, } .v.Tj.v ..v] I- .\\xt x.x„ 

ret 

A'u(/.-)      /?,(-) Äc (')f Ar <•)««.(-) + 

+ Hr (0"e (' -TS) «,1/ + ♦0".(V+x-|- ■:,) + 

+ HTOWC«-]-• + •3) «< (' + ^MH-t,). 

".-;..•: ierin,- the-   fv*   that   the  autocorrelation   functions   of the 

.•4,':!;'j:   rvr"oz.-ez   are  determined  by   relationships   In  the   form of 

(1.1 < ■ ,   •.■.•:.!]•"■  t!ie   cross-correlat I on   function  of the  signal  and  the 

reference   voltare   rifr-  determined   by   a  relationship   in   the   form of 

( ].: : 1,  •.•;.•  ret   the   followlnr; expre-slon   for the  time-averaged 

^orr-latlrn   function  cf the  outpul   voltage  of the  multiplier; 

(A'u (/. f)) ~ jVr, {-.)rc (-.) C<JS iurT cos »ct -f- 

-j-fJM-.   -.)coR|K4-«c)t l-'.Cx-H«,) — 

- CK - ^| +"2- V^^--) COS«.-!,. 

wl.ore   <   >    ienc t e -   11 rm■  ave 1 ■ ar 1 n r. 

To   finü  the  energy  spectrum of the  response  of the  multiplier 

we  mu.-t   calculate   tne  Fourier  transform  from the time-averaged 

correlation   function.     From the  expression   for this   function  it 

follows   that  the  energy  spectrum  of the  response  is  concentrated 

near   frequencies  0.1     + a;   ,  w    + ca   .      Jenerallv the  Intermediate 1 r  —    c *     r  —    UJ 
frequency  CJ0  which   is  selected   is  much  smaller than  the  average 

signal   frequencies,   the  reference   voltage,   and  extraneous  noise, 

since   amplification   is   racier  at   relatively   low  frequencies.     At 

47 



the same time, in order to eliminate the harmful effect of detector 

type noise, which occurs in actual correlators, we» must select an 

Intermediate frequency which is considerably wider than the energy 

spectrum of any of the input osclllatlonr. 

Let u.- assume that these conditions are fulfilled and, conse- 

■puently, only  noise whose energy spectra are concentrated near 

llfference fi'equencles UJ  - u  and u - w  enter the hand pass of 
^ r c r LL 

the  averirlnr   filter at   the  multiplier output.     The  time-averaped 

correlation   function  of the  response  of the  multiplier,  which 

describes  the  output   voltage   In  the   Intermediate   frequency  range, 

■r   •..,-iual  tc 

f   V," (') r' (T) CnS *•'  f 3.Vm (') rr f"1) CO* K - •«)*. 

The   first  twc   term;: this equation reflect the correlation 

ion a  signal  which  has   been  transformed  by  the  reference 
voltage.     In  this   case  only trie   first  term corresponds  tc  the 

correlation   function  of the  regular  component.     The   second  term 
determines  the  correJaticn   function  of noise  which  develops  as  the 

result   of the   fluctuating nature  of the  studied  processes.     For  the 

sake  of simplicity we will   call  noise  cf this  type   -elf-noise. 

(In  analyzing extremely weak   input  signals   it  may  be  necessary  to 

consider the  Internal  noise  of the  correlator.   I.e.,   noise  caused 

by   losses  In  the   elements   of the  system  and by  the  discrete  nature 

f the  current   carriers.     We  consider Internal  noise   in the  same 

manner  as  extraneous  noise.)     From the  obtained  expressions   it 

follows  that  the  energy   spectrum cf these   noises  does  not  depend 

on  time  delav  T     of the  signal   relative  to  the  reference  voltage 
3 

(this has also beet: confirmed experimentally).  Let us find the 

effectiveness of an ideal correlator for a particular case, where 

/■i(T) = /v(T)=r,{t)=r(T). 

Tj"0, Wm = (i)r, l»(x)s*0. (2.5c) 

i| ••: 
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In  fulfllllnp; the condltlonn of (2,5c)  the time-averaged correlation 
function of voltage at   the  multiplier output   for thn  Intermediate 
frequency ranp;e   Is  equal  to 

KM   " .' *y,«**S\H '*&+ -f'tt'mWl 

The corresponding energy  ran^e  Is   found by means of the 
Wlener-Khlnchln  transform: 

'   .SJ 

+ A(/ +/.»! I  *:IAU(/   /.• ! Am(f f /.))!. (2.6) 

where   6Cf)   Is  the delta-Dlrac   function; 

AH)   j r'{'.)*~'u!%J'.,    A.JD- J r^r^t-0"^ 

h'ote that In this determination the energy spectrum Is assigned 

for the entire axis of the frequencies (-ao, 00). 

In f?.()  the first term In brackets determines the spectral 

ienstly of the power of the regular output voltage component, 

which appears in the presence of a correlation connection between 

the reference voltage and the signal; the second term describes 

self-noise caused by the fluctuatlnr nature of the signal; the 

third extraneous noise transformed by the reference voltage. 

In examining the output effect of the correlator the question 

arises:  does the self-noise of the signal belong to the signal 

component of the output voltage or to the noise component? This 

apparently depends on the type of unit which follows the averaging 

filter.  If It Is a threshold system with a two-alternative test 

for the hypothesis of the presence or absence of the signal, then 

^9 



celf-nol^e which  appears  only   in  the  presence of a  signal  and thus 
Increases  the probability  of  correct  detection  should belong to the 

signal   component.     Tn many  cases  self-noise   impairs  accuracy  in 

parameter measurements,   1n which  case  it  must  be  referred to  the 

noise  component   of the output   effect.     In  our calculations  we will 

have  the  second  case   In mind. 

Let  the  narrow-band  averaging  filter which  stands behind the 

rnultiplifr have  an   amplitude-frequency  characteristic  H(f)  with 

-i  maximum on   frequency   f.-,.     On  the basis   of expression   (2.6) we 

find  the  power of the  harnonlc   volt, are  at  the  output   of the 

avera^lnr  filter 

p<    T # J M - /.) M (/+/.)| /r (/) df = 

0.5,V//'(/.,. 

'n  derivinr this   relationship  the  property   of the  delta-function 
.s   consl dered ,   i.e.. 

J  »(/-^WCM-WC/.). 

as  well  as  the parity  property  of the  amplitude-frequency  charac- 

teristic  of the  averaging  filter H(-f)   =  Hff).     The  power of 
self-noise at  the   output  of the averaginn;  filter equals 

The Land  of the  averaginr  filter is   assumed  to be  considerably 

smaller tl an the energy  spectrum band of the  processes  at  the 

correlator output.     Thus,  the  Integrand represents  the product 

of slowly  changing  frequency   functions  -S   Cf -  fr)   or -S   (f +  f  ) 
timer,  rapidly  changing H  (f)  with  a maximum  on  frequency   f«.     Under 

r,0 
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Mio;;.   condUlcn:*   tlio   valuu  of the   Integral   is  practically  determ'.ned 

iv   the valu'-.-   of rho  .ilowlv  c!.a.Mr!nr  function on   rrequencles   f 0 
ami  -rn,      IT wo   cunrlder the  rarity   property   of the  enerry  spectrurr!, 

we   ,-et 

1   2 

:! -Vr-iA<2/,)iAC)!j //'(/)<//. 

'.•.'Ith  jlnllar  i- a:-< r. i!;i- we   r'.:.i   t.:.<-  expression   for the  power 

of  extraneou.-   noi^e   at   ti:o  averarlnr   filter output: 

C  Ir-l»s-,2/.^s"^0rlI //:^^ 

.': ut   .■! (-!ial/:i • ; .'e   ratio   fry  an   ideal  difference   frenuencv 

rr-'lal   r   ! .■   deterr.Ined  ar .»-■   ra tic   or the  Dower of the  regular 

c   r.r-';.-•!:"   t     the   tot:iL   power  of nol/e   at  the  output   of the  av^raplnr 

^'^,'••;,.     Hased   on  the   alrve   exrrcGJ'cnc   we   ret: 

>3
?    f a» 

;(
0) l-Ad2/,)| ilA,,.«"!    ^,,..(2/ ,»l| '. C 2 . 7 ^ 

wi.'-re   B     .! r ffectlve   iand  panr   of  the  averaglnr  filter,  ^qual 

5 "•(/)// 
"«       -77^(7,1— 

(:\^ 

For  exarr.rL^,   the  » ff^ct ive  land  pann   of  an  avevarlnr   filter with 

a  L:ln;-le  occlllatory   circuit   Is   equal   tc 

„...f f. t 
? + ^i^i^-r 'M1 orarfr'' "^'i 
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where  Af is   the land  pass  of  the   circuit   at  the  level   of -3 dB, 

Relationship   (2.7)   reflects   the  known  situation,   according: 

tc which  the rlgnal/nolse  ratio  at   the  correlator output   depends 

only  on   the energy  of the signal   (during the accumulation  time of 

the  output   averaging   filter)   and  the  spectral   density   of  the 

Interference.     The  self-noise   of the   signal  belongs  to   interference. 

The  ideal  correlator represents  the  technically  attainable 

Unit,   arid   can  serve  az   a  standard  :n  evaluating the  degree  of 

perfectior   m  actual   correlator devices. 

2   3-      PITJCTIONAI   C^RRELATORC 

i        Action   Principle   of   Furr-tlonal 
, 'orre later 

Let   us   examine  devices  which   instead     of multiplication  under 

tie   integral   sign   form a   function   from the  studied  voltages: 
r^v,   y)       Th<    algorithm   for the  */ork   of such  a  device   Is   determined 

v ; •   ' he   rela11on ship 

R() 
r/t 

j /|v(0 v ('      )\df. (2.9) 

r, :f we assume that the ergodic property is valid and shift to 

averaging of the set, then it is determined by 

K{-)-=^l{jc,y)p{x,if)dxdy. (2,10) 

Levices  which  work  on  the  basis  of  algorithm  (2.9)  will   be   called 

functional   correlators   in contrast   to  correlators  containing ideal 

multiplication.     The term "correlation  detectors"  is  sometimes 

used   for  devices  of this   type   in detection  systems. 
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The most  commonly  used   functional  correlators  are  those   fo- 

which   f(x,  y)   ■   f1(x)f  (y).     An  example  of this  might  he  polarity 

coincidence  correlators   (or sign  correlators)   for whic^   functions 

f,   and   f„ have the   form: 

/(.v) = sgnjr-=/   o 
npH jr>0. 
npnx^O. (2. IM 
nnM .r<0. 

[npM   = when] 

Transformation   (2.11)   transforms  the  studied random processes   Into 

random processes  with  a  constant  amplitude.     Information about   the 

phase   Is  preserved.     This   transformation  or one  similar to  It   car^ 

only   occur  for  one  of the  studied processes;  the  second  random 

process  does  not   change   [55,   59]. 

Some   interesting  facts   in  studying  functional   correlators  are 

a)   errors   in measuring  the  correlation  function,  which  are the 

result  of nonlinear transformations  in the studied processes;  b) 

deterioration of the noise  characteristics  in a  case where,  along 
with  the  studied  processes,   additive noise  affects  the  input. 

Particularly   interesting  in  designing   functional   correlators 

are  dependences   f(x,  y)   for which: 

1) function  K(T)  differs   little   from the correlation  function 

found  under ideal  multiplication  of K   (T).     The  criterion might, 
for example,  be  the  maximal   value  of the  relative  difference 

A^t) |/fii(t)—/((x)!   or  its square; 

2) the noise properties of the functional correlator do not 

decline significantly as compared to the Ideal correlator.  The 

decline in the signal/noise ratio at the output of the functional 

correlator can serve as the criterion; 
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3) the functional correlator 13 technically simpler and Its 

dependability higher than a correlator with Ideal.multiplication. 

The first condition can be written analytically.  It leads to 

the Integral equation 

(/ ix, y)p(x. u) dxdy =. KM (t) + x (t).        (2.12) 

where function ted) describes permissible error in measuring the 

correlation function.  By solving equation (2.12) it is theoretically 

possible to find the forms of functional dependences f(x, y) which 

will give the necessary accuracy in the work of the functional 

correlator (If such a solution exists).  The next step should be 

to stud;,' the noise properties and to examine the conditions of 

technical realization. 

In the method which has been formulated for analyzing functional 

correlators there are great mathematical difficulties associated 

with solving the uniform integral equation (2.12) [31]. 

Thus, in analyzing functional correlators it is best to use 

the simplest approach, which Is as follows: 

1) Examined are functions f(x, y), corresponding to the 

characteristics of nonlinear elements which have broai technical 

application; 

2) for the selected characteristics f(x, y) the 'orrelation 

function is found according to formula (2.10) and poss'ble measure- 

ment error is estimated; 

3) the noise properties of functional correlators are studied 

and compared with the noise properties an ideal correlator. 

5^ 
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The  slrnpnned  analysin  method  will  be  used  In the  fourth  and 

fth  chapter:-   In studying functional   correlators". 

Simplest   Functional  Correlator 
Systems 

Varlouc   construction methods  and  systems   are known  for 

correlators  which  contain electron tubes  and  semiconductor element.- 

[2,   19,   23,   28].     Let   uz  dwell briefly  on  simple   functional 

correlator  systems  whose work  algorithm Is  determined by  relationship 

(2.9). 

In  the   low  freouency  and radio   frequency  ranges  a  correlator 

..Voten,  based  on a  balanced  rlnr mixer  gives   good   results   [56,   591. 

~ne  design  variation  of such  a system   is  shown  in  Fir.   2.5.     The 

mixer  can work   in  a nonlinear transformer regime  as well  as   in  a 

linear  syster  with  variable  parameter's.     The  first working mode 

occurs   in  the   case  where  the  intensities  of the  studied  voltages 

in the   first   approximation are  the  same.     In the second working 

mole  the  Intensity   of one   of the  voltages   is  considerably  greater 

than  that  of the other.     A bridge balance  system  is  used  to prevent 

the  studied  random voltages  from passing directly  to the  output. 

Direct  passage   creates   additional  error  in measuring correlation 

dependence.;.     In this   case, where the  averaging  filter at  the 

correlator output  does   not  transmit  the  spectral  components   of the 

studied  signal.:   (for example,   in difference  frequency  correlators), 

the system may  not  be  balanced  and  may  be  used  to  switch  Just   one 

iiod^.     This  mode may be  used,   for example,   in  microwave  correlators. 

The  reference  voltage which   switches  diodes  Ä^-Au  enters 

input   1.     When  the  voltage  en the  cathode of phase-inversion stage 

/I.   exceeds   the   voltage   on  the  anode,   the  diode  pair jL ,  /JL   is 

triggered;  otherwise  diodes /],_,  fi,u  are  triggered.     In this  case 

the signal  transmitted  to   Input  2  enters the grids  of tubes   /L  and 

/K.     The  trlodes  of  f\.  and  /k  convert   the voltage which   is   taken 
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Flg.   2.5.     Simplified   3cherne  of 
functional   correlator. 

off points  B and  B of the 
bridge,  whlc'n  is   symmetrical 
with  the  ground,   Into   an 
asymmetrical voltage, 
separated at resistance  Fk. 

Diodes A*-Au work   In an 
"on-off"  mode.     This   Is 
confirmed by the  characteristic 
(Fig.   2.6)   Indicating  the 
dependence of voltage  at the 
system output  on  the  effective 
value-  of the reference 
voltage  at   input   1 when  the 
amplitude  of the  voltage  at 
input  2  Is   constant.     If 

reference  voltage  exceeds  quantity  u0,   the  system works   in  a  "key" 
node,   I.e.,  the  conductivity  of diodes   in the  first  approximation 
acquire  only  two  discrete  values   corresponding to the direct   and 
reverse  voltages   applied  to the  diode.     The effective  value 
selected  for  the  reference random voltage which  is  supplied  to 
input   1  is   considerably  greater than  un.     The  average   frequencies 
of the  studied  voltare  spectra  should  be  different.     In  this   case, 
when there  is   correlation between  the  signal  and reference   voltage 
at  the  output,   a  difference-frequency   voltage  develops,  whose 
amplitude   is   proportional  to the  envelope   of the  correlation 
coefficient.     The   output   voltare   In   ^Ir.   2.5   Is   supplied  to   a 
narrow-band  amplifier,  which  also  separates  the harmonic  component 
of the  difference   frequency       At   the   oitput,   in  addition  to  the 
harmonic   oscillation,  there will   he   a  noise  voltage,  which   is 
caused by  the   fluctuating nature  of changes  in the envelope  of the 
input   signal   and by the  finite  averaging tine.     When R(T)  ■♦   0  at 
the output   only  noise  voltage   1;   present. 
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Amplitude of output 
i'lrna]   as  a   function of ampll- 
tudo   of  reference  volt are. 

The studied system makes 

It  possible  to-measure  correla- 

tion dependences   for rausslan 

random processes  with   an  error 

close  to that   of a   correlator 

with  Ideal  multiplication. 

In a case  where  the   Input 

and reference  voltages  are  phase- 

manipulated   signals,  the   following  voltage   is   formed  at   the 
crrelator output 

u{t)   ■-Axx(t)x1{i)-i:ns (•..iM Äijcos fW + Aj). 

■;,,_,,.,- onst,   x,(t),   x0(t)   are  modulating pseudorandom  vide 

.-.i.-nals;   l-]   and  60  are  t!ie   initial  phases. 

utrut   voltage   is  averaged   by  mean:;   of a  filter.     Each   of the 

rnr.Jiil-t Itv vl Jeo  signals   acquires   a  value  cf +1   or -1.     Table  2.1 

shows  the  possible  values  of 

Tar. le  2,1. modulating  video  signals  and 

"mput the  value  of  the  output 

voltare   (product)   correspond- 
I   voltage 

H 

+1 
H H 

i 1 Ing to them.     Tf the modulatlnr 
^.j        _.| voltages  are   coherent,   I.e., 

If the time  position  of their 
symbols  coincides   and  If the 

I'-nrt:.   is   the  same,  then  output   voltare will Le  harmonious  with 

constant   amplitude.     In the  case   of1 a  time  shift   in  the  modulatlnr 

voltage.:   by  more  than  one  symbol,   the  pseudorandom nature  of  output 

voltage  modulation   is  preserved.      In  the  case  of a   time   shift   iy 
less   than  one  symbol  In the modulating voltages,   there will   le  a 

harmonic   voltare  at  the  output,   and   Its  amplitude will   change  as   a 

function  of delay  according to  the  law of the  envelope  of  the 

correlation   function.     In   addition  to  the  regular  component,   output 

  



vultane  also   contains  a  variable   component, whose Intensity 
decreases  as   the correlation  coefficient   Increases between the 
studied voltapea. 

The  system described above  Is  advantap-eous  In that  test 
iv^ults   are   Independent   of the  characteristics   of nonlinear 
elements,  work   Is   possible  In a wide   frequency  band,  and the  system 
is   simple  and  dependable. 

balanced   functional  correlator systems which are  used to 
study  narrow-Land  random signals   and  pseudorandom signals   In  the 
radio  frequency  range should be  created  in  the  form of resonance 
devices   (Fir.   2.7),  whose operational  principle  is  analogous  to 
trie  one  discussed  above.     In  the   superhigh   frequency  range  the 
simplest   correlator could be made,   for example,   in the  form of a 
balanced mixer based on  a doutle-T  connection  or similar 
arrangements. 

'Ignal 
iOutput 

signal 

Output 

Reference 
voltage 

Reference • 
voltage 

a) b) 

Fig.   2.7.     Simplified   functiona]   correlator 
system  for analyzing narrow-band random 
processes  in the  radio   frequency range. 

Electronic  correlator systems   are   extremely  diverse  and 
deserve  a  special  discussion. 
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, .'..      CORRELATION   DEVICES   FOR 
TRACKINH   A  SIGNAL  DELAY 

An  examplo  of a nyr.tom wlilcli  tracks  a delay rnlrht  be   a 

taivet   tracking radar starlcn  wit,!:   correlation processing  of the 

r^celved   ri rnal. 

üeces^ary  elerrt-'iit.s   In   ';   t-.i-ackl nr system are the  correlation 

jevlciz   (dl.'crl"iln^ti r) ,  wlilci.   rent-r'atei:  an error signal   according 

to   'J   crp.t I'olli'i  paramt't«-!',   an i   a   rtvisack   circuit.     Let   us   examine 

zorr.e  examples  of eorr'rial Ion   devices  which  track a   signal   delay. 

'—CZH ♦   U «A 

JL 
i   j   UJ   ^   L— ■ J      ! 1 

-: .   . .   .        iOCK   uiaf i aiTi  ~i 
tracklnr   ii".irlmlnator  f^-r ncls< 
signal   delay:     1  -  multiplier; 

-   controlled   delay   line;   3  - 
il fferentlat 1 on  device;   h  -   lov; 
freqaer.cy   filter;   '3  -   fi?dhack 

Figure  2.8   [5^,   57,   81] 

;:hc■ w2  the block  diagram of a 

1!scrimlnator  operatinr under 

a  n o 1 f5 e  c; 1 rn a i . 

The  signal,   containing 

Information  ahout   the  param- 

eter which  is   being automatic- 

ally  tracked   is  transmitted 

to  the  discriminator  along 

channel   I  along with  noise 

Ut(l}~A'U,(t—x,,)+um(t), (2.13) 

i-.-lav  time  and   A   '. .■   the   of efficient which  describes 

I mal   at tenuatl on 

■'ef^rence   v  Itare  urt(t '   =   u   (t   -  T..)   IS   conducted   to   input 
ü c 

: .'.     Thl.:   voltage passes   through  the  differentiating block   and 

through   the   line with  controlled   delay   T„,  which may   differ   fron 

the  actual  delay  T     by  a small   quantity   c(t)   = T   (t)   -  Tn(t). p p      0 

The dependence on t Indicates that T  and T,, change in tlmt 
p 'i 

iurinr the  working process   of the   system.     We will   assume   that 

during the   averaging time  these  changes  are negllrihly  small. 



rm' 

Let   us   find  the  voltage  at   the  discriminator output.     Let   us 

represent   the  signal  In  channel  I   In  the  Taylor series: 

"I- £«".«-%)+-.]+«0.(0. 

Prime  signs   Indicate  a  derivative  with   respect   to e.     If we 

assume that   averaglnr time   Is  great   In  comparison  to  correlation 

time  and that   the  ergodlc  hypothesis   Is   valid,  then we  get  the 

following expression   for voltage  at  the  discrlnlnator output: 

//J(/..)--lMe(/       tp)'^'--» J. ,7-/77    '^ <'-'»> 

The  seconi  term determines  extraneous   noise,  which   Is   not 

analyzed.     For  the   flrflt  term.   If we  put   the  expression   for  the 

Input   signal   In   the   form of the  Taylor  series,  we  get 

"c = "e (/ - '.).   <.'e = ^. ß =- C«>nst 

(2.U) 

The second term, whose sign and quantity are determined by 

the deviation In the actual delay signal from that established In 

the line, has the basic meaning.  The error signal, which Is 

iependent on difference T  - TA, acts unon controlled delay line p 0 
2  through   feedback   circuit   5.     Delay  tricking accuracy  depends 

on  a number of  factors.   Including noise   intensity,  the amplification 

coefficient   in  the   feedback  circuit   (block   5),   and the discriminator 

characteristic,   I.e.,  the   form of  function   (2.1*0.     The 

discriminator  characteristic  can have  different   forms.     Figure  2.9 

shows  the  discrimination  characteristics   for noise signals   of two 

types:    narrow-band  and broad-band. 
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\»m 

r\ 1 /\ 
U    f 

a) 

b) 

F'r.   ?.■.     Dlocrlrnln'itor charactor- 
Irtlc;   for nclse  .Mrii'il   delay:     a) 
narrow-Land  noire;   h)   I road-band 
nclne. 

)/. -< 

• narrow-t and noise  the worklnp; :-ection of the  discriminator 

•rlrtic   corresponds  to  a  nclne   :-lrnal   lying In   ;he   ranfe 
i ■:.o worklnr .•••cti':i   of ti;e  characteristic  h t s   a 

slope.     For narrow-hand  noise  there nay be  several   section, 

tvltivo   slope  In  the  characteristic.     This  means  that   the 

can .'ork   in  a  centre]   mode  at   several  values  cf r,   (In 0 
.•-.-"-asur 

,1        ■    1  >T   ■ 

!nr systems  this   leads  to  error  in  determining the distance 

■.■•■*:y.     For wide-land  noise  there   Is   only  one working section 

characteristic.     In  the  case   of small  error signals   the 

■nlnator  characteristic  can  he   considered  linear. 

The  discriminator can be  created  not  only  for a noise  signal, 

but   for  signals   formed  on  the  basis   of  a  pseudorandom sequence   [57] 

■'f-r examrle,   an  m-sequence).     Figur'.-   2.10  shews a Mock  diagram 

of  such   a   discriminator.     The  slrnal   In  the   form of   (2.13)   is 

conuueted  thr'ugh  channel   I  tc  the  discriminator.     Voltages 

corr^sfondlng t     tw   delays  are  conducted  to  the multipliers   from 

storage  system   'i :     'i   (t   -  TA  -  t,,)   -   along  channel   Ila, 
c U U 

u (t - T  + t„) - along channel Til , where T,, is the expected 

delay time (controlled parameter), expressed as the number of 

symbols In the sequence.  Voltages from the output of the multipliers 

are calculated and are averaged by means of filter 3 (averaging 

time is much greater than correlation time).  Voltage at the output 

of filter 3 Is determined by the relationship 

b] 

in - 
»i  ■ 



(2,15) 

at 

EH 
The   ia?t  term dencrlhes 

the  effect  of noise   for which 

no  analysis  is  made.     Let   us 

examine  the  first   term 

».*('.')"#(*(«   M -#('Wo)}.  (2,16) 

where  R(T)   IS  the cross- 

correlation   function  of the 

signal  and the reference 

voltage. 

Fir.   2.10.     Mock   diagram of 
■.racking  discriminator  for delay 
In pseudorandom sequence:     ]   - 
multipliers;  ?  -  addlnp1 system; 
3 -  1 *- w  fre -j ue n cy   filter;   h - 
shaping- and   ielay  of pseudorandom 
. • e z ue n ce ;  r   -   i e 1 ay   c c n t re 1 
1 lock;   ■'  -   feedhack   clrcui*:. -u  -,   *.*       i*     t-^  ^ c\ ' Relationship   (2.16) 

determines  the discriminator 

characteristic  which  is  shown  In  Fir.   2.11.     The working segment 

of the  characteristic  corresponds  to  -tn   <  e   < t»; when   |c|   >  2tn 

-utpu^   voltare   is   equal  to zero.     Whereas   the  studied signals 

represent   a periodically   repeated m-sequence,   the discriminator 

characteristic   is   a  periodic   function  of error signal   c.     The 

characteristic   depicted   In Fir.   2.11   corresponds  to an  ideal 

pseudorandom sequence  and  thus   contains   breaks.     The  actual 

characteristic would  not   contain  breaks  because the pass  bands   of 

the linear 1 locks   In  the  system are   finite. 

Fig. 2.11. Discriminator charac- 
teristic of pseudorandom sequence 
delay. 

The  voltage  of the error 

signal   from the  output   of 

filter  3  acts  through   feed- 

back   circuit  6  on delay 

system  ^,  changing T0  in 

accordance with the change 

In  T   . 
P 
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:.■ .    i rrrcAL CORRKLATOR 

An  operation   correspond Inn f-"  a  correlation  Intorrator can  he 

performed  not   only  l y  electronic   :;.vsteni3,  tut  by means   of optical 

ievlco.-   !'"■ ^,   (   ',   7r'I which  u.se  hoth  coherent  and noncoherent 

T'adlal '   :..      Lot   u;'   :iv/i.'ll   on   coherent   optical   devices.     The   use 

•rt!e-il   device.■   in  creating correlators   Is  based on  the  use  of 

'■.■.■•■   i"vlces   tr   [ erform multiplication and  Integration operations. 

In  this   east-  v/e   use   the  property   of the  change   In  the  amplitude  and 

phase  of the   llfht   a.;   It  passes   throurh  an  optically  heterogeneous 

:-.";! r-.  and   the   focuslnr; effect   rf ti.e   lenses. 

An ofllc^l system car. le easily analyzed using the method 

fr :■. ti.e ti.e-ry ef th-' field and complex i:hape presented ty an 

el'-o'" r-:magnet 1c  oscillation.     The  optical  system will  be   Tompl^lei, 

r tv.t -dlmenslonally)   coherent   If the wave  fronts  represent 

a surface     f loth  constant  phase  and   constant  amplitude.     For  a 

parallel,   homogeneous  llrht  i ear;  fa  laser learn,   for example,)  we 

have   ■•'     =  exp   Clcot),  where  w plays   the  role  of the  carrier.     A 

"":.■•:•'•:■.t   11,-ht   wave  of uniform  amrlltude  iz   represented   in  the 

f  ;r.  of 

E   ■Mx.tße'**"». 

?he phase factor •'■xp (lout) Is dropped, since the system is 

coherent, i.e., blip p!iase relatlonsiilps Vrr llrht waves at 

il fferent   points   in  /.pace  are  not   time  dependent. 

The   studied   signal   can  be  tak<-n  on  a transparency.     The 

transmlttIvity   of the transparency   describes   tie  amplitude,   for 

example,   while   its   thickness  describes   the phase.     The   filters 

may  also  be  made   in  the   form of transparencies. 

Fhe  transmittivity  and  thickness   of the  transparency   are 

described  by   functions,  t'"(x,  y)   and   ., ,    respectively,   where 

h? 
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n   Is  the  refractive   Index of the material.     After passing through 
the transparency,   the   light wave  undergoes  an  amplitude change 

In  accordance with  the  type  of function  t   (x,  y)  and additional 

phase shifts according to  function a(x, y).     A transparency with 
the  Indicated parameters  can be described by   the   function 

Si\;y)   :Hx.!,)«'• t'"*. (2.17) 

AJ   the  light  wave   travels   through  the modulating medium  (served 

by  the transparency)   the  following complex multiplication operation 
'."   r er formed 

E,    S,E,    .1(.v.(/)/(.l^tf|e,|J,,"'',""",. (2.18) 

Indicators   In the  optical  range   (photocells  and others)   are 

sensitive to  light  energy,  and thus  their  Indications are propor- 

tional  to  the square  of light wave  amplitude.     In  recording light 

waves  by  means   of  complex   functions,  the  expression   for wave  energy 
■••.•ill  have  the   form of 

where  k   is   a constant   coefficient;  the asterisk  denotes  a complex- 
conjugate  value. 

Let   us  examine   the  system of an  optical   device  by which  the 

Fourier transform  (Fir.   2.12)   can be  made.     Lens   n    creates  a 

parallel,   monochromatic  beam 

of rays.     The  spatial  distri- 

bution  of  the  field on plpne 
v 
• 1 

If*,.*» 

-o-f—o- i 

i       V        r,   . 
* h 

Fig. 2.12. Optical system which 
performs Fourier transform; /11, 
-"P  -   ideal   lenses. 

will  be  designated as 

E1(x1 ,  yj). 

>]v 

Let  us  determine 

the distribution of the  field 
on plane  Pp  In systems of 

coordinates  Xp and y«. 

(;d| 

- 



Analysis  of the  processes  Is based  on  the use of the Huyp;ens 

principle.     A  complex  representation  of  the  field" at  point  x0,   y,, 

on plan-1  i  ,   \ .•   obtained  as  the  cum of the  components  of all  point; 

on  plane   P, .     In  a  direction  close to  the  axis  of the   •■ptlcal 

device  the  voltage   of the electromagnetic   field  created by   the 
element   of plane   P,   at   the  point  with  coordinates  x0  and ;/-,  Is 

letermlned  by   the   relationship 

-i (».,»,.«..Ml 

'.■.•her'f   ,    =   cn.-t;   t'-,   [c   the   Initial  phase,   a  -  optical  distance 

I etween  points  with  coordinates   x, ,  y,   and  x,,,   ;/-;   A  - wavelenrth. 

The  'Jifferences   In  phases   constituting the   field   In plane  P, 

an'-   InterestInr,   and  thus v;c  can  drop   tne   factors whlcn  describe 

additional   phase   slilfts  whlcli  are   common   to  all  points.     Attenuation 
In the   field  during v;ave propagation  can   also be  ignored.     The 

vcltage   jf the   fiel i  at   point   x0,  .y0   can  be  determined by  the 

relit Ion/.hip 

J/-'.*-v1.(/Jo «/.v.*///.. C2.19) 

WQV.   let  us   calculate  the  quantity   a(x, ,   y, ,   x-,   y0). 

We  will   draw   a  straight   line   from point   x0,   y0  through  the 

center  of the   lens   to the  Intersection with  plane P.   at   point   xn. 
I'lane   F     Is   perpendicular to the  straight   line   and  forms  the  angle 

0,  whose  normal   is   toward  the  axis   of the   system   (Fir.   2.13).     The 
plane  wave  whose   phase   front   lies   In  plane   P    will  be   focused   at 

n 
the point with   coordinate  x0  =   f tr   6.     The  optical   lenrth  of  the 

C 

path between the points, of plane P and the point x„ is equal to 

the constant value C, where 

•uaa^M 



Fir.   2.13.     Path  or rays  in  lenz. 

Let  uc  represent   the  term;:   In the   first   part   In the form of 
■i   ."-erles  and  limit  ourselves  to  the  first   two  terms.     Let  us  also 

arrume   that   xn/g =   x_/f,   where   f arid  r.  are  the   front  and r^ar 
focal   distances   of the   Ion.". 

For small  angles   9 

'=-. + H(l-  'r)£ 

According  to the  Huyrens-Fresnel  principle   all points  on 

clane  P,   located to  the   right   of the  studied plane  P   ,   I.e.,   alonp; 

the propagation path  of the   light wave,   should  participate  In the 

formation of the  Image  at   point  x-.     Points  to   the   left  of P     In 
2 n 

this   case should not  be   considered,  since  oscillations   from 

.iecondary (virtual)   emitters  in the plane are  damped by  the 

preceding echelon of waves  eminatlnr  from the wave   front  to  the 

left   of P .     Physically   this  denotes   the  absence  of waves  to  the 

rear. 

The distance  from the  points  on plane  P     to point  x»,  y    is 

found by adding to C the  term -x,   sin  9.     For small angles  6 
sin  0   =  Xp/f  is   valid. 
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A.'   a  result  we   fret 

a(AV.v5)^ + /+(l-f)^~^ 

Fn the  cane   ^f a  tiiree-dlmenr.lonal   apace,   the   expresrlon  for 
i! stance  a v;111  b< 

nix,, ij,. x. „r.cnnsl^^l-  '^(J+A^ 

} A'    7 .'/.• (2.20) 

"'lie  voltape   cf the   field   on   plane  r^   ic   determined with   an  accuracy 

up  to  a  constant   factor  by  the  relationship 

;ere 

[rr ' äJo.',-'/.'..i i 
]]F',(x,. i/.M' ./.v,.///,Je '- Cj   «il (2.21) 

en  ,- =   f tiie   factor  behind   the  1.rackets   In   formula   (2.21)   Is 

ual   to  zne.     In  tills   care   relationship   (2.21)   represents  the 

•/p-rse  Fourier transform.     Tn  the theory  of  the  Fourier transform, 
rniftinr   fr'rr.  a   frequency   range  to  a time   range,   the  kernel  of 

Icjt-. T':.e transformation has the form of e  , i.e., its sign corresponds 
— 3 cot 

tr the kernel in formula (2.21).  Conjugate kernel e '   Is 

e.r.-entlal in shifting from a time range to a frequency range.  In 

the ?ar>e of an optical transformation the sign in the kernel can 

Le chanred If the direction of the coordinate axes of the trans- 

f ;-:v:-ä function system is changed.  Figure 2.1^ shows the simplest 

optical device which can make forward and reverse Fourier transforms 

The parallel team of light rays from a coherent source falls to 

the left onto plane V   .     Quantity E, (x, , y,) describes the 

distribution of the field on plane P, .  The ideal lens, in which 

ablorations are absent (abtorations Impair output resolutions, since 

they decrease integration effectiveness), performs an operation 

corresponding to a transform in the form of (2.21) when ß ■ 0.  If 

in (2.? 1) we der, 1 gnate 
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-TT  and 

Fir. 2.II1.  Optical system which 
performs forward and reverse 
Fourier trans Term.-.. 

then we get a formula which 

coincides with the forward 

Fourier transform (when the 

direction of the coordinate 

axes Is changed), i.e., the 

kernel of the transform made 

by lens D.   is equal to 

e\pl - ((HAVI + «.I,/»/I)). 

Ideal lenr. -", performs   an  operation  corresponding to  the reverse 

Fourier transform.     Here  the   direction  of the  coordinate axes   in 

plane   I'-   is   the  same  as   in  plane  P-,     The  studied   optical   devices 

r.ake   It  possiMe  vo yerfcrri  transformations   for both   the x-axis  and 

the  y-axis.     By nature  the   signals   are   functions  of  only  one 

variable -  time.     In  this   case  the  second  coordinate  can be  used 

for  simultaneous  processing  of  a great  number of signals   [53,   69]. 

The   one-dimensional   Fourier transform  can  be  accomplished  by means 

• f  a  system similar to  that   shown   in Fir.   2.1^   by   introducing 

?.vlindrlcal   lenses which   focus   only   In one  plane.     Cylindrical 
lenses  must  be  Introduced between the  plane  P,   and  the  first  lens 

and  between plane  P0  and the  second  lens.     Through   the  combination 

of  cylindrical  and  spherical   lenses  a  single   [one-time]  Fourier 

tr-nsform  is.   achieved  along  the  x-axis,  and a double   [repeated] 

transform alonr the v-axl Plane   ?„   in this   case   has   coordinates 

The  device which  achieves   the  Fourier transform  is  the basis 

of  the   optical  correlator  shown  in  Fig.   2.15.     Let   us   see  how  the 

cross-correlation   function   of  two  narrow-band random processes   f(x) 

and   g(x)   are   found.     Spatial   coordinate  x  can  reflect   time   in  a cer- 

tain  scale.     A transparency  with  variable  traismlttivity,   corre- 
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'H^hf^m-' 
i.  Simplified optical corre- 

lator system. 
Pig.   2.1' 

spondlnr; to   function   fn  +   f(x)   Is  filaced   In  plane  P, ,   where  fn   ICJ   i.he 

reference  level,   relative  to which  the transmlttlvlty  of the 

transparency   changes   In  accordance with  function   f(x).     The 

Introduction  of a reference   [base!  level  Is  necessary,  because the 

transparency   cannot   have   a negative  transmlttlvlty value  and  Is 

capable  of reflecting only   unipolar signals.     Radio  signals  are 

bipolar.     When  a  reference   level   Is  present   the  reading Is  begun 

at   f.1  and the  polarity   of the  signal   Is  reflected.     In plane  Pp we 

ret   the  Pourler transform: 

The  presence  of  the   reference  level  In  subsequent  multiplica- 

tion  operations  may  lead   to  additional  parasitic  background.     To 

remove the background   In  plane  P,,  a   filter -   a nontransparent  plate, 

which   doe.s  net  transmit   the  spectral   components   of the signal   fn 

and  suppresses  the  carrier frequency  component   on  the  optical   axis 

of the system -  Is   Introduced.     In plane  P^   function   f(x)  Is   formed, 

which   Is  superimposed   on  the  transparency which  determines the 

second  studied   function   g_  +  g(x  -  xn), where   X^T)   Is  the space 

shift   In  the   second  transparency, which  corresponds  to a  time 

shift   by  quantity   T   in  the  second  studied  process.     A  product   In 

thp   form of rnf(x)   +   f(x)r(x -  x,,)   Is   formed.     In  plane P^. we  get 

the  Pourler tran.:form: 

5,- jflJ (A)e '"''./.v j (/(A)ß(.v-xy'^'dx. (2.22) 
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A cylindrical lens Integrates only for one axis.  The silt in plane 

r\ filters out the spectral components  determined by the first 

tern In (2.22) and separates the components of the second term when 

u) « 0, which corresponds to the cross-correlation function of 
A 

processes  f(x)   and g(x -  x0),   i.e., 

R{-)^jh.x)g[.x - .v,(t)|rfjf. (2.23) 

If  r(x  -  x0)  =   f(x  -  x0),  then we  get  the  autocorrelation  function. 

The  Integral  of   (2.23)   corresponds to expression   (1.9)   for the 

correlation   function,  but   is   obtained  by   optical   devices.     An  output 

lens   (not  shown  in Fir.   2.15)   Is  placed behind plane  P^,  and 

projects  the  signal   from the  output   silt   to the  Indicator. 

optical  devices  make  It   rather simple  to create  multichannel 
correlator.;.     In  this  case  the   transparency, which  Is   piaced  in 

plane   P_,   contains  a  large number of recorded signals,  which  are 

distributed  along  the vertical   (along the  y-axls).     In  detection 

systems  these  recordings  may   correspond,   for example,   to  different 

Doppler  frequency  shifts  or different   signal  delays.     A  filtered- 

out   light   distribution,  corresponding  to   function  f(x).   Is 

projected  onto  all   of these  signal  recordings,  I.e.,   the product 
cf studied  signals   is   formed  in  each  channel.     The next   lenses   form 

a separate  integral  transform   for each  channel,     In plane  PL  the 

images   are   focused  such that   the  channel   division  is  preserved. 

In  optical  signal  processing the  number of channel?   can  be 

very  great,  which   Indicates  the  promising  future  of optical 
correlators. 
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THIRD  CHAPTER 

CORRELATED  SYSTEMS 

vur  ueflrdtlon  of a  correlated  syctern Is  a  system based  en 
ti;v  ?crrolatlon method  of procecnlnr clrnals.     Almont  all  radio- 
electronic   .-.v-tems  process   uceful  olpnals  In the  presence   of 
^nterferenc^e.     The value  of this   Interference  in  most  cases   cannot 
le   predicted,   and  thus   It   is   virtually   impossible   to  completely 
eür.lnate harmful  effects.     In  radloelectronlc  systems  an  attempt 
' •    : ^1 nr made to achieve a method of processlnc useful signals 

In which the effect of interference will be minimal.  One of these 

sirnal crccesslnr methods is the correlation method. 

L'.'t us look at some examples of different types of correlated 

■ y 31 e; 

3.1 rr  OpTTT hETECTIOh' SYSTEM" 

The j urpose of any radar or sonar system is to obtain 

Information on the location of targets in the surrounding area and 

or. their current coordinates. This Information In an active locating 

method can be oL tained l.y analyzlnr signals reflected from targets. 

The main purpose of the locator is to determine the actual 

presence of a target in a certain region.  In view of the random 

nature of inherent noise, the essence of our information, obtained 
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by  procesGinp an  additive mixture  oT reflected signals  and 
Interference,   Is   the  probability   value   for the presence   (or absence) 
of a  target   In surrounding ypace. 

Tf  Interference  Is   "white"   gausslan noise   [5,   8,   ^0],   then 
*■':.! r   probability   is   a   function  of the  cross-correlation  value  of 
t!.'    Integral 

r 

where  u   (t  -  T )   Is   a delayed copy of the probing signal;  u     (t)   1: 
the  additive  mixture  of the  received  reflected signal   and 
interference, 

The  receiver  which  calculates  the  cross-correlation   internal 
r--tnln.;-   all   Information  contained  in the  received mixture  of 
slrnal   and noire.     This type of  optimal   receiver can be   achieved 
i y  means  of correlators  and  coordinated   filters. 

The  delay  liner,  or shift-register devices   (see   §   1.3)  may 
j-rve   aj   the  storare   system   for  the  probing  signal,  which   is  the 
basic  element  of  the  correlated   system.     If the delay  value  is 
changed,   then  different elemento  of the  space  can be  scanned.     The 
simultaneous   scanning of several  elements  is  possible   if a set  of 
correlators   are  used,  which  operate  with  reference  signals  of 
different  delay.-,   I.e.,  in  a multichannel  system. 

Another  method  which  enables  optimal  signal  reception  consists 
of using  coordinated   filters.     The pulse   characteristic  of such  a 
filter   Is   coordinated with  the   probing  signal   accordinfr  to  the 
relationship 

/«(O-Ottcf/.-O. 
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;■,'!.• r-'  a   1:.  a  constant   fact.or,   t.     -   length of sl^na]   delay  In 

I'll lor-;   u   (t)   -  proMnr signal. 

V  Itare   at   the output   of the  coordinated   filter 

1 J a tlrnp function, which repeatr; the cror-n-correlatl on function 

- f the pr: i !nr .■'mal and the processed mixture of the reflected 

rl.-na]   and   Interference. 

Kach   :f thesp optimal   reception methods  ha::   It::   advantages   and 

i! .radvantarc" .     Tii'   main  (i Is advantage  of correlated  systems  in  that 
*''..<.■;:   :•■   ;uir"   nuccesalve   scannlnp- of ranro  element:-;   a  slmultaneour 

r.v.'eef   of the  entire distance   is   only possible with  multichannel 

nl.-nal   r"1 -••'■■•nr.     Tiie haslc   advantages   of correlated  systems 

!ncluie  the   f.llowlnr: 

1)   T4-   Is   possil le  to   use   signals  which have  a  large  spectrum 
dth-.-tora.--e  time product.     This   Is  possil le  because   storage  time 

.   a   correlated   system  is   determined  by   integrator  parameters  and 

re ] a*-- i ■ ignal  delay. 

?] The .orrelatcr !;■ simple as compared to the coordinated 

filter. The more cr:r.p]o>: the signal which 13 used, the greater 
•.■/ill   r -  th---  advantare. 

'-)   It   ! .•   posslhle to  use  noise  and  pseudonoise  signals  whose 

structures,   can   he   varied  as   the  system works. 

The  quality   of detection   is  described by two  probabilities: 

correct  detection  D and   false  alarm F.     Usually  the  false  alarm 

probability   is   fixed at   a  rather low  level.     In that   case  the 

correct   detection  probability will   be  a  nondimlnlshlng  function 
of  the  parameter  q. 
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In  the  ca.:e  where   a  reflected  signal   Is  detected  In  the 

presence  of  "white"  faunslan noise 

M 

where  E   Is   the energy of the  received  signal   and  S  Is  the  spectral 

density of  gausslan  noise. 

The  possibility  of  detection  depend.-:   solely   on the  ratio  of 

the energy   of  the  useful   signal  to   the  spectral   density   of  noise 

and  does  not   depend  on  other signal  parameters   (for example,   on 

spectrum width,   steepness   of pulse,   etc.). 

In the  presence  of  a  large  number of targets   In  surrounding 

space  and  of  intense  reflections   from  local   objects, the problem 

of  dlstlngulshlnf useful   reflected  signals   from undesirable   signals 

■i:. !  several   useful   signals   from one  another  is  very  important. 

The  discrlnlnaticn,   parameter measurement  accuracy  of the  reflected 

slrnal,  and  ambiguity  of the measurements   are  described by  the 

structure   of the  uncertainty   function   of the  probinp radio  signal. 

The  uncertainty   function  can  be   determined  by  different   methods 
the  inverse  pr^lal Iliv/   method,  the  probability   function,   or  by  the 
method  of mean  square  error  [8,   39,   ^0].     For example,   if we  take 

2 
the afsolute value of the average square value of difference e 

between two complex signals (reference signal and signal reflected 

fr^m target), then we can write 

•*-={K(0--«,*«-•») |' dt. 

here  u   ft)   Is   the   reference   signal 

«.(/)-iU0«'*w 

where u (t) Is the complex modulating function. 
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The signal  uf
r(t  - T)   reflected  from the target  differs  from 

the  stored  slrnal   !y  a delay   of time  T  and  a Doppler spectrum 

:-!i1 ft   by   quai ' : 

HcV   -")        "««'        -)<.' * 

IM  the  expanded   form v;e  can write 

JO 3D 

-80 - 3» 

.■■.'::.i > ■   !■:••   uenntes  tue  rf-al   part   of the  correspondlnr 

xcre.- zi on 

OJ v, .«- r.-*- two terr.r; represent slgna] energy; consequently, 

.-.iy the la:-t term may serve as a measure of the mean square 

"iifference" between the reference signal and the received slrnal 

If we irnore terms rf a hlrher order of smallness In the last 

term of the equation, then we ret an uncertainty function 'n the 

#(-. /J ^iuAnu\{i    T)i.'"'«' Jt 

:r, after the Fourier transform Is used, 

wh'.re 1*f (f) is the modulating voltage spectrum. 

The shape of the body of uncertainty, which is bounded by 

plane T, f , and the surface corresponding to the modulus of the 
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uncertainty function, Is determined by the structure of the slgna] 

and can have a different configuration.  The connection between 

the shape of the body of uncertainty and the reference character- 

istics of the signals can be explained as follows.  From a 

determination of the uncertainty function It follows that if two 

slrnals of similar types must bo discriminated, then their shift 

with respect to T and f should be such that the uncertainty function 
ß 

^ verts to zero (or does not excnod  a certain given value).  The 

presence of larre I ursts In the body of uncertainty in addition 

to the reference Indicates that signals reflected from local 

objects or from targets with a highly effective reflection area 

may mask the useful echo signal and, consequently, hinder 

discriminatl on. 

The uncertainty function characterizes the accuracy of 

measuring range and function which a flven sip-nal can provide. 

The greater the concentration of the body of uncertainty at the 

origin of the coordinates, the more accurate the measurement of 

delay time and the Doppler shift. 

It can be shown [8, 39, 140], that 

!*(«.«) I1 

Consequently the normalized volume of the uncertainty body 

thus determined is a constant quantity which is independent of 

both the length of the signal and of the law of modulation of its 

amplitude or phase.  Attempts to compress the body of uncertainty 

by selecting an appropriate law of modulation or signal shape can 

lead either to a distribution of the entire volume in a thin 

layer on a larre surface or the appearance of a series of additional 

peaks on plane T, f .  For noise and noise-like signals the main 

spike is concentrated in the region f_ " T ■ 0, and Its extension 
is approximately equal to 1/Af along axis T and 1/T along axis f . 
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To  assure hip.h discrimination  and measuring accuracy  It  ic 

es:-entla]   that   the  body  of uncertainty  of the  signal  have  a  narrow 

peak  at   the  origin  of the coordinates,   i.e.,   the signal   should 

have  a sufficiently  effective   length  T and  spectrum width  Af. 

rioiüe   signals   of  rrreat   duration  and  spectrum width  and  regular 

.■Ir-ml.-  based  ^n  pseudorandom sequences have  a body  of uncertainty 

with   this   type  of  configuration.     The magnitude  of product  AfT   I : 

of rreat   sicnlflcance   fnr the  signal  characteristic,   and   is   called 

the  signal   base.     "Tie   base  of pulse  signals  which do  not   have 

a'illtlonal   modulation within  the  pulse   Is   a  quantity  close  to  one. 
These   signals  are   called simple,   an J  they   do  not   assure  hip:h 

cornl ined  discrimination with   respect   to  delay   and  frequency. 

"omplex  sirnals,   which  'ir-.1  often  called wide-band signals, 

ar-.-   characterized  .r>y   a  ba.o>e  which   considerably  exceeds one.     Thes''- 
::I.'!"ials   have  been  widely  used   in  detection  systems  and In  measuring 

t.-.e  cocrdinare^  of1 targets   [33,   60,   6?,   79]. 

1.     Radar  Cets  wit!,   a  Moise  Signal 

P-ecause  of their wide band,   constant  emission,  and  random 

nature,   noise  signals   have  an   uncertainty   function which   approaches 

the   Ideal.     This   assures  satisfactory  noise  locator characteristic?. 

Furthermore,   noise   locator:-   car. work  under a  low signal/interference 
ratio  at   the   receiver   input. 

.rn   order to   lotect   a signal   reflected   from a target   against 

the  tackrround  of   Interference  or  to  determine  the  distance  to  a 
tarret  or  the   velocity   of the  tarv-t ,   noise   radar sets  employ 

the  correlation  processing method   or   ! 1 .■   variation;'  -  the 
"ant 1 correlation method" and  the  method  of heat.-. 

Figure   i.l   shows   a Mock  diagram of a noise  radar set   used 

for the  correlated processing method.     Voltage   from the  source of 

wide-band  noise  1   (a  pseudorandom pulse  train   generator  can   also 

be  used)   enters   linear  filter- 2,   which   forms  a  random process 
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[" K»;H±H±HZM 

Flg. 3.1.  Block diagram of 
correlated radar set with noise 
signal:  1 - wide-band noise 
source; 2 - linear filter; ?, 
8 - transformers; H  -  power 
amplifier; 5 -  delay block; 6 - 
heterodyne; 7 - low-noise 
amplifier of receiver; 9 - 
multiplier; 10 - narrow-band 
filter; 11 - gate. 

with an autocorrelation function corresponding to a given 

discrimination.  The formed signal enters transformer 3 and is 

transformed by means of the high-frequency harmonic voltage of 

heterodyne 6 into the range of working frequencies.  After 

amplification and power amplifier k  the signal enters the trans- 

mitting antenna and Is emitted.  The signal which Is selected from 

the target passes through low-noise amplifier 7 and enters 

transformer ^.     In order to achieve cross-correlation processing 

the modulating noise signal from the output of block 2  is  delayed 

In i lock 5 by time Tr and enters the Input of multiplier 9.  The 

signal which has been received and transformed enters the second 

input of this multiplier together with the inherent noise of the 

receiving channel.  The product of the signals is averaged by 

narrow-band filter 10 and is compared in Mock 11 to the threshold. 

If a stationary tarret is located at a range corresponding to a 

delay T which is close to T„, then the voltage at the output of 

block 10 will have a value which is close to the maximal. When a 

corresponding threshold Is selected, this will trigger block 11. 

When T has a value which differs from Tf by more than the correlation 

time at the output of multiplier 9 there will be no voltage 

cvershoot, even if there Is a reflected signal.  In the case of a 

single-channel system the correlated locator must scan range 

elements in succession.  In this case total scanning time may be 

very great.  The multichannel set Is required to reduce this time. 

Here the number of multipliers and successive filtration blocks 

should be the same as the number of range elements scanned 

simultaneously.  Thus, the arrangement of tne set becomes complex. 
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i'n  order  to  select  the  velocity  of the  target  block  10  mu.-t 

cnntaln  a  set   of narrow-band   filter:-,  whose  central   frequencies   are 

shifted  to  the  Doppler   frequency  discrimination  interval.     The 
number of  filters   is  determined by   the  discrimination   Interval 

and  by  the  entire  ranre   of central   frequency   shifts   in   the 

reflected  signal   due   to  the  Doppler  effect. 

The  use   of a  difference   frequency   correlator  In a noise  rada." 
set  makes   It   possible  to   improve  the   actual   response  and  to  select 

tarrets   which   lie  at   equal  distances   from the  set  and  are  the   same 
in  size,   but   have  radio   velocities   of opposite  directions.     To 

achieve  this   regime  reference  voltages  of different   frequencies 

must   re   conducted  to  blocks   ^  and   8   and  the  adjustment   of  the 

filters   In block   10   must   be  changed. 

"."■..i.-  /;ork  of the  noise   locator  In   a  constant  emission  mode 

or  In detectlnr nearby   targets   is  rather complex.     In the  case  of 

the  constant   emission  :.r:ode  the  emitted  signal   component   enters   the 

receiver.     The   intensity   of this   component,  even with  the most 

careful   separation  between  transmitter  and  receiver channels, 

conslderabl'.,'   exceeds   the  signal'reflected  from the target.     In 

work   Involvlnr nearby   targets,  penetrating emissions may   correlate 

wit:,  the   reference   voltage   in the   receiver. 

Come  modifications   of the  correlated  locator make  It  possible 

to  decrease  the  effect   of the emitted  signal  which penetrates   the 

receiver;   such  modification?  include   the   "anticorrelatlon" 

receiver  and  the   "beats"  method   [7?]. 

In  the   "antlcorrelatlon" noise  radar set  the  signal   is 
processed  as   follows.     A mixture  of  the received  signal,  noise, 

and the  reference  oscillation   (part  of the emitted  signal   serves 
In  this  role)   enter  the   input  of the   subtracting device.     The 

obtained  difference   Is   squared  and   Integrated.     The  following 
voltage   Is   formed  at   a  output  of the   Integrator: 
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where A Is a constant; k - ratio of the power of the received 

signal to reference voltage power; u (t - TJ, U (f) - received 

r.lgnal and noise of receiver, respectively. 

If noise has a lew Intensity and the correlation time of the 

probing signal Is much smaller than Integration time, then we get 

approximately 

H (Tr ^.1!( If *->/?. |0)  2Mr(T„)|. 

■utput voltage depends not only on delay Tn but also on signal 

attenuation.  If we assume that k = 1, we ret 

«(Ta)^2.1I/?c(0)-/?c(To)J. 

V/lth  an  accuracy  up  to a constant   factor this  expression  represents 

fulfillment  or the  autocorrelation  function of the  signal  up to 

Its  maximal  value.     The  appropriate power  spectrum  and bandwidth 

for  the  nojse  signa]   can  he   selected by  the   unique  determination 

',f distance  directly   from the  value of the  output   voltage,  which 

makes   It   possible  to  do without   the  controlled  delay   line.     The 

iependence  of output   voltage   on  reflected signal  intensity  can  be 

eliminated  If the  probing  signal   is  shaped by modulating  frequency 

according "o  the   random law. 

A  variation   of the  correlation processing method   is  the 

teats  method.     Tn  order to  determine  the  range  and  velocity  of the 

target   beats  are   formed  In  the  receiver between the  received and 

emitted  signals,  which are  compared with   "local" beats,   formed by 

a  special  system.     If the  signal  cos  [27rfnt  +  (j)(t)l   is emitted, 

then  the   received   signals will  have the  form of 

cos|2n/»(/-T.)-2n/Ä/+q(/-T«)l, 
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where   f    is  the  Doppler  frequency  change. 

At   the  mixer output,   to which  the emitted and  received  signal; 

are   conducted,  we  obtain  In  the  difference   frequency   range  the 

so-called  "received"  beats 

cos( n/«/ + 2.i/„T1,+q (0—<rf'—To)]. 

A  special   system  forms   "local"  beats,  which  are  described  by  the 

function 

COs[H(t)-tf{l-T)]. 

where   T   Is   the  delay  time  of  the  reference   voltage  relative  to  the 

emitted  signal   In  the  "local"  teat  shaping  systems. 

Tn  mixing   "local"  and   "received"  teats  we  get 

rosI2.ifÄ/+:'.i/„T„4 IJ (/ - T)   -<( (/—r..)). 

From this expression It follows that In the general case 

output volt a-e is a mixture of a harmonic signal of Doppler 

frequency and random noise.  When T = x. the output signal becomes 

purely harmonic, which makes it possible to determine delay Tn and 

Doppler frequency f . 

?.  Padar Station with Pseudonoise 
Signal 

The use of a pseudonoise signal in correlated locators is 

Interesting primarily because of the fact that it is easier to 

generate and delay this signal than a noise signal [60, 79]. 

Figure 3.2 shows a simplified diagram of a continuous-wave short- 

range radar which uses an m-sequence generator to shape the probing 

signal.  The set is based on the "beats" method, which was discussed 

in the preceding section. 
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F!r. 3.?.  Block diagram of 
radar set with pseudorandom sig- 
nal:  1 - harmonic SHF generator; 
2 - SHF modulator; 3 - circula- 
tor; ^ - antenna; 5 - paeudoran- 
dom signal generator; 6 - delay 
Hack;   7 - device for shaping 
"local" beat.3; 8 - mixer of 
receiver; 9 - correlator; 10 - 
narrow-band lew-frequency filter; 
1] - gate. 

The pseudorandom video 

signal from generator 5 enters 

the superhlgh frequency fSHP) 

modulator (block 2).  The 

harmonic oscillation from 

the SHF generator (block 1) 

is supplied to the second 

input of the modulator.  At 

the output of the modulator 

.? a phase-manipulated signal 

Is shaped.  The oscillation 

phase Jumps by TT according to 

the law of a pseudorandom 

trarln.  Through circulator 3, 

which divides the transmitter 

ami receiver channels, the 

shaped signa] is conducted to antenna ^ and is emitted. 

The signal which is reflected from the target passes from the 

antenna through circulator 3 and er. ers tne balance ml xer of 

receiver 3.  Part of the emitted signal is conducted to the second 

input of the balance mixer.  Let us designate S, as the pseudorandom 

sequence which determines the modulation of the emitted signal.  The 

received sirrnal is modulated by pseudorandom sequence S , which 

differs from modulating sequence S, by a shift in the propagation 

time of the radiowave to the target and back. 

At the output of the balance mixer a pseudorandom signal 

will be obtained which varies according to the law of the pseudo- 

random sequence S. = S-€>S .  The sum of the two m-seuuences of a Jin 
riven polynomial will   also be  an m-sequence of the  same polynomial, 

but  with  a  time shift   different   from S     (see  §   1.3).     The  obtained 

beats   are   compared with   "local beats,"   formed by  adding sequence 

S,   with  the sequence  corresponding to  the expected propagation 

time  of radio waves  SQ.     Formed  and   "local  beats"  are  conducted 
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to correlator ').  When the expected and actual delays are equal, 

voltV'-e at the correlator output Is maximal In magnitude and 

changes In time according to the harmonic law with a frequency 

equa] to the Doppler change In the frequency of the emitted signal 

To reduce scanning time parallel analysis of the signal with 

respect to time (distance) as well as frequency (velocity) is 

necessary, I.e., arranging the set according to the multichannel 

3 v s t e m. 

5.  Generalized Block Diagram of 
Correlated Detection System 

Different correlated detection systems can be represented 

approximately by the block diagram shown In Flf. 3.3«  The 
filtration and trans forma- 

i 2 J I * I I ' J l n  — 
( . 1 

I—.— ^ |—i— K 

Generalized   scheme   of 
correlated  detection  system: 

-   source  of noise  or noise-like 
LIJ 

signal; ^0 - filter in general 

channel; $., - filter in correlator 

channel ; tfj- - filter in reference 

voltafe channel; * - filter in '     n 
transmitter;  *    -   filter in 
receiver;  O    -   filter which  con- '     a 
slders   signal,  transformation 
durlmr propagation;   H  -   correlator; 
Hi -  source  of extraneous  inter- 
ference  and  Internal  noise  of 
receiver. 

tlon  devices  in  actual  sets 
can be  divided   into  two 
groups:     1)   devices which 
have  the sane  effect  on both 
the  emitted  signal   and  on 
stored   reference  voltage; 
2)   devices which affect 
only  the probing signal or 
only  the  stored  reference 
voltage.     Devices  of the 
first   type In an equivalent 
system belong to general 
filter «  .     This   includes 
primarily  filters   In  the 
signal   generator block. 
Devices  of the  second  type 
are  represented   In  the 
equivalent system In the 
correlator channels  *.,  $_. 

$,   Includes   the Filter 

devices contained In the transmitter and receiver (before the 

correlator) as well as signal transformations occurring in radio 
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wave propagation to and from the target and during reflection. 

Filter ^0 includes device? contained in the reference signal 

channel. 

S.2.  PASSIVE CORRELATED MEASURING 
SYSTEMS 

In  a number of cases  the  correlated  system does  not  have 

emitted  and  reference   signals.     The  action  of the  system  is  based 
on  analyzing and measuring the  characteristics   of a  signal  created 

by  an  outside  source.     In  this   case the  outside  signal,  which 

enters  the correlator topether with   interference   along one  of the 
system channels,   serves   as  reference  voltage.     These   conditions 

"ccur,   for example,   in   radar  [30]   in measaring  fluctuations  in 
SHE   Instruments   [26],   in  passive  radar,  etc.     Systems  of this  type 

will   be  called  passive   correlated  systems,  which  emphasizes the 

fact   that   these  systems   do not  emit. 

The most   general  example  of a passive  correlated  system Is 

the  correlated  radiometer whose  block diagram  is   shown  in  Pig.   3-^. 
The  radiometer  receives   emission  along two   independent   channels. 

The   internal  noise   of the  receiving channels   is   not   correlated. 
I'h^  voltages  of sirnals   received by  each  channel   are   created by 

nne  source  and  are   strongly  correlated.     Under these  conditions 

multiplication  of internal  noise  creates  only  a   fluctuating voltage 

component  at  the  output ,  while multiplication  of  Input  signals 

create along with  the  fluctuating  component   a  regular voltage 

component, which   is   proportional   to  the  value  of the  cross- 

correlatlon  function  of  thf?  Input   signals.     Signals  from a common 
source  can  enter the  channels  of the  radiometer by  being propagated 

along practically  the  same  path or along two  completely different 

paths.     In the   second  case  one of the  radiometer channels  should 

contain the delay   line.     The  value  of the  output   voltage,  which  is 

proportional  to  the  maximal  value  of the  cross-correlation  function, 

can be established by  changing the  delay  value.     Under these 

conditions  the  coordinates   of the radio emission  source  can be 
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determined   If we   know  the magnitude  of  delay   and  the position  of 

tiie  radiometer antenna?   In  space. 

t      J   1 J    j    1 1  '  1   n   *   1   , i r 
i * i       | i * i 
j « M . l-P i' i 

cl 

£..... 
Fir. 3.^.  Plock diagram of 
correlated radiometer:  1 - high- 
frequency amplifier; 2 - mixer; 
■ - heterodyne; Jt - intermediate 
frequency mixer; r' - multiplier; 
fi - filter; 7 - reglrter. 

v Ita.-e amplitude will ho proporti 

the correlation fun:tion. The ave 

outt ut cl.ould be a t and-pasG fllte 

t o the fre luenc1* .::.i ft. 

To increase the response 

of the radiometer a difference 

frequency correlator should 

be used.  In this case the 

spectrum of the Input signa". 

In one of the channels 

receives an additional 

frequency shift.  Useful 

output voltage will be 

separated on a frequency 

equal to the frequency shift; 

onal to the envelope value of 

raging filter at the correlator 

r with a central frequency equal 

To Increase the response of the radiometer and decrease false 

triggering we must have a rood Reparation between channels.  The 

fact is that the penetration of Internal noise from one channel 

into the other will be registered at the radiometer output as a 

signal. 

In correlated radiometers., in place of the usual analog 

c, rrelators, functional correlator;-, for example, a polarity 

coincidence correlator (see § 2.1), can be used. T]^  polarity 

coincidence correlator contains limiters In each channel.  Oscilla- 

tions from the radiometer receivers enter the inputs of these 

limiters.  The output voltages of the limiters are conducted to 

the multiplier, whose response is averaged by means of a low- 

frequency filter.  If limiting is sufficiently effective, then In 

place of an analor multiplication operation we can use logic 

multiplication, which is convenient when digital processing Is used 
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A?   a  result   of the  limiting of  input  oscillations,  which  is  done 
in  the  polarity coincidence   correlator, the  response  statistics 
of  the  device  in the  absence  of  a useful   input   signal  are 
determined  solely  by   the  statistics  of interception  by  input 
oscillations   of a  certain   level   (most   frequently   zero).     If the 
probability  distribution  density  of processes  at   the  outputs   of 
K th   channels  are   symmetrical with  respect   to  the  Y-axis,  then the 
level   of  false  alarms  will   not   depend  on the  probability  distribu- 
tion   density  of noise   values   [67].     In  almost   all   cases  the noise 
statistics   correspond  to  these   conditions,   and  thus  the  level  of 
f-il.-e  alarms   in  a correlated  radiometer containing  a polarity 
coincidence   correlator  does   not   depend on  the  power  of  internal 
noise.      The  ncise  of  the  recelvinr part   of the  correlated  radiometer 
has   a nonstationary  nature   (due  to the rotation  of the  antennas, 
fluctuation  of amplifier  coefficients,  etc.),   and  thus  the 
advantage  noted  above,   which   can  be  rained  by   using  a polarity 
coincidence   correlator,   is   useful. 

0-Li 
Fir.   3.5.     Generalised  correlated 
radiometer system. 

Figure   3.5  shows   a 
generalized  block  diaeram of 
a  correlated  radiometer. 
The  system  contains  only 
filters   in  correlator channels 
$,   and  $_,     The   system  does 
not   contain  p-eneral  filter 
$-,,  whose  parameter selection 
would  affect   detection 
characteristics  and measuring. 

3.3. AliTIFADIlIG   COMMUNICATIONS 

One  factor hindering  radio  communications   (particularly 

short-wave)   is  the multlbeam propagation of radio  waves.     Here the 

transmitter signal  arrives   at  the reception point   along different 

propagation paths.     Interference   from signals with  different  beams 
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1 
on the reception clde lead? to fadlnp.  Attempts to reduce the 

effect of signal interference have led to the development of 

Information transmission method;- In which complex slgnalc and 

correlated processing methods are used. 

Time ilscrlmlnation of complex signals in correlated recent ;'•, 

can be used successfully to increase the effectiveness of multlbta.r, 

communications channels.  Tf v.-e consider the fact that the width 

of the correlation function of the signal is Inversely proportional 

to the width of the spectrum, then for a complex signal (AfT >> 1) 

we ret 

i.e., the correlation function is considerably shorter than 

information transmission T.  At the output of the optimal receiving 

system there Is a time compression In the signal.  In using complex 

signals It Is possible to completely separate time-overlapping 

signals, If the difference In arrival time of the various Informa- 

tion transmissions Is greater than the width of the compressed 

slt-n;ils.  This is the basis of using complex signals in communications 

channels which have multibeam propagation.  The discrimination of 

tlm'-'-overlapping signals, makes It theoretically possible to divide 

the  sum multibeam signal arriving at a reception point Into indi- 

vidual beam-signals, which travel along each of the propagation 

routes.  The separation of beams Is complete if the correlation 

time of the signal is less than the least difference In preparation 

timer: of signal-beams.  Tn the case of a greater number of beams 

the division is considered sufficient if the fading of each 

separated beam becomes small, i.e., the mixing effect of the fading 

will not le greater than the effect of additive fluctuation noise. 

In separating beams it is theoretically possible to add the 

energy of the beams (not vector addition, as in ordinary systems). 
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Beam  separation  enables  measurlnr; the main parameters  of each 

of  the  propagation paths   of the  signal.     The  results   of the 

measurements  can be  used  to  create a self-adapting  signal  reception 
system. 

Dependalle  reception   of wide-band  signals   Is   possible  when 
the  power  at  the  reception  point   Is   considerably   less   than  noise 

power.     Let   us   look  at  the  dependence  of the  slgnal/nolse  ratio  at 
the  output   of an  optimal   system  for processing complex  signals  on 

the   Input   slgnal/nolse  ratio: 

p"*8* p^r'~-2ii' s'' 
IU 'ill   ' 

where  uf,   T  represent   the   effective width  of the   spectrum and 
length   of  the  complex   signal;   S -   spectral  density  of  Interference 
power. 

The  quantity  2E/S  is   the  peak  ratio of  signal  power to  noise 
power  at  the output   of the  optimal   system.     Hence, 

C I        rt 
niw        iijf   pitux' 
•in ' nt 

Thus,   if the base of the  complex  signal  is   sufficiently great, 

transmission and  dependable  signal  reception  can be  achieved.     The 

rower of the signal will  be  considerably  less  than  that  of internal 

noise  or acting  Interference.     This   fact is   important   if we want 
the   communications   systems  to  be  electromagnetically   compatible 

and   concealed. 

There  are  many  methods  of creating correlation  communications 

systems  designed to operate with  wide-band signals.     We might 

single  out  two main  types.     Systems  of the  first  type  are based on 

the  use  of a group of wide-band signals.     Corresponding to  each 
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signal  or combination  of signals  is  a certain  communication.     Systerr 

of the  c-econd  type   are   based  on the use  of one wide-band  signal, 

which  represents  the   carrier  oscillation.     In  order to  transmit 

Information the  noise-like  carrier oscillation   is  modulated by  the 

usual  modulation method   (AM,   FM,   PM,   changing;  T,   etc.). 

The  signals  used   in  systems   of the   first   type  should  have   t) 

necessary  correlation  properties.     A  coding  sequence  assembly 

should  be  used   in which,   first,  cross-correlation between  any  pair 

of sequences  would  be   as   small  as  possible  and,   second,  the 

autocorrelation  function  would not  have  significant   lateral   spikes. 
Different   methods  of creating  and  shaping such  code  sequence 

groups  have  been  suggested.     Molse   signals   and  regular  signals  which 
follow  definite   laws   can  be  used   In  such  sequences.     Shift  register 

sequences   cf maximal   length  are widely  used  because  they  are  ear;/ 
to  generate,  can be   independently  reproduced  on  the transmitting 

and  receiving  sides,   and  are  not   difficult  to   synchronize   (see 

5   1.3). 

In  systems   of  the  second  type wide-band  signals   of different 

types   are  used  as   the  carrier  oscillation.     It   is  necessary  only 

that   the  additional   peaks  of the  correlation   function   for these 
signals  be  small,     otherwise   false  information  could  result. 

The  correlation  approach  of wid^- -Ignals  in  communications 

systems   can  he   achieved   If the   follov iltions   are  fulfilled: 

1)  possibility   of Independent  reprodu of  code   transmissions 

on  receiving side;   2)   possibility   of synchronising code  generators 
on transmitting  and  receiving  side.     A deviation   from  the  above- 

mentioned  conditions   results   in distortion  and  a  decline   In noise 

stability. 

Let   us examine   a  simplified block  diagram of a communications 

system of the   first   type   (Fig.   3.6).     Hn  the   transmitting  side 
codes   of the selected  group of signals  are  generated.     Depending 
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Fitr.    3.6.     Block  dlirram  of 
communications  systems  with 
noise-like  slrnals:     1,   ...   1 1 n 
generators   for complex  noise-like 
slgnalr;   2  -  manipulator;   3  - 
transmitters;  h - communications 
source;   r'  -   synchronization;   r  - 
amplifier;   7-,   ...   7    -  corre- 
lators;   Bn    ...   6     -  renerators '     1 n 
for  complex  signals;   9 -  resolu- 
tion. 

rerular  voltare  component   appears, 
at   the  correlator  output   there  will 
resolution  device  must   decipher  the 
of  a  received mixture  of signal   and 

on  the type  of  communications 
transmitted",   the  manipulator 
switches   in  an   appropriate 
code  generator or group  of 
generators  to  the  transmitter. 
On  the receiving  side  of the 
set,  after transformation  In 
the high-frequency  blocks, 
the  signal  enters   the  corre- 
lators.     A  reference  signal 
Is   fed  to  each   of the 
correlators   from  an  appropriate 
code  generator.      At   the 
correlator output ,  where 
correlation  exists  between 
the  Input   and  reference 
signals,   the  peak  of the 

In the  absence   of  correlation 
only  be noise  voltape.     The 
transmission based   on  analysis 
noise. 

The   final   value  of  the   cross-correlation  function  between 
code   sequences   leads  to  specific   noise,  which  is   called   the noise 
of nonorthogonality.     The  effect   of the  Indicated noises   Is 
particularly   great when  the  useful  signal   is  received  against  a 
background  of a  larrc  number  of other signals belonging to the 
same   code  group.     The  second   factor which  results  in  decreased 
working efficiency  of the  communications  system  is  a disturbance 
in  the  synchronous  operation   of  code  sequence  generators   on the 
transmitting  and  receiving sides. 

Let   us  examine  a simplified block diagram of a  communications 
system of the  second type.   Intended  for transmitting  analog 
Information   (Fig.   3.7).     A noise  or a pseudonoise  carrier,  obtained 
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Fig.   3.7.     Simplified tlock diagram 
of  correlation  corr.rnunlcatlonö   system 
with  pseudorandom carrier:     1 - 
source  of  communications;   2  -  modu- 
lator;   3   -   complex  si mal   generator; 
'<  -  transmitter;   5  -  high-frequency 
receiver block;  6  -  correlator;   7  - 
complex  clrnal   renerator;   R -  system 
adjustment   device;   9 -  resolution. 

r'.'-'in,-   of a  complex   slrnal   renerator,   carries  the  communication, 

-i'!■.•!•  *..   transmit   Information  the  nolse-llke   carrier oscillation 
manlpulat ed >r modulated  i ,v  means   of  standard  modulatlnr 

methods   («:•:,   T'';':,   PM,  •■to.).     If  a noise  generator  Is   used  in  the 
transmitter,  tior,   at   the   reception point   an additional  reference 

slrnal   must   i ••  transmitted.     This  complicates   the   device   and 

generally two  Identical  pscudonolse  signal generators  are  used  in 
such   communications  systems   in  the  transmitter  and  rr-ceiver.     These 

generate   identical,  periodically  re»'»ated  complex  determined 
signals.     Tn  this   case   rigid  synchronization  of these  generators 

Is   required     and   can  he  accomplished either by   transmittli.;' a 

synchronizing oscillation   through  a separate   channel   or by  usint; 

special  coding methods. 

The  system can  also  be  designed  so  that  the  transmitter 
contains   only  one  wide-band   signal   renerator,   for  example,  a noise 

generator,   and  the emitted   slrnal  then  represents   the  sum of two 
signals  -  the  signal   at   the   generator output  and  the  same  signal 

delayed  by  time  T(t).     The   magnitude  of delay  depends   on  Informa- 

tion   concerning the  communications  being transmitted.   I.e.,  delay 

modulation  Is  performed.     On the  receiving side  of the system there 
is   autocorrelated  reception   of the slrnal,   i.e.,   there  is.   no wide- 
band   reference  signal   in   the  receiver. 
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Figure   3.8 shows   a generalized   scheme   for a  correlated 

communications  system.     The system  contains  two  synchronized 

signal  sources  -   in the  receiver  and  transmitter,   respectl VPI * . 

If we  assume   that   ideal  synchronization  of signal  sources   i 

present,   then the  block  diagram can be  represented  in  the   form 

shown   in   Fir.   3   3,  where  the   filter  transmission  coefficient  O 

is  equal   to   one       The  source  of  the   communication  is  not   shown  in 

Fir     3.8.     It  is   assumed  that   the  generator of signal   C,   was 

selected   according to  the   communication being transmitted,  while 
on  the  receiving  side  only   the   generator whose  signal   is   correlated 

with  the  transmitted  signal  is   working,. 

-C'-lf 

Fig.   3   8.     Generalized   scheme  of  correlated 
communications   system       C, ,   Cp       complex  sig- 
nal   generators   in  transmitter  and  receiver; 
$, ,  *p   •    filters   in   correlator  channels;   K - 
correlator,  0 filter   in  transmitter;  $ '     n 'a 
filter which  considers   distortion  in  signal 
during propagation;  * filter in receiver; 

K 

UL ,  Up   -   source  of noise   In  receiving  channel 

and in  synchronization  channel■ 

3.'i,      CORRELATED  MEASURING  COMPLEXES 

The   cosmic  radloengineerlng  complexes  of  [2,   64]  might   serve 

as  examples   of correlated  measuring complexes.     The basic   problems 

which  car   be   resolved by  means   of   cosmic   complexes   include   the 

following;      1)  measuring the  coordinates   and  velocity  of a  cosmic 

target,   2)   transmitting telemetric   information  to  earth;   3) 

transmitting  a control  command.     The  solution to  these  problems 
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can  be obtained by means of a modern radioengineerlng complex 

system.  Such a combination makes It necessary to- use special 

signals.  Let us dwell briefly on certain pecilllarltles In solving 

Just the first problem of those mentioned above.  Measuring the 

movement parameters of a space vehicle Is reduced to measuring 

range, rate of movement, and angular coordinates.  The distance 

from the ground station to the space vehicle can be determined by 

measuring the propagation time of the radio signal.  At great 

distances the power of the reflected signals is extremely small 

and can be considerably less than the power of the self-noise of 

the receiver.  Thus, to assure steady reception, the signal should 

have high energy, i.e., the average permissible power should be 

of great duration.  Furthermore, to eliminate uncertainty in 

measuring the propagation time It is desirable that the period of 

the probing signal be greater than the propagation time to maximal 

range.  The pseudorandom sequences and phase-manipulated signals 

obtained from them, which were discussed above (see § 1.3), have 

the indicated properties. 

The reflected signal Is correlated with the copy of the 

emitted signal which is in the receiver (reference signal).  Since 

Mie generated sequence can be very long, the main problem becomes 

one of synchronizing the reference signal with the received signal. 

To assure synchronization a step correlation method can be used, 

which consists of the following.  A certain phase of the reference 

sequence is selected (I.e., the work of the shift register which 

forms the reference sequence begins when the cells are in a certain 

state) and is determined by the presence of correlation between th«3 

reflected and reference signals.  Tn the absence of correlation 

the next value of the reference signal phase is tested, etc.  The 

number of tests necessary to assure synchronization in the studied 

signals may be equal to the number of symbols In the sequence, i.e. 

may be extremely great.  Storage time in analyzing each test can 

also be great.  The step correlation method may prove unsuitable 

because of the great amount of time required to establish synchro- 

nization between the signals. 
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At   the   same time   from the  standpoint  of the theory  of 

information   for assuring signal   synchronization we need  logpN 
tests.     It   Is   possible  to  approach  this   limit  by using combined 

sequences   (distance-measuring  codes)   to  create  an emitted  signal 
(see  §   1.3).     The   combined sequences   are   form?d of several  m- 
sequences  by  means   of  logic  opeiatlons.     The  autocorrelation 

function  of dlstance-measurlnp: codes   has  several peaks  of different 
s'.zes,  which  are  used  to determine   the  phase  of each of the 

components   In   the   combined  sequence.     The  order of operations   may, 

for example,  be  as   follows.     The  received signal   Is  compared with 

~ne  of  the   component   short   sequences   and  a  phase  Is  established 
wiilch  corresponds   to  maximal   correlation   (If this  occurs).     Then, 

comparison   Is   mad^  with  another  component   sequence,  etc.     The 
successive   steps  assure  synchronization  between the received  and 

reference  signal?.     The maximal  value   of the  correlation   function 
corresponds   to   complete  synchronization.     This  comparison  procedure 

which  is   done  by means   of combined  codes,  enables  us  to  synchronize 

signals   after   fewer tests  than would  be   required  in  step 

correla4" ion. 

one  of  the  stages   in  this   successive  comparison  of  signals 

Is  that   of determining the   frequency   of the  reflected signal   and 
measuring   it;-,   Doppler shift.     To   facilitate  the signal   comparison 

procedure  a  rigid  relationship  is  established between the  carrier 
frequency   of the emitted radio  signal   and the  clock   frequency  of 

the  pseudorandom code   [o^]. 

Determining the  anpular coordinates   of an  object   in  space 

!.:   done  by  means  of either  one  multlbeam antenna or by  the  inter- 
ferometrlc   method.     The work  of the   Interferometer  Is based   on 

measuring the  difference   In  arrival   time  of signals   from an   object 

in  space  received by   th'   main  set   and  by  two  additional  sets 

located  a position  distance  from the  main set.     As  an example 

Fig.   3.^   shows   the  Mock  diagram of  a  correlated measuring  system 

[64],     The  master  radar station  emits   a  signal   for which  the 
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combined pseudorandom 

sequence sefves as the 

modulating voltage.  The 

space target re-einits the 

received signal from the 

ground station.  The answe. 

signal is captured by the 

receiving antennas of the 

master station and the slavr 

stations.  The tracking 

discriminator of the master 

station constantly tracks the delay in the received signal and 

calculates the distance to the target and the target's velocity. 

By means of the tracking discriminators of the slave stations the 

difference between delays In the arrival of the answer signal at 

the master station in each of the slave stations is calculated. 

On the basis of these measurements the angular coordinates of the 

target are determined. 

Fig. 3.9.  Block diagram of 
correlated complex for measuring 
orbit parameters:  1 - master 
radar station; 2,3- slave radar 
stations; k   -  space vehicle; 
   synchronization line. 
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FOURTH   CHAPTER 

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF FUNCTIONAL 
DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY CORRELATORS ON 
NONLINEAR ELEMENTS  OF THE  v-th  POWER 

4.1.     USE OF TRANSFORMATION  METHOD 
TO   ANALYZE  NOISE   CHARACTERISTICS 
OF  FUNCTIONAL   CORRELATOR 

The work  algorithm of a  functional   correlator Is  determined 

by   relationships   (2.9)   and   (2.10),   In which under the  Integral 

sign we   find,   In  place  of the product   of the  studied random 

processes, another function  of these  processes.     A  functional 

dependence  can  be   formed by means  of nonlinear elements  and 

devices.     It   Is  possible  to  represent  a  simplified block diagram 

of a  functional   correlator,   consisting of a nonlinear element,  an 

averaging filter,   and  an  Indicator. 

The  function  which  approximates the  characteristic of the 

nonlinear device   should be  universal,   i.e., when  the  individual 

parameters  are  changed  it  should correspond to the  characteristics 

of the different  nonlinear devices.     In  our opinion good results 

can be  obtained  by  approximating the  volt-ampere  characteristics 

by  power or exponential  functions.     Certain types  of  functional 

dependences,   along with  the  simplest   functional  correlator systems, 

are  given in §   2.3-     In analyzing the noise characteristics  of 

functional correlators  the half-wave  characteristic  of the v-th 

power should be  considered: 
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„ I ay" n.JH y? 0, 
\  0   npii 1/ < 0. 

[npn   =  when] 

(^.1) 

where  v   is   a  positive   real number,  y  -  input   voltage. 

When  v  •-   1  or v  -   2,  this   represents   a  linear or  a quadrai". 

correlated  detector,   respectively       If we   form  systems   of  seve. 

nonlinear  elements,   then we obtain   nonlinear  devices with   full 

wave  characteristics   corresponding  to the  even 

and uneven 

fli/"        n,)H i/> 0. 
0 npn if = 0. 

z ■-- 
"'/• Mpll 1/ > 0 
0 npn y — 0 

»( -v)" npn (/ < 0 

The transformation when v - 0 and subsequent multiplication of the 

studied processes correspond to the work algorithm of the polarity 

coincidence  coordinator. 

In  this   chapter we   study  the   functional  correlator,   which   is 

based on   a nonlinear unit with  a  half-wave   characteristic   of the 

v-th  power.     The  regular component   of the   input   voltage which 

describes   the  correlation  connection between  the studied  random 

processes   is   found,  along with  noise   intensity  at  the  output   of 

the   filter which   follows the  nonlinear  element.     The  noise 

characteristics  of the   functional  correla-or are  compared with  the 

analogous   characteristicr.  of an  Ideal  correlator, 

Processes   in  functional  correlators   can be  easily  analyzed  by 

the  transformation method  [1*1,   2^,   35],   since  the characteristics 

of nonlinear devices   can be  represented  in the  form of contour 

integrals.     Let  z  =  g(y) be the  characteristic  of the nonlinear 
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transformation;  g(y)  =  0 when y  < 0,  and   Increases  as  y  increases, 

but   no  faster than  the  exponential  function,   i.e.; 

Ißiyn^AW". (4.2) 

where  M,  u,   are  constants. 

In this  case   function yCy)   = g(y)e       Jt where u'   >  u, ,  is 

absolutely  integrable,   i.e., 

JU(tf)e~"'l</y< + oc. (M) 

and  the  Fourier transform exists 

Y(i/) = ~ Je-"|j[g(5)e-"''+"',l</5lrfo. 

If we multiply  out   the  left  and  right  parts   of the equality by 
u' v e    ^ ,  then we  get: 

gM^]*l*'*lv)*dvfi8to.r<''>*ndd 

Let   us   introduce  the  complex  variable w  =  u*   +  iv.     The  integral 

from the  actual   variable  can be  represented  in the   form of a 

contour integral  on  the  plane  of the  complex  variable  along line 

w =   u'   +  iv,   i.e., 

M      T (W 

u' -la» 

where 

(4.5) 
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The transition   function  of the nonlinear device   f(w)   In this 
case  represents  the  unilateral  Laplace  transform of the character- 
istic.     Output   voltage  g(y)   Is  determined In the   form of the 
reverse  Laplace   transform   [(^.i*)]. 

Cases   are  possible  In which the  characteristic   of the nonllnepr 
transformation  does not  revert to zero  on the half-plane, but   at 
positive  and  negative  values  of y  Increases  no  faster than the 
exponential   function.     In  these  cases  the  characteristic  should be 
represented   In  the   form of the sum of the two  half-wave  character- 
istics  as  In   M.l),  which  are valid  for positive and negative 
values of the   Input  signal. 

In  analyzing the  noise  characteristics  of functional  correlators 
let   u?  consider the  assumptions  made   in  studying an   ideal   correlator 
(see  §  2.2)   to  be  valid.     In addition we  will  assume  that: 

1.     The  signal  received  u   (t  +  T   ),   reference   voltage  u   (t), 
'xtranei 

aiditively. 
and  extraneous   noise  u   (t)   enter    the  Input   of the  nonlinear device 

UJ r 

2.     The   averaging  f11^-"v',  which   follows  the nonlinear unit, 
is   not   coupled  to   it   and pore,   does  not  have  a  reverse  effect 
on   the  transformation  pr 

The input   voltage which  enters  the  nonlinear element  represents 
a  sum of the   following  form: 

//(/)- = Mr(/)+Hc(/+T;,)+»/U.(0. (M) 

The  autocorrelation  function of this   voltage has  the   form of; 

A'» (/.  -) - «r (0 Mr ('+-)+ "c (' + 'a) Mc (/ + t -f t,) -f 

■f «r(0«. (' + -+--al-f-MZ-H,) ttr(/-H) + 

f Mlu(0«.ii (' + *)• (^.7) 
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If we consider (2.^) and (2.5b), then we get the following 

expression for the autocorrelation function of the voltage at the 

Input of the nonlinear element 

A'»,/.-)-='>('. t). (4.8) 

In expression   (^.8)   we  have 

P(/. t)^ rf f-K.-so.,-:-j -5-rc(^cas^x-f- 
•r 

+ -r^lu(->ci«...IHt -f --,-rll(t-f-t,)cos(a»ll/—«ct- 

- »eT, — C,(t + t,)! -f- 3 t% (-., - T) COS («.,/ -   »,-:,, + 

where cün  =  w    - w  . 
Ore 

Dispersion of the Input voltage equals 

»wV. ^ '>('■ 0): 'I,/.„ == »IpC-ft. 0).       (u. 10) 

^.2.     REGULAR VOLTAGE   COMPONENT 
AT   CORRELATOR  OUTPUT 

Our problem Is   to   find  the  regular component  of the  voltage 

at   the output  of a   functional correlator In   the  Intermediate 

frequency  range   (Intermediate  frequency uu  Is  equal  to the 

difference  In average   frequency  spectra of the  Input  signal and 

the reference voltage).     Using the  transformation method we  find 

the  set-averaged value   of voltage  at  the  output   of the nonlinear 

element,   which  also  represents  the  regular component. 

Let us find the transition function of the nonlinear element 

as the unilateral Laplace transform from Its characteristic,which 

can be  determined by   expression   (^.1) 
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For nonlinear devices or the v-th power the Laplace transform 

exists If Re(w) > 0 ana .s equal [1^] to 

(4.11) 

where r(x) Is the gamma-function. 

The response of the nonlinear element can be calculated from 

the known transition function and the output effect by means of 

the reverse Laplace transform: 

:isrt/^ t/iO. (4.12) 

Tha  integration contour Is a straight line on complex plane 

v;, is parallel to the Imaginary axis, and passes the other at a 

distance at which all of the particular points of the transition 

function remain to the left of the contour. 

The transition function of (4.11) is an analytical function 

of complex variable w except for the singular point at the origin 

of the coordinates w ■ 0.  The response of the nonlinear element 

to the effect in the form of the regular process can be found by 

substituting y(t) In formula (4.12) and calculating the obtained 

Integral by means of the apparatus for the theory of the functions 

of the complex variable.  In the studied case the effect is the 

sum of random processes whose relationship is unsteady.  To 

determine the regular component in the response of the nonlinear 

element it is necessary to study a whole group of occurrences of 

the random process at the output and then average this set 

appropriately [formula (1.2)].  Since response z represents the 

single-valued function of the effect, then by considering (4.12) 

we will get the following for the regular component of the response 

^f the nonlinear element: 
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'('»-- i (/(*)cxp 1^(01 dw. 

Thus, the regular component of the response Is found by 

statistical averaging of the function from the input effect, which 

can be done by means of the characteristic function.  In the 

analysed case the input effect represents the superlmposltlon of 

the three gaussian processes and, consequently, the distribution 

of the sum process will be gaussian.  For a gaussian random process 
2 

with a zero average value and with dispersion a /. <, the character- 

istic function will be equal [1^] to 

e.\p|'«:7/(/))--c'xp \U^]- 
where w = iv. 

Then, on the basis of (^.11) the regular component of the 

response will have the form of 

777» _. «r (> + M r .., i  r i ' • i . 
(h.i3) 

Calculation of the Integral (see appendix) with formula (^1.10) 

considered for input voltage dispersion gives us the followlnr 

expression: 

J.M 
«riv + iK 

*"'<' + -F) ^ 

(PV. 0)1 r. Ah) 

Let  us   make  a  harmonic  analysis   of the  regular component   of 

tne  response.     From expression   (^.9)   it   follows  that when  T  =  0 

P(/. 0)= ^ jl+2,-|J-ri(Ti)cosK^r.tJ-:.(t.,)||. 

where 
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For  [p(t,   0)]     '   we w511   use a representation  -In  the  form of 

the   fcllowlng series   [13,  p.   35]: 

;en 

(I+A)-'^ l-f7.v }-,'(y,,.v} + ...i.r|<l. 

i-cor^^/j.+vilL-i^^iiiiOx 

p -^ r, (.,)|'cos" [..../     »,,,- C, K,))j. X 2^ 

Let u.' examine the rerular component of the output voltage 

In the intermediate frequency ranre OJ^.  The first harmonic of 

frequency UJ-, in the expression for [p(t, 0)]   [s.'ic] will only be 

for uneven numbers of k = ?m - 1.  Tn this case, if we use the 

■■;■:; ansicn [13, p. ^0] 

COS''" ' '.c -= ^T-J](^^>M!-c(«(2W«~2«-I)Jf. 
<i -') 

•:.   for the   intermediate   frequency  range we  get 

l<^<-   ^. v),(,+2x 

(«I -l)!ml 

X f';!' ', (^Xm ' j cosIV - ».t, - C, (x,)]. 

this   expression  can  be  represented as  the  following hypergeometric 
function : 
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r 
|p«.0)^=^yj|+v^r.(,,)X 

(^.in) 

The   last   factor  in the   form of pF, (a;   b;   c;   x)   represents   a 
hypergeometrlc   function with  two  parameters   in the  numerator and 

one   In  the   denominator, which  can  be  determined by   the  series   [1?1 

nh n(a f 1)6(6+1) F (a- b- c- x\--l -U —r4- -HI t mno+n ,* i ,r,(fl, D. c, X) -. l + ^xi f\r+l)2\       * + 

The  hypergeometrlc series   is  an  analytical   function  of the 

argument   x  and   converges when   |x|   <   1.     Following this   premise  the 
2 rowers  of the  signal   and  the  noise  a 

2 
power of reference  voltage   a". 

Thus, 

4.V 

a    are  much   less  than the 
QJ 

For a low argument value the hypergeometrlcal function is close to 

one. Then, the regular component of the response of the nonlinear 
element   at   intermediate   frequency will   equal 

'(a 
2    2r(i+ir) 

XcosIV-^-CMJ. (^.16) 

Thus,  when  the small  signal  and the  reference  voltage  exert 

a  combined effect  on a nonlinear element  with  a half-wave  power 
characteristic  at  the output,  there  appears  a voltage  component  of 

difference   (intermediate)   frequency ü)0,  whose  amplitude  is 

lüiJ 
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proportional   to  the  env^lore  of the  cross-correlation   function 

of  the  reference   voltage   and   the   signal. 

Let   us   examine the  error which  develops  when we  measure  the 

envelope   of the normalized cross-correlation   function.     From  (4.1^) 
and   (h,lr)   we   find the  expression   for the  amplitude  of  the  regular 
c^ mr"v,.c-nt 

'he  maximal  value   of the  amplitude   A Is  obtained  at   T     =0, max a    ' 
;;;en r  - 1. 

p 

For the error characteristic of the method we examine measure- 

■.•■■■r.t error, determined by the follow*.ig expression: 

A = — 
Jt ^ 4-;  -4 ; 2.^-rl(*.)\ 

1. 
(^.17) 

The absence of tables for the hypergeometrlc function prevents u^ 

from accurately calculating the expected measurement error.  In 

the case of a low input signal we can limit ourselves to the two 

terms -f th? hypergeometrlc series.  Then we will get 

A^|(I---J)(I-;)I^)-II. (^.18) 

Consequently,  measurement  error has   approximately  the  same  order 

of smallness  as  the ratio of powers  of the signal  and  reference 

voltage.     As we might  expect,  the  use of a nonlinear element with 

a unilateral  square-law  characteristic does  not   lead to error in 
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measuring correlation coefricients when studying gausslan processes. 

Formula (^.18) doe;' not consider error caused by extraneous noise 

and by the finlteness of the averaging time. 

^.3. AUTOCORRFLATK'IJ FUNCTION 
AND ENERGY SPECTRUM OF VOLTAHF 
AT OUTPUT OF NONLINFAR ELEMENT 

At the output of the nonlinear element In a functional 

correlator averarlnr occur.: over a period of time which is con- 

siderably greater than the correlation time of the studied random 

processes.  Averaging is done by means of a hand filter, which Is 

placed behind the nonlinear element and tuned to difference 

frequency au,  Since averaging time is finite, along with the 

regular voltage component Cwhich exists in the presence of a signal) 

there is always a noise component at the filter output.  Conse- 

luently, the output voltage of the filter Is a random process, and 

one must have a knowledge of statistics in order to describe It. 

The nonlinear transformations which occur above the gaussian 

random processes lead to nongausslan statistics.  Tn the particular 

case, which has greater practical interest, where the band pass of 

the averaging filter is much narrower than the bands of the energy 

spectra of input oscillations, the random process at the filter 

output "tends toward normalization," i.e., the density of probability 

distribution in this process is close to normal.  For normalization 

the width of the energy spectra of the input signals must exceed 

the band pass of the averaging filter.  This depends on the degree 

to which the law of distribution at the input of the averaging 

filter deviates from the normal. We can assume with sufficient 

practical accuracy this ratio to be on the order of 6-10 [2^]. 

Let us estimate the effectiveness of a functional correlator 

from the ratio of the power of the regular component to the power 

of fluctuations at the output of the averaging filter.  We will 

compare a functional correlator with a correlator in which ideal 

multiplication occurs. 
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To  solve the problem we must  find the correlation function 
of the response of the nonlinear element to the Input effect  In 
the form of the sum of unsteadily related random processes.    The 
unknown  correlation  function will be time dependent.     The energy 
spectrum of the output voltage of the nonlinear element  Is   found 
by  applying the Wlener-Khlnchln  transform to the  time-averaged 
autocorrelation  function   [2^]. 

By  means  of  formula  M.12)   the  autocorrelation  function of the 
response  of the  nonlinear element   Is written In  the   form of 

V2«" 

Statistical  averaging  cxp\w,y{i)+Wiy[t + x)] reriesents  the transformed 
two-dimensional   characteristic   function,  »vhlch  for the normal 
random process  equals   [1^] 

««P \io,y (0 + io.y (/ + t)l = exp [io, y (() + 

- o,üty{t).y(t-\-x)]. 

If we assume w. ■ Iv^^; Wp » Iv» and consider (^.8) and (^.10), 

then we get 

exp\w,y(/) + u»^(/ -f-T)) - cxp f -i- Jf (t. 0)»J-f 

+ »Jp(/. -)w.w. + 4-3>(rf-t. 0)«{|. 

By expanding the exponential function In a series, we get the 

following expression for the autocorrelation function of the 

response of the nonlinear element: 
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Here  let   us   substitute   the expression  for the  transitional   function 
cf  (^.11).     Then,   by  means  of contour  Integral   (P.   1.1,   appendix) 
we  get 

X(P(/. 0|P(/-H. o^-^'Vf. -)• (^.19) 

Let us calculate the time-averaged autocorrelation function 
for the response cf the nonlinear element. For every number "k" 
we  must  average  the   following product with  respect  to  time: 

p(.-»)/?(/   Op'-^'^-f x. 0)p»(/. t). 

Averaging  is  done   for  the most   interesting case,   in which  o 
a     << a   .     The  Individual   factors   of the averaged expression 

lu r 
should be  written  in  the   form of series 

(P(/. o)r«/,=i+-LfrA(o+ 

|p(/ + t. 0)l,-,', = I+A41!,(/) + 

+(xK^z!)l!(/)+.... 
IP(/. t)i»=V(t)4.-{j.ij»-(t)i(/. t)4- 
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In multiplying these  expressions we average  only those  terms which 

liave  an order of smallness of no less  than  •J/sJ. a'/»*.    Finall' we  get 

<|P('. 0)p(/ + t. 0»,-»»'V(/. t)>=^(,)co^-kt + 

V 

+*"X^,(t)co^-Str,(t)coi«IBt + 
"r 

X {r,{t +13)ax \mt-. + ^(t +1.) -:,(t,)l + 

+ r, (t, -1) cos Kt+C, (t.) - C, (x. -1)|) + j 

+»(»-ilL4^",Wco8k-Vr.(t.- t)y 

X r, (t,-f t) COS ((-r + ^) t + C, (t, +1)- 

- C.K - t)H-^(t) cos«-rt (^"X 

Let   us   assume  that  Intermediate   frequency u)n   is  mucli  smaller than 

the  central   frequencies  of 'he   -ignal  w   ,   reference   voltare co   .   and 
the  combined  components  in  tne   form   jf kut    + w  ,  kuj    + whcr; r r   —     c'        '     -      J 

k _>  2.     Then   (from  4.20)   it   follows   U.at  the  component '  • 

time-averaged correlation  function  (4.19)  will  c  ;■'•   -ri.ii  *■     hie 
region  of low  and  intermediate   frequencies  only  at  tven  n .r.: era   of 

k  »  2n.     Thus,   if we   consider  the relationship   [42,   p.    .h] 

_!    (^ i) (i-a)1... (»-<i) 
ru-«)" r(f) 

and use the expressions for powers of trigonometric fun^- c 

the multiple argument function [13, p. 39] 

"-' 

cos'"*« •"^•^{glS^F^2^--*)^^}. 
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then we  pjet  the   following expressions   for the  time-averaged 
correlation  function  of the   response of the  nonlinear element 
corresponding to  the  region  of Intermediate  and   low  frequencies 

we have 

(4.21 /?oa-0(v)/l+2c(v. iDr^T)!: 

/?»,-.-O(v)-^-cosK —u,)! 5]«C(v. «) r*-}(*)ruW, 

(4.22) 

Roc"DW^fl-rrJWcosv + 2 '^^ ',)rr"8W X 

/   r(r^-'•), i Xlc.«a..,[^-_Z_rf
,(T)r;(t,) + rr(,)rcrT)j4- 

+ ( $- - - «) r, {-.,) rt (t)| r, (t -}- T,) COS (».t - C, (T +13) -f 

+ '. (-)! + '• {-* - ') cos Kt + C, (t, -1) - C, (t,)[j| + 

-\-{n - l)f,(t, —T)r, («,+-:) cos Kt 

-!.(! + -,) + :,(..-t)|||: 

D(v) = 
«»r* (*) §•• 

0(V.  /I)- ^-j-j . 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

Thus,  the  time-averaged  correlation   function   for  the  response 
of the nonlinear element   in  the  low  frequency   region  consists  of 
three  components: 
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1)   R       -  correlation  function  of detected  reference  voltage 
OA 2n, (terms  of series   (^.21)   contain  factors   In the  form of r     (T), 

whiv, i describe  reference  voltape  only^ 

2)   R       -   correlation  function of extraneous  noise transformed 
OUJ 

by  reference  voltage   [terms   of series   (^.22)   have   factor"   in  the 

2n-l form of r (T).   ^(T)]. 

3)  R       -   time-averaged  correlation  function  of signals, oc ■ 
transformed by   reference voltage   (series   (^.23),  consists   of  terms 
containing parameters   of cross-correlation and  autocorrelation 
functions   of signal  and  reference   voltage). 

Fron   (^.23)   it   follows   that   the  t Ime-averap-ed  correlation 
function  of the   signal   transformed  by   the  reference  voltage  and 

also  the energy   spectrum of the self-noise of the   functional 
correlator  are   time  delay   functions   of the  signal   relative  to   the 
reference   voltage. 

In estimating  the  effectiveness   of  a   functional  correlator 
we  limit  ourselves   to  the  simpler  case,  where 

TJ-0, ;,(t) ESO, wm-wc, MO "MT) -^r>(t) ^r(x). {'i.:6) 

The  assumptions   of   (^.26)   coincide  with  the  limits  of  (2.5)   used 

earlier  In  analyzing  an   ideal  correlator. 

This   last   equality   indicates   that   the   energy   spectra   of  the 
signal  and  reference  voltage  differ only   In   their  central   frequencies 
Under these   conditions   the  application   of  the   direct  Wlener-Khlnchln 

transform to   (^.21),   (^.22),  and   (^.23)   gives   us  the  following 

expressions   for  corresponding energy  spectra: 
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F" 
^i = ö(v)|«(/)4-f C(v. /»^.(Z)!. (11.27) 

s.«.=ß(v>-;f J]//C(v. «)US,ul(/-/.)H-snsrill{/-f/,)i:   (^.28) 

SM-D(v)^-(^),J8(/-/,) + 8{/ + /.) + 

(1.29) 

where  6(f)   is  the  Dirac  delta-function; 

*Ä(/)=  Jr»-(t)e-^: 

■.«Srü.(/)= T^-'Wr.We-^rft. 

We  can  find  the  signal/noise  ratio  at   the   functional  correlator 

output   by  using the expression  obtained. 

k.b.     SIGNAL/NOISE   RATIO  AT 
CORRELATOR OUTPUT 

Our problem  is  to   compare the signal/noise   ratio  at  the output 

of a  functional  correlator with  that  of  an  Ideal   correlator with 

other conditions   remalninp;  equal.     Let   us   find  the  sipnal/nolse 

ratio at   the cutput  of  a   functional  correlator.     The  reasoning 

and  transformation will  be  absolutely  analogous   to  those  presented 

in   §   2.2  in deriving   (2.7).     Based on  relationships   (b.27)-(k.29) 

the signal/noise ratio  at  the output  of a  functional  correlator 

will  be 

n; 



+.Ä(2/.)l-}-(4y -^ £ C(v. n).nS.{ft) + 

»mt 

+ .«SriI1(2Ml| *. (1.30) 

This  expression  cannot  be  conveniently  used  In this   form,   since  the 
degree  of superiority  of the  Ideal   correlator over the  functional 
correlator with  the nonlinear element   Is  not  apparent.    Expression 
(1.30)  will  be  written  as 

1*=«7 M' + »^) lÄ (0) + A <2/.)l * 

+ ?-^|Js,l«(0)4-.srIll(2^)|j•,. 

where we  designate 

n=. 
S C(v. /i)[,llSc(0) + ,»S.(2MI 

««I 

"ijM '     '   A(0) + ,S.(2/,) • 

11=1 

(1.31) 

(1.32) 

(1.33) 

(1.31) 

If we  compare the  slgnal/nolse ratio  at  the output  of an 
Ideal  correlator   [formula  (2.7)1 with the  same ratio for a 
functional  correlator  [formulas   (1.30)   or  (1.31)1 we will be  able 
to give  the   following physical   Interpretation to the reduced  loss 

coefficient : 
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I*—   shows  how many  times   noise  at  the  output   of the averaging 

filter,  which   Is  caused by  the detected reference  voltage,  exceeds 
noise  caused by the  random nature of the signal; 

\   Indicates  the   factor by which  the signal/noise  ratio  at  the 
output   of a  functional  correlator is  inferior to  that  of an  ideal 
correlator  in a case where  the noise of the  detected reference 
voltage   (which  may  occur when  a balanced  system  is   used)   and 
extraneous  noise  are  absent ; 

6  .'hows  the  factor by  which  the slgnal/nolse  ratio at  the 
output  of a  functional   correlator Is   Inferior to  that  of an  ideal 
correlator  in a  case  where  only  extraneous   noise  transformed  by  the 
reference  voltage  is   considered   (In  practical   terms   this   occurs 
when  the spectral  density  of extraneous  noise   is  much  greater than 
the   spectral  density   of self-noise and detected  noise). 

Let   us   examine   in  more   detail  the  coefficient   of losses  ß   for 
two   cases: 

1.     The  energy  spectrum  of extraneous  noise   Is   much  wider than 
the   reference  voltare  spectrum. 

?.     The  energy  spectrum of extraneous  noise  is  the same  as 
the  signal  spectrum. 

'ase   1.     In  order  to   calculate the  values   of the  coefficient 
of   losses  ß  we  must  know  the  spectral  density   In  the   form of 

( f).     When n =   1  we  have ' n   r w 

,Stm(f)=  ^rm(t)r(x)ii-
a'ltdx. 

For  the studied  case  the  correlation  function  r  (T)   IS  much narrower 
UJ 

than  rd).     Thus,  we  can write approximately 

UH 



.Sriu(/)^   Jrlll(t)r(0)e-'M,rf-. = s;;(/). 

H Here  the  energy   spectrum S   (f)   corresponding to  correlation   function 

r   (T)   IS  the  energy   spectrum of extraneous  noise which has  been 
LU 

transferred  from  frequency  w    to  "zero"   frequency.     It  Is  quite 

cbvlous  that   the  approximation ^ S     (f)   s S   (f)  will  continue to 
decrease  in  accuracy   as  number n Increases,   since  in  this  case the 

correlation  function  r    "   (T)   continues   to narrow.     However,  as  we 

will  show below,   series   (^.3^)   in view of Its  rapid  convergence   is 

practically  determined by  the   first   terms  alone.     If we  consider 
this  peculiarity,  we  assume that 

.Srm(/)«   [rm(x)r*-*(x)*~ant*d%mSrjl), 

Then the expression for the coefficient of losses ß with the 

coefficients of (4.25) considered will acquire the form of 

l-1+v(!zz)'('-T),.(.-;-r (4.35) 
11*1 

Using a  particular  value  of the hypergeometric   function   [27,  p.   709] 

f (a   8   Y   n-l-i-   c?   .'.^'f )g(Ml)    .       _ 

r(Y) r(T-«-» 
r(t-a)r(T-fT' 

we  represent   the  coefficient  of losses   in  the   form of 

"O+T) 
(^.36) 

Case  2.     The  equality  of the width  of the  noise  energy  spectrum 

to  the width  of the  signal  energy  spectrum means   that 
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rmif) ='-(t);s.,Srii,(/) =:B5c(/). 

In  this   case   formula   (^.3^)   acquires  the  form of 

P -2j* C'(V' '' Al«»)-V,SJ2M C^.37) 

Prom relationships   ( 4.3?)-(4.37)   It   follows  that   the  loss 

coefficients   y,   A,  ß   depend  on  the  characteristic   of  the nonlinear 

element   (parameter v)   and  the  shape  of the energy  spectrum of 

oscillations  acting en  the   functional  correlator. 

■*.-.      SPECTRAI   DENSITY   CHARACTERISTICS 
■F   RANDOM  PROCESSES   (PARTICULAR   CASES) 

Loss   ccefflcients   are   expressed as   functions   in   the  form of 

3nS   (f).  which  depend   on   the   shape  of the energy  spectrum of the 

studied  random processes.      Let   us   find  these   functions   for  several 

random processes   obtained,   for example,  when  "white"  noise  passes 

through  specific  shaping   filters. 

1.      Ideal   Filters 

Let   us   describe  the  energy  spectrum by  the   following  function 

S"(/) = ■^  np.l /.--^"I^+IP 
,0  at other values of f, 

[npH » vhen] 

where Af is the width of the energy spectrum. 

We know [2ht   37] that the correlation function of a process 

with this spectral density has the form of 

Re (')=^37; sinrA/x COS«»CT. 
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The energy spectrum corresponding to correlation coefficient r(T) 

is determined by the relationship 

10 at other values of f. 
(4.38) 

[npn « when] 

Let us find spectral density „ S (f) by means of a convolution 

type Integral [14]: 

« Jse{2)St{l-z)dz. 

After we have  calculated the  convolution Integral   for a rectangular 
energy  spectrum,  we   get 

lO   at  other values   of x, 

where  x =  f/Af is  normalized   frequency. 

Similar calculations   for  convolutions when n  =  2  give  us 

ÄW= iffiM + l-vl' " 2W + 4) npH I<|.t|-2. 
at  other values  of x. 

Finding convolutions   of a higher order  Involves   complex and 
tiresome  calculations.     For this  reason we will   use  approximate 
methods.     Let  us  use  the  central  limiting theorem of the theory  of 
probabilities.     We know   [14]   that  the density  of probability 
distribution of the  sum of independent  random quantities  is 
determined by the  convolution  of the probability  distribution 
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density  of the terms.     If the   random quantities   fulfill the 
Llndeberr condition   [11,  p.   257],   then the density-of probability 
distribution   for the  sum of a  p;reat  number of Independent   random 
quantities  will approach  the  jrausslan distribution.     The  Llndeberg 
condition   Is   the singular requirement  that  random quantities  have 
deviations   cf uniform smallness   from their average  value,   i.e., 
that   th- •■.•Ion of a  random quantity  be   finite.     Let   us  examine 
relatio:. ,'^8)   as  the  density  of probability  distribution of 
random  .; . .   f.     Tn this   care   n S   (f)   is  the density  of 2n c 
probability distribution of the sum 2n of Identical independent 

random quantities.  The distribution dispersion of (^.38) will be 

[11, p. 173] 

»0 "=    if-' 

while  the  average  value  is  equal   to zero.     Since the  dispersion of 
.-■;::; Jn   of  independent  random quantities equals 

then   for  .   ?   (x)  we  get   the approximate  formula 

:«SC(.V): 'Si/  V   " '    ' ' 
at  otlier values   of x 

(^.39) 

Table   ^.1   shows  the  values  of the  convolutions   as   a   function 
- f normallz.'d   frequency  x.     P'or  ,,S   (x)Af and   -S   (x)Af  in  Table   ^.1 

H    C DC 

two value- are given.  The upper row of values was calculated by 

approximate formula (4,39).  Coincidence is good even for a small 

n numher. 
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Table   H.l. 

M 0 o.s 1.0 1.» 2.0 2.S 3.0 4.0 

iScW*/ i J.S 0 0 0 0 0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

.s,(*)*f O.tVM 

0,5-.S 
U i5 

0.471 
0.4:^. 

0.44 
U.4lt 

o.ist 
U.|l>". 

0.(U% 
Q.UH 

n.iisir 
(I.'IM 

(l.»il 

0.0)>.»$ 
0 

0 
0 

S.'^IO-» 
0 

il.UOWl 

0 
0 

.V*)if H.» i: 

U,2l 

O.OMl 0 
0 

.%(»)*/ 0.4«4 0.4)4 o.oa 0 

3.1'J-» 

0 

i.«tW« 0.4T« U.1'0 0.261 o.l 11 il.Ol'H 0 

Single  O^c511-it cry   Circuit 

In till. 
:\ llowlnp; dt-; 

energy  spectrum is  determinei  on  the 

^w^^r'1" 
+ 

i+ I^PTI' 
where  Af  is  the v/idtti  of  the  energy  spectrum on  a   level  of -3  dB. 

The  energy spectrum which   corresponds  to the  correlation  coefficient 

r(T;   in  determined by  the  expression 

5c (/)=-.- 
■■■i/ 1 + IW (H.HO) 

Tn  this   cane   „  H   (f)   can  be  more  conveniently   calculated  by 

mean.;   of the direct  Wiener-Khinchln transform,   rather  than  through 

the  convolution.     Tf we  use   the  theory  of  remainders   in  calculating 
the   correlation   function  corresponding to  the energy  spectrum of 
Ci.iJO) ,  we get 

'(*).-=   JV/K'^VZ-e a-«*l I«I 
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Then 

-m 

i ^ [' + (-AT) I 

It   Is   Interesting to note  that   In  this  case quantity  0  S   (f)   does 2n   c 
not   approach  the  gausslan  curve  at   any  value  of n.     This   Is  because 
the  probability  distribution  density  of   (^.^0)   Is   the  Cauchy 
distribution  density, which  has   Infinite  dispersion  and,   conse- 
quently,   does  not  satisfy   the   Llndeberg  condition. 

3.     Band-Pass  Filter Consistlnp;  of 
Two  Tientical  Connected  Circuits 

The   autocorrelation   function  of a signal  shaped by  a band-pass 
filter  consisting of two   identical  connected  circuits  which  have 
a critical  bond between  them is   determined by expression   [7?] 

/?(x)-9;e C«2«/.,[CüS(-^-)+ 

where  Af  is   the width  of the  energy   spectrum on  a  level   of -3 dB. 
The  envelope  of the  autocorrelation   function of the  signal   and the 
energy   spectrum  corresponding to   it   will  have  the   form  of 

■i'JiL 
»2~ 

2yf V/)= 
rSl HM' 

(^.Hl) 

IPO 



When  calculating quantities   „  S   (f)  we use the Wlener-Khlnchln 

transform to the power of the  autocorrelation function  of the 

signal  r    (T).     The  obtained  Integrals  are  calculated by means  of 

relationships   [13,  p.   ^91]: 

m 

I 
I 

e"" cos qxdx ■■ P* + (i\' 

f "sin qxdx- f + q* 

?rom the calculations we  get 

s u) tlitl+v  

c tr.    V? \ 1 L+J?! .j. 

+ 5-2jt« 
(2,5+ *»)•-a»»./* 

where   x  =  f/Af Is  normalized   frequency. 

lie  reduced expressions   show that  the  complexity   of functions 

,,S   (x)   rapidly   Increases   as   number n  increases.     For  calculating 

~  S   (x)   at   larF:e  values  of n   In  this  case we  can use  the method 

developed in part  1  of this   section.     The dispersion  of distribution 

('4.141)   equals 

Then,   the  approximating Gaussian  curve   for p S   (x)   will be 

*s'{x)~-vklfVir -whr 
(H.h2) 
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Table  h.2  gives values   of 

0  S   (x)Af at  different  normalized 2n   c 
frequencies   x.     The upper rows   of 

dual  values   for n=2,  n=3,  n=M 

correspond  to  those  obtained   from tne 

approximate  formula  (^.^2). 

From the  table  it   follows   that 

in  this   case  the approximation   is 

rough,   particularly  at  high   values  of 

normalized intermediate   frequency  x, 

which  are  the values of  most   Interest 

to  us. 

^.6.      EFFECTIVENESS 
OF  FUNCTIONAL 
CORRELATOR 

1.     Loss  Coefficients 

In  order to  estimate  the 

effectiveness  of a  functional 

correlator we  must  examine  loss 

coefficients.     Loss   coefficient   A  is 

determined by relationship   (^.33)  in 

the   form of an  infinite   series.     At 

particular values of v »  2,   ^,   6,   .., 

the   series  can  be easily   calculated, 

since   it  breaks.     In the   general 

case   the  expression   for  the   sum  of 

the  series  in a  closed  form  is  not 

found,   and thus   in  the  calculations 

we  limit  ourselves  to a  finite number 

of terms.     In  calculations  and  in 

estimatinp; possible  error It   is 

convenient  to use  an  additional 

series   in the  following   form: 
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(iVO-iH--1-^)' 
(»I!)« 

Let   us  represent   the  auxiliary   series  In a  closed  form by  means   of 

gamma-functions   [as  done  In  deriving  relationship   (^.36)].     As a 
result  we   get 

»up- 
4r(i>) 

»r« (+) 
I. 

Calculations  for the values   of  spectral power densities   m 

the   form  of  -,?>_(?),   conducted   in  the preceding  sections,   indicate 

a)   at   any  values  of n,   f quantity  ,,  S     <  1; 
'   •     ^ 2n c — ' 

i ) valuer of ?  S   (f) diminish very rapidly as frequency f 

1 p. ere as os .  Thus 

.,Sc(0) + .,S.(2M    ^i 

where  equality  occurs  only when  n  =   1.     Consequently,  the  terms  of 

the   series   C^.33)  are smaller than  the  corresponding terms   < f the 
auxiliary   series.     Based  on  the   criterion  of .-omparing  series   with 
positive  terms   [f'j,   It   can be  confirmed  that  the  sum of  series 

(^1.33)   is   always  less than the sum of the auxiliary  series,   i.e., 
A   <   A     .     When  a  functional   correlator with  a nonlinear  element -  np 
is given practical application an intermediate frequency f, which 

Is considerably greater than the width of the energy spectrum of 

the reference voltage must be selected.  In this case 

»nSc(2/o)<:>Se(0) 
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while  relationship   (^.33)  will have  the   form of 

.fr)-(.-r)'...(.--r)' .Aro (^.^3) 

Indirect  calculations  show  that when   f0   is  used  in  a  frequency 

range  of 0  <   f     <   ^Af,  the  change  in  coefficient   X   Is  extremely 

Insignificant   (less  than   5%),   unless   for practical   purposes  we   can 

assume that   the   loss   coefficient  X   does   not  depend   on  the  inter- 
mediate  frequency   value.     The  values   of  loss   coefficient   X 

calculated  from   formula   (J*Jl3)  with  the   first   four terms  of the 
series  considered  are  shown  in Table   ^.3  along with  the  limiting 

values  of the   sum  of  this   series   X        for   the  three   studied  energy 

spectra. 

Tatl( 
Value   • 

."pt'ctr im 
1 I.S 2.0 2.S 1.0   |    4.0 

Re Man,: Jir 0.2r,4 0,509 

o,r,f.<) 

0.508 

i.o 

i.o 

1,570 

1.58 

2.34 

2.:« 

2.<22 

2,393 

4,G«i 

Pind-i i.-,r filter 0.203 

O.S.iO 

4.082 

Jöcillatory circuit i.o 

i.o 

1 ,".70 

1 ..r,8G 

1.5 

K, 0.27 o.r^a 5.0 

From Table   '*.?  It   follows that: 

1) for practical purposes It is sufficient to calculate the 

sum of the four terms of the series (^.^3) which determines loss- 

coefficient   X; 

?)   coefficient   X   is   virtually  independent   of the   form of the 

energy  spectrum in the  signal   (reference   voltage)   and  thus  in 

studying the  di^erent   random processes   it   is  best   to  use  values 
calculated  for  a band-pass   filter  (the   curve  shown  in Fig.   4.1); 
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PU. k.l. I.e.-.- coefficient \ as 
a function of the characteristic 
cf a nonlinear unit. 

3)   there exists   a 

substantial "dependence  between 

A   and the  value  of v.   I.e., 

between  A   and the   character- 
istic  of the nonlinear devlc   . 

It   Is  an  Interesting 
fact  that  when  v  <  2   coeffi- 

cient  X  becomes   less  than  one, 

i.e.,  the  output   signal/noise 

ratio  of the  functional 

correlator can  be  better than 

that   of  an  ideal   correlator. 
As   follows   from  Fig.   ^.1, 

when  v  =   1  this   improvemer.4: 
-1 may  constitute   (O..?5i:0       «3.86 

(or  ri.8  dB).    This   fact 

contradict.-   the   conclusions  of statistical  radio  enpineerlnp:,   since 
loss   coefficient   \  describes   only  the  self-noise  of a   functional 

correlator  which   Is   calculated when  there   Is  a  total   correlation 
between  the  reference  voltage  and   the  signal. 

Til--   following experiment  can  be  performed  to  illustrite  at 
a rlance   the  effective   reducing  self-noise.     Let   there  be   two 

random processes   dlfferinr only   in   scale,   I.e.,   the  cross- 

correlation   function  between  the  processes   is  equal   to  R  =  +1. 

Let   us   assume   that   each   of the   processes   passes   through   a   "rigid" 

llmlter   Cease  v  =  0),   so  that  the   voltage  at  the  output  of  any  one 

of the   limiters   can  acquire  only   the   two   values   of +A   and   -A,   while 

the transmission   from  one  level   to   another occurs  as  a  ,1ump.     If 
the  outputs   of the  limiters  are   connected  to  the   Inputs   of  an   ideal 

correlator,   then  voltage  at  the multiplier output  will  have  only 
p 

the one  value  of +A   ,   since  in the   case  of a  cross-correlation 
coefficient  equal   to  1   there  is  a  simultaneous   shift  in  the 

responses   of the   limiters   from one   level  to  the  other.     Consequently, 
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relf-nolse will  be  absent   in  an Ideal  correlator.     If we assume 

that   the unknown   random processes  can be   time-shifted  relative  to 

one  another,  then  at   the  multiplier output   there  will  be  a variable 

component   in  addition  to   the  constant  component.     This  results   from 

the   fact  that  the   responses  of the  limiters  will  have  opposite 

polarities  on  the   individual   time segments. 

Uov]  let   us   examine  the  processes  which  occur in  a  functional 

correlator when v  ■  1,   i.e.,  when the   functional   correlator can  be 

regarded as   a  "linear"  detector.     If the  power of the  reference 

vcltare  Is  much  greater than  the power of the signal,  then the 

nonlinear element   can  be  regarded In  relation to  the  small  signal 

as   linear with time-variable  parameters.     Here,   if u   (t)   <  0, 

then  the signal   will  not   pas?   through  the  nonlinear element 

(conductivity  Is   absent);  when  u  (t) >  0   the signal  passes without 

distortion  (conductivity   is   constant  and  is  determined by  the 

derived  characteristic  of the  nonlinear element  at  positive  values 

of the   input  effect).     Thus,   in  the  given   case passage  of the  signal 

and  reference  voltage  through  the nonlinear element   can be 

represented  as  a  process  of multiplying an  undlstorted  Input  signal 

by   an   amplitude-limited  reference  voltage.     Tf there   is  no  signal 

delay  relative  to  the  reference  voltage,   then  at   the  output   of the 

functional  correlator there  will be  self-noise,   caused by the 

randor. nature  of  the  input  signal1   envelope.     Obviously  the self- 

noise   \n  this   case   should  be  less than  in  the  case  of  an  ideal 

correlator,   in which  the  supplied oscillations  are  not   limited. 

"hu: It   follows   from our examination  that   an  Increase  in  signal 

delay   relative  to   reference  voltage  can   lead  to  an  increase  in  the 

self-noise of  a  functional   correlate", which  has  been  completely 

confirmed experimentally. 

Study  of  loss   coefficient   ß,  which  is  determined  when the 

energy  spectra of the  reference  voltage  are  identical,  the signal, 

and extraneous  noise  by means  of relationship   (^.37)   is  analogous 

to  the  study  of  coefficient  X.     With  the  same  reasoning used  to 
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derive  relationship   (4,^3)  when   fn  >>  Af,   we  pet   the  following 

serle?   for  ß : 

ß=l .fhilMHi-JL 
A   Am   ■ {U.nh) 

Por the energy  spectrum,  as  at  the  output  of the  single oscillatory 

M rcul t ,  we   have 

v.-hUe  the   valU''  of the   loss  coefficient   Is  equal   to 

f-.1+f (I^),(!I.+)'-(-T)' = 
m s I 

"h.('-;:rj 
The  limiting  value  of expression   {U .hh)   Is   determined  by  the  sum 

of the  series   in majorl^ed terms 

IMP 1+Ä.ti)Y-j)':( 
' [j uS{m+ I)! 

v \t 

m-^l 

Thus,  the   limltlnp:  value   for  loss   coefficient   ß  determined  by 

formula   (H.H>4)   coincides  with the   value  of the  loss  coefficient 

found  from  formula   (^.35)   for the  case  where the  width of the 

energy  spectrum of extraneous  noise   is  much  greater than  the  width 

of the energy   spectrum of  the signal   (reference  voltage).     Figure   ^.2 
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§ t z J v 
Fig.   H.?.     Loss  coefricient   ß as 
a  function  of characteristic of 
nonlinear unit:     a  -  wide-band 
extraneous  noise   (limiting';  value); 
I   -  signal  spectrum  In  the   Term 
of  frequency  of 1 and-pass   filter 
characteristic;   IT  -   rectangular 
signal  spectrum;  TIT  -  signal 
spectrum  in the   form  of frequency 
characteristic  of  oscillating 
circuits. 

(curve  a)  represents  the 

graphic  dependence  of the 

limiting  value  of  loss 
coefficient   ß on wide-band 

extraneous  noise.     In the 
same   figure  we  see  the 
values   of loss  coefficient 
3   for  the  three   studied 

energy   spectra of the 
signals.     From these graphic 

dependences   it   follows   that 
the   loss  coefficient  relative 

to  extraneous  noise  is 

greater  than  one   in  all 
cases.     This  is   found  in 

agreement  with  the  conclusions 
of statistical radio tech- 

nology:     no  functional  correlator can separate  a useful   signal  against 

a  background  of extraneous   noise  better than  an  ideal  correlator. 

The magnitude   of  loss   coefficient   ß   for 1 ^ v   <_ 3  does   not  exceed 
1.275,   i.e.,  losses-   in  the   signal/noise  ratio   relative   to  extraneous 

noise   for a functional   correlator  ar^  not   meat   compared  to those 

-f an  ideal   correlator.     When  v   >   3  and when  v   <  1   loss   coefficient 

ß   rises   sharply.     Loss   coefficient  ß   is  most   interestlnp;  from the 

standpoint   of the  theory  of detection  and  measurement  of  signal 
parameters,  since   it   is extraneous noise that   limits  maximal 

sensltivity  and  accuracy. 

In   functional   correlators   an  intermediate   frequency   is 
selected  which   is   much  wider than the energy  spectrum of the signal 

Thus,   the  values   of  loss  coefficient  v  are  of practical   Interest 
only   In  a  case  whe?'e   f    >   ^Af.     Here  the  expression  for  the 

coefficient  of losses   y according to  formula   (^.32)   can  be 
represented with   (^.33)  considered  in  a  simplified   form with an 

error of  less  than   1,5%'. 
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V.-J]'->•")., S.(M 
n-l   

to ' Xv« 

n=l 

vv (T)'(|-T)';-(-'-r)' .A.» (4.^) 

For an  energy  spectrum such  as  that   of the  single  oscillatory 

circuit  we  get 

^TvT • ^j ~ R!(n-l)l ^ 
»1=1 

y_I__ ik.kG) 

where x- = f«/Af Is the normalized Intermediate frequency. 

For convenience in analyzing let us look at the following 

auxiliary series 

h«.' Xv« 

xf (-^),(-x)••■•(.-l-r)• 
('1.^7) 

Quantities n' , x' are always positive, unless the terms of the 

positive theories are always greater than corresponding terms of 

series (^.^6) and, consequently, u < u  .  The expression for the 

sum of the auxiliary series in closed form is found by the same 

method that Is used to derive relationship (^.36).  As a result 

we get 
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Mete  that: 

1) the closer the sum of series (^.^6) to the sum of 

auxiliary series (^.^7), the greater will be xn; 

.1) series (^.^6) converges more rapidly than auxiliary series 

(^.^7).  Consequently, to obtain the sum of (^.^6) with the required 

accuracy, we must consider a smaller or at least the same quantity 

of  terms as we did In calculating auxiliary series (4,47). 

Calculations indicate that In oraer to obtain the sum of the 

auxiliary serifs with an accuracy to within no less than 5%   It is 

sufficient to add the first four terms. 

Fi.-ure ^.^ shows the values of loss coefficient u calculated 

from formula (^.32) taking into account only the first four terms 

f Lhe series for the three studied energy spectra.  From the 

flrure it follows that coefficient u for an energy spectrum such 

as the single oscillatory circuit with xn _> ^ is very close to the 

value determined by relationship (^,^7) (shown as a dashed line). 

For the two other energy spectra relationships in closed form 

between loss coefficient p and relative frequency xn were not 

obtained.  For calculation at higher values of r, we must consider 

a greater number of terms in the series.  Tn the case of v = ?, 

•,   ... expression (Ü.hS)   represents a finite number of terns and 

can be easily calculated. 

Analysis of the curves in Fig. ^4.3 shows us that: 

1)   loss coefficient y decreases as the Intermediate frequency 

increases.  The rate of decrease is determined by the energy 

spectrum of the signal (reference voltage); 
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4/5 0,3      UO     2,0      *.0     0,0     ti,0 Ußf 
Fir. h.^.     Los? coefficient \\  as 
a function of value uf difference 
frequency and characteristic of 
nonlinear unit:  I - rectangular 
signal spectrum; IT - spectrum in 
the form of frequency of land- 
pass filter characteristic; III - 

2) loss coefficient y 

depends on the form of the 

characteristic of the non- 

linear unit, i.e., on 

parameter v.  This dependence 

becomes especially noticeal'e 

for signals whose energy 

spectrum is close to the 

rectanrular. 

2.  Some 
Experimental 
Results 

spectrum In t i o rm of freouency 
characteristic of oscillatory 
?1 rcult. 

Some of the results 

obtained from experimental 

verification of theoretical 

proposals are interesting. 

In studying a functional 

correlator the parameters of 

the Individual units were selected to be as close as possible to 

the models of signals described In §§^.1 and 2.2.  With this real 

two narrow-band processes with frequency-shifted energy spectra 

(slrnal and reference voltage) were shaped from the original 

gausslan noise using a method of filtration and frequency trans- 

formation.  The voltage of the signal (through the controlled 

delay line) and the reference voltage were conducted to the Input 

of  a  correlator with a multiplier or after the summation process 

were conducted to the Input, of the nonlinear element of a functional 

correlator.  The nonlinear clement was a series-connected point- 

contact semiconductor diode and a resistance load.  The type of 

diode, load resistance, and insignificant forward diode bias were 

selected with the Intention of obtaining an inertialess nonlinear 

characteristic when v = 1. 
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The measured output slgnal/nolse ratio of the functional 

correlator In the absence of signal delay relative 'to the reference 

voltage was 4.9 dB higher than for the ideal correlator with 

analogous parameters (oscillatory power, averaging time, etc.). 

This confirms the above deduction that in the absence of extraneous 

noise the output signal/noise ratio of a functional correlator 

with a nonlinear element when v = 1 can be 5.8 dB better than that 

?f in ideal correlator. 

From relationship (4.16) it follows that the amplitude of the 

harmonic component of the output voltage of a functional correlator 

v.'hen v = 1 is eoual to 

«•• M^y^-rM 

ana does not depend on the power of the reference voltage.  This 

property is useful in correlation measurements, since the power 

change in the reference voltage, which develops when the delay line 

is switched (due to an unsteady transmission coefficient) does not 

affect (or only slightly affects) the reference accuracy of 

correlation function values.  Table 4.4 gives the experimental 

result for the studied unit. 

It is interesting to 

study the behavior of self- 

noise In correlators as a 

function of signal delay relative 

to the reference voltage. 

Theoretically this dependence is obtained from a rather ponderous 

expression (4.23).  Figure 4.^ shows the results of experimentally 

measuring the relative spectral intensity of self-noise in a 

functional correlator for the intermediate frequency range as a 

function of delay. 
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«5  (• ti ItMttf 
Fig. 4.^.  Relative spectral 
intensity of self-noise In a 
correlator with a multiplier does 
net depend on signal delay. 
UB = dB]. 

These results confir-n 

the advantage of using 

functional correlators of 

the given type in radio 

electronic systems.  They 

can be used in developing 

specific devices. 
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FIFTH CHAPTER 

NOISE CHARACTERISTICS OF FUNCTIONAL 
CORRELATORS BASED ON NONLINEAR 
ELEMENTS WITH AN EXPONENTIAL 
CHARACTERISTIC 

5.1.  REGULAR VOLTAGE COMPONENT 
AT CORRELATOR OUTPUT 

Let us evaluate the effectiveness of a functional difference 

frequency correlator in which a nonlinear device with an exp>onential 

characteristic is used in place of the multiplier.  The original 

premises and proposals concerning the nature of the signals, 

assumptions, symbols, and method of analysis are all analogous to 

these formulated in §§ 2.2, 'l.l, and H.2. 

This problem should be studied, since elements and devices 

which have an exponential characteristic are widely used and since 

the properties of a functional correlator in this case are 

different from the properties of correlators of the v-th power. 

A nonlinear device can simply be regarded as a diode whose 

volt-ampere characteristic within the limits of a certain input 

voltage range can be described with sufficient accuracy by the 

dependence [29] I = lQ(evu - 1).  Let us examine the noise 

characterit-tics of a functional correlator with a nonlinear element 

in which the output voltage is proportional to the current which 

flows through the semiconductor diode, i.e., 
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2=fl(c-»-l). C5#1) 

The   regular output   voltage   component   is  determined  by  averaging 

the  response  of the  nonlinear element   for the  set 

^T/^-a(e,"777'-l). (5.2) 

The statistical average of e y Is found by means of the expression 

for the unldlmenslonal characteristic function of the random 

process y(t), which has a normal distribution [2^] 

"■""=«p[4",':,„l- 

Tf we  consider   (^.9)   and   (^.10)   and   use  the Jacobi-Enp:er expansion 

[1^,  P.   333] 

where 

(I   Iipil M —0. 

2 npii »1=1, 2. 3,... 

[npn   =  when] 

I   (z)   is   the noil fled  Bessel   function,  we  get m ' 

'J] 'Jm \V *; r, (t.,)J COS/MK/ -a,.,^    C,(t.,»1. (5.3) 
m-0 

Here  we   have   y     ■   v' o'. . 
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For small values of the argument the following asymptotic 

representation of modified Bessel functions is valid [^2, p. 248]; 

'•^ rirnrC^)'npH 0<x<1- 
[npM = when] 

Then, when if's,/,,(r,) — << 1 the regular component of the response of 
•r 

the nonlinear element,  taking into account  terms with  an  order of 
smallness  no  less  than a  /a    will  have  the   form of 

X cos i«.^—•,.■».,—;, (t.,)| |. 

Thus, when a weak signal and reference voltape have a combined 

effect on a nonlinear element with an exponential characteristic, 

a regular voltage component of intermediate frequency Is obtained 

at the output, whose amplitude is proportional to the envelope of 

the cross-correlation function of the signal and reference voltage. 

This result is analogous to that obtained in the preceding chapter. 

Let us find this regular voltage component at frequency ta^  by using 

relationships (5.2) and (5.3) and by assuming arbitrary signal 

amplitude 

s -     H4) 
X /, [T5 ~ r, K)] cos K* - «..T. - C, (t,)). 

If the correlation coefficient is measured from the amplitude of 

the regular component of frequency wof then relative error in 

measuring the correlation function determined by formula (^.17) is 

expressed as 
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Figure 5.1 shows measurement 

error found using this formula. 

This error diminishes rapidly as 

the power of the signal decreases, 

and does not exceed 1%  when 

Y"oc/ar < 0.5. 

5.2.  Signal/Noise 
Ratio at Correlator 
Output Fir.   5.1.     I.'onllnear error  of 

measuring correlation  function 
for nonlinear  device  with 
exponential   characteristic. T   , />.   ^        ,       ., ,. Let   us  find  noise  intensity 

at   the   correlator  output.     For 

this   purpose  we wil]   calculate  the  correlation  function of voltage 

at   the  output   of the  nonlinear element   from our knowledge  of the 

response  to  the   input  effect.     If we  consider the  presence  of the 

nor.stationary   connection  between the  signal  and  reference voltage, 

then   the  function  must  be  time-averaged.     We  get  the   following 

expression   for the  time-averaged value  of the  correlation  function: 

ÄfW=ai«eJ"',,V,,+,,>- 

-<e,"'<',> <e,',','+,,> + I). (5.^) 

If we   time  average  the  expression   (5.3)   and  consider  our assumption 

of  smallness   for the  signal   and noise,  we  get 

<e'"("> = e    V      '      '  'X 

(5.5) 
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Similarly we  also get 

<er,<lfM> = e|./»> (5.6) 

If we  use  the  two-dimensional  characteristic   function of the 

normal  random process  y(t)   [2^,  p.   2^3]  and   consider  (^.8),   (^.9), 
and   (^.10),  then we   find 

«-'""'•"""-exp [$\Ht. 0) + p(/ + ,. 0) + 2P(/. t)|}. 

In averaging this  expression with  respect  to  time we  use the 

expansion  for exponential  time  functions   in  series 

e»=TT ISr- 
»»9 

In averaging let us retain only those terms which have an order of 
2 2     2  2 smallness of no less than o /a and o /c .  As a result we get c    r LU     r 

<c'" ,M e:"" ^-c1' J] .m/m(fV,(t)l X 

r      •' t» 
X cos /«uir,.   1 + Y

S
 -f re {-.) cos mcx + Y ' -y- r,. (t) X 

[ •r *r 

X cr s «.„t 1 {I + T ^ "ir rI(tj) c/m* + 

+**) -'r cos i«e-+:, (t+1,) - - c. (t3))+ 

+4-^ 

+4- r* -jr'. (^) '■t (*» - <)cos K'+5» (^ -c» ^ - 'M + 

r r. (r.)''»('. - -)cos K1 + '• W —c» ^ ~ ^1 f• 
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ui      w  , we separate the Individual component: Assuming that u)n << 

corresponding to the low and intermediate frequency ranges. Then 

the time-averaged autocorrelation function of the response of the 

nonlinear element (5.^) with (5.5) and (5.6) considered will have 
the   form of 

Rt (t) — ifaj -f- /twa T /?oe. 

where we  have 

/?M = fls(l -2et,,,) + Ä,e»,/#|yVt(t)|; (5.7) 

/?.u.-aVv4-/.r/,''r(t)lrIU(t)X 
XcosK-^t; (5.8) 

RM = a'c'V^ irtyxj/, [fr,(t)|:cos..t+ 

+ 2/. lY'r, (t)| r, (x) cos .. t4- Y*/. (YV, (T)) r, (t, -1) X 
X r, (t, - -.) cos |<v + C. (t, -1) - C, (t, +1)| + 
+ Y'/, (tV, Ml r, (t4) r, (x -f x,) cos l«#x + C, (t.) + 

+ C,(x-f^)l + Y,'.lAr(t»|r1,(x,)r.(x,-t)X 
XCüSKX4-C,(XJ-X)-C.(XJ)|}. (5.9) 

In estimating the effectiveness of the functional correlator 

let us limit ourselves to the case where 

T»=0, {•{T)=0, (Oin«wc, ''r(t)=rc(T)=r1(T)=/-(T). (5.10) 

Then, if we write the moc fled Bessel functions in the form of 

series [^2, p. 27] 

*=0 

and use recurrent relationships [^12, p. 2^8], then for the energy 

spectra corresponding to the correlation functions of (5.7), (5.8) 

and (5.9) we get the following expressions: 
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'out 

«=1 
nri«5'-(/-/.)+ 

+ ,-5^ (/+/.)!; 

5-=«5YlcI,^.{«(/-/.) + »(/+/J + 

+ :-V/ + /.)i). 

where  6(f)   is  the delta-function of Dlrac; 

.«Srui (/) = J r»- ' (x) r,, (t) e"^ dx. 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

On the basis  of these  expressions  the  signal/noise ratio at the 

output   of a narrow-band averaging filter engaged  after the nonlinear 
element, will  be 

urn» 

Xl.nS.(0) + .,Se(2/,)l + 4-X 

vl \la-l 

x£-M)nrUsr-(0)+«Sr.TOl} (5.14) 
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where B    Is  the  effective pass band  of the  averaging filter of a 
functional   correlator,  determined  by relationship  (2.8). 

For an  Ideal   difference  frequency  correlator based on pure 
signal  multiplication  the  output  signal/noise  ratio  Is determined 
by  relationship   (2.7).     Let  us  give  expression   (5.1^)  a  form which 
Is  more  convenient   for comparison 

.(^L=^{i(,+4),A(0,+ 

+ .5c (2/.il -f ? -|f |Am (0) + Au. (2/.)) I   . (5.15) 

where  we have 

i \i»-t 

la' A(W 
n=. •»i 

•   v»«-! 

ß = V    V 2/ 1-A-jy + J«5'« (2M 
SrBI (0) + ,\,a 12/,) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

The  Introduced  loss   coefficients   for the   functional  correlator y, 
A,   ß have the  same  physical  content   as  in  the problem for the 
correlator of the  v-th power  (see Chapter  h). 

The relationships which we have  obtained depend on the  shape 
of the energy  spectra of the signals   and parameter y a  va  ,   i.e., 
on the  characteristic  of the nonlinear element  and the power of the 
reference  voltage. 
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5.3-     EFFECTIVENESS  OF  FUNCTIONAL 
CORRELATOR 

In order to  estimate  the effectiveness  of the  correlator we 
examine  loss  coefficients.     Loss  coefficient  ß   Is  analyzed  for two 

cases. 

1.     The spectrum of extraneous noise  Is  much wider than that 

of the  signal.     For this   case,   as  shown  In  §   ^.^4, 

an1 ,Sru.(/)«5"J/i 

and the expression  for  coefficient  ß based  on   (5.18)  will have the 
form 

jj   «!(«+ I)!        t*    ,U ' (5.19) 

The  dependence of  loss   coefficient  ß on parameter y Is  shown in 
Fig.   5.2   (curve a). 

ß 

10 

*,« 

t,o 
±ß 

4»    «#     <f    it    r 

Fig.   5.2.     Loss   coefficient 
ß as a function of the  form 
of a nonlinear device 
characteristic:     a - maxi- 
mal value;   I -  spectrum in 
the  form of frequency char- 
acteristic of band-pass 
filter; II - rectangular 
signal spectrum;  III - 
spectrum in the   form of 
frequency characteristic of 
oscillatory circuit. 

2.    The energy spectra    of the extraneous noise and the 

signal are Identical. 

In a case where  rw(T)~r(t), ••S(w(/)«»t«Sc(/)  ,   from expression  (5.18) 
we  get 
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■»I 

In practical  dlfference-freouency  correlator systems  Intermediate 

frequency   fn   Is   selected  tr     e much wider  than  the energy  spectrui 
of the  reference   voltage.       :.  this   case 

ln+j5e(2/o)«2Il+»Sc(0) 

and   loss  coefficient   Q  can be  represented   In  the   form of 

t-tMrySP- (5-21) 

In the cane of an energy spectrum such as that In the unl' 

dimensional oscillatory circuit we get: 

l,4t^(")_—     '      _ 

l=Slft^-(?■)'"•<','-"• f=-y U.AA<'[■*■) lum-n {5.2^ 

For a rectangular energy  spectrum or an  energy spectrum such 
as  that   of the band-pass   filter the values   of the  loss  coefficient 

are   found by  adding the  first   four terms   of the series   (5.21). 
This  approximation  is  possible  for a range   of y values   from 0  to  2.0, 
where  the  series   converges  very  rapidly.     Since   „   .„S   (0)   <   -S   (0), 

ifnT^  c        — £  c        * 
then the maximal   value  of  (5.21)   is  determined by a series  with 
majorlzed terms 

»>=2j «»(/I+I)! =^r/>^,). 
nmO 
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which  corresponds  to the  expressions of  (5.19)   for a  loss  coefficient 
In  the  case of wide-band  extraneous noise.     Figure" 5.2 shows  the 
graphic  dependences  of loss   coefficient  ß  on parameter y.     From 
this   figure  It  follows  that   coefficient  ß beginning at  a  certain 
value  of Y > 1.2  Increases   very rapidly, which  leads  to an abrupt 
decline  in the output   slgnal/nolse ratio. 

Let us examine loss coefficient X. Assuming that the Inter- 
mediate frequency is sufficiently high In comparison to the width 
of the reference voltage energy spectrum, then from (5.17) we get 
the   following expression: 

Wf) 
( (5.23) 

H-O 

The  dependence  of X on parameter Y  for the three  types  of energy 
spectra plotted  from formula  (5.23)   Is  shown  In Fig.   5.3. 
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Fig.  5.3.    Dependence  of 
loss coefficient  X on the 
form of the character- 
istic of the nonlinear 
device:    I - rectangular 
signal spectrum;  II - 
spectrum in the form of 
frequency characteristic 
of band-pass  filter;  III - 
spectrum in the form of 
frequency characteristic 
of oscillatory circuit. 

.r;;r 

The maximal value of series (5.23) can be found by means of 

a series with majorlzed terms 

• v* v 
^-E "W- (l +5&),-2l/.(T,) + /.(Y,)|-l. 
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The   values  of  X  obtained   from this  curve when y   >_ 2.0  are  very 
high  because  of the   preat  weight   acquired by   second-order terms. 

Let  us  examine   loss  coefficient  p.     From  (5.16)   and   (5.17)  we 
get  the  followinp- expression  for the case  of  great   frequency 
intervals: 

p    X£      («i)t       .fflT- 

For an energy  spectrum such as that  of the  single  oscillatory 
circuit  we have 

tnSc (X.) It 

•5«(0) «•+4 • 

E\TJ i 

where xn 
a ^n^^^ ^3 nor,IT,alized intermediate frequency.  As 

intermediate frequency Increases the sum of series (5.24) approaches 

the value of the series with majorlzed terms 

vt \ia>l 

«-=1 

Figure 5»^ shows loss coefficient u as a function of the 

normalized frequency and parameter y  for the three energy spectra 

of the signal.  The calculations were made according to formula 

(5.16) with the four terms of the series considered.  The value 

of loss coefficient y for an energy spectrum such as that in the 

single oscillatory circuit at high normalized frequency values is 

shown as dashed lines.  No expression was obtained for loss 

coefficient y in a closed form for a rectangular energy spectrum 

or a spectrum such as that of the band-pass filter.  For the 
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band-pass filter type of energy spectrum we can assume that the 

future behavior of the curves In Flg. 5.1* can alscr be determined 

by the asymptotic curves. 
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Fig. 5.4. Loss coefficient u as a function of 
the difference frequency value and the charac- 
teristic of the nonlinear device: I - rec- 
tangular signal spectrum; II - spectrum In the 
form of difference characteristic of band-pass 
filter; III - spectrum In the form of differ- 
ence characteristic of oscillatory circuit. 

5.4.  SELECTING PARAMETERS AND 
ELEMENTS IN SIMPLEST FUNCTIONAL 
CORRELATORS 

The number of functional correlator parameters which can be 

varied as the system Is being constructed might Include selection 

of the nonlinear element depending on the form of Its characteristic 

and, In a number of cases, selection of the difference frequency 

on which the regular component at the correlator output Is separated. 

The correlator parameters should be selected to reduce as much as 

possible the effect of extraneous noise on work. The parameters 

can be selected on the basis of relationships C1*. 13)-(!<. 3^) and 

(5.15M5.18). 

When the spectral density of the signals has a fixed form, 

intermediate frequency f0 must be selected such that losses In the 
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slgnal/nolse output   ratio  from the detected noise  of the reference 
voltage  are  small.     From  relationships   (4.31)   and  (5.15)  it is 
apparent  that  the magnitude of coefficient  u,  which depends 
primarily on the  Intermediate   frequency value,   should  satisfy the 
Inequality 

Tf the signal  is   very  low in power, then we  must  select  a 
hlrh   intermediate   frequency  in order to  fulfill   this  inequality, 
which  is  not   always possible  in a wide  signal   spectrum.     In this 
case  the use of balanced  systems   (see  §   2.3)   is   of particular 
interest.     In the output   oscillation of an ideal  balanced system 
thero1  ar^  no harmonic   components  on the reference  voltage   frequency 
or  its harmonics.     In  an   actual  balanced system,   due to the  fact 
that   the characteristics   of the nonlinear element   are  not  identical, 
the  transformers  are  asymmetrical, etc.,  these  harmonic  components 
are  present,  although  weakened by  a factor of p   (where  p is  the 
suppression  coefficient   in the balanced system).     In balanced 
systems  in which  special   control   [tuning] elements  are  used the 
suppression  coefficient   can be brought  to within  50-60  dB  [63]. 

Thus,  in  a  correlator which  is balanced relative  to the 
reference  voltage  the  noise of the detected  reference  signal  and, 
consequently,  the coefficient  of losses  u are  reduced by p times. 
With  rerpect  to  the  input   signal  the parallel  and  sequential 
balance  systems   (see   Fig.   2.7)   represent  "key"   systems  in the 
presence  of a high  reference  voltage,  and work  in time  with the 
reference  voltage,  which   corresponds to the  nonlinear element with 
a  characteristic  of v  ■   1. 

Thus,  in calculating the output signal/noise ratio of a 
balanced functional correlator we can assume the parameter of the 
nonlinear element to be  v  »  1  and the value  of v  to be  reduced 
p  times. 
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In  functional correlators the>"e are semiconductor elements 
and devices whose characteristic can be approximated with a 
sufficient  degree of accuracy by power and exponential  functions. 
The approximation of the nonlinear characteristic of a semiconductor 
diode  by an exponential dependence  (5.1)   Is  correct   for a limited 
segment   of the change  in input   voltage.     Thus,  the  relationship 
obtained in Chapter 5 will  be   valid  for an actual  system with a 
semiconductor diode in a limited range of values  for parameter Y- 

According to  the  data of monograph  [29] silicon pulse   semiconductor 
diodes  have a region of the dependence of (5.1)  in an  input voltage 
below  0.6 V and have  a coefficient of v »  20-25.     If we  assume that 
the  effective  value  of the  gaussian process is  on the  average  1/3 
of that   of the greatest  peak   (which  is  correct  with  a probability 
of  0.97),  then we  find that  the relationships  derived  in Chapter 5 
are  valid  for an actual  system with  a semiconductor diode when 
Y  =  vo     <_ 4-5. 

Let  us  estimate possible   losses   in the signal/noise  ratio  for 
a segment  in which this approximation is correct  for the  semi- 
conductor diode  characteristic,  namely Y  

B  3.     In  actual  systems 
with  narrow-band averaging end  filters the energy   losses  of the 
functional correlator cm be  determined,  if the intermediate 
frequency  is   correctly  selected,  by the  loss  coefficient   relative 
to extraneous noise.     For  "white" extraneous noise when Y "  3 
value   of the  loss  coefficient   based on  (5.19)  will be   6   230.     This 
means  that  at a reference voltage power corresponding to this 
value   of Y  the energy  losses   of the  output  signal/noise  ratio of a 
functional  correlator will  be   2h dB,  which is  not  permissible. 

As the reference voltage  continues to Increase  the character- 
istic  of the diode according to  [29]  is close to an exponential 
function with an exponent  of  3/2 and,  consequently,   it  is better 
to  use  an approximation in the  form of a half-wave characteristic 
of the v-th power.    Hence it   follows that in an actual  system with 
a semiconductor diode the Increase in the loss  coefficient occurs 
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only  up to a  certain reference voltage power.     When  this threshold 
value  is  exceeded  the  coefficients  either remain  constant  or 
decrease  in value.     For this  reason it  is  best  to  deliver forward 
bias  voltage  to the semiconductor diode so that   output will be on 
the  desirable part   of the  nonlinear characteristic. 

In using a superhlgh-frequency diode  as the nonlinear element 
we   must  keep  in mind that  the  characteristic  of this  diode  is  close 
to   square   law.     Consequently,   if the intermediate   frequency is 
sufficiently high we need  not  expect  a p;reat decline  In the signal/ 
noise  ratio of the difference   frequency  functional   correlator 
as   compared to the  ideal  correlator. 
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SIXTH CHAPTER 

EFFECT OF LINEAR CHANNELS ON 
CORRELATION PROCESSING OF NOISE 
SIGNALS 

6.1.  ANALYSIS OF LINEAR 
TRANSFORMATION IN CORRELATED 
SYSTEMS 

Here and henceforth we attempt to study the effect of linear 

transformations on the characteristics of a correlated system. 

Generalized block diagrams of correlated systems of different types 

(Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.8) contain a filter in a general channel 0. and 

a filter in correlator channels O. and *«. There is no $Q  filter 

in systems such as the passive radar and sonar systems.  Signals 

and noise pass along two channels containing filters *, and $? 

to the correlator. Systems which store the emitted signal, for 

example, systems such as the correlated radar set, have filter (t)n. 

In addition, the channel along which reference voltage is supplied 

to the correlator is free of noise. 

After the presence of a signal has been detected the main 

problem becomes that of measuring delay time of the signal in one 

channel in relation to the other.  Let us study the effect of 

linear filters «, and tfip on detecting ability in measuring delay in 

a correlated system. We will assume that filter $*  does not 

introduce distortion. The studied problem is solved by means of 

passive correlated systems (see § 3.2), for which our analysis is 

also made. 
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Figure 3-5 shows the generalized block diagram of a correlated 

shift meter during noise signals s,Ct) and Sp(t) against a background 

of extraneous noises n,(t) and n0(t), which are uncorrelated with 
J. c- 

each  other or with the noise  signals.     The signals  and  the noise 
are   added,  passed through  the  selective  linear devices  $,   and <t>0 

with  transmission coefficients  K-(lf and Kp(lf)  and  enter the 
multiplier Input.     At the multiplier output  averaging is  done by 
a narrow-band filter.     Let  us   designate  x,(t)  and  Xp(t)   as  the 
studied  random processes s^Ct)  and Sp(t)  transformed by the filters; 
y-ift)»  Yptt)  ~ interference n,(t)  and n-Ct)  transformed by the 
filters. 

At  the multiplier output  we   get  the process 

*=f*i(0 +JM')I*:(') +iMt)]='*tX2+yiyi+xitfi+x&t. 

The   first term is the product  of correlated random processes 
x,   and Xp, and can be written in the  form of the sum of the regular 
and  fluctuating components.     The  regular component determines the 
value  of the correlation  function  of random processes  x,   and x». 
The  fluctuating component represents noise at the output  of the 
correlation system, which  is  caused by the random nature  of the 
signals,   i.e., self-noise.     Usually noise of this type is ignored 
for two reasons: 

1) the band of the averaging filter Is much narrower than the 
energy spectra of signals at  the output of the linear filters; 

2) in processing weak signals the power of the self-noise at 
the output  of the averaging filter Is  much smaller than that of 
extraneous noise and interference. 

Considering the above statements,  the correlation function of 
a random process at the multiplier output should have  the  form of 
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+^iÄ.«<A+M»+ÄA+ÄA- (6.1) 

Let us  calculate the  first term under the assumption that 
signals s^Ct)  and s2(t)  differ from one  another only by a time 

shift,  I.e.,  s?(t)   =  s,(t  -  T).     Let  us  represent  an  Input   signal 

periodically  extended In an  Interval   [0,  T]  In the  form of the 

Fourier series : 

*,(0«S««C«<2m/«'-?*). (6.2) 

where 

/,=/»/,= " 

while amplitudes E and phases 4 are random quantities. n ^ Tn ^ 

then phase  angles *    and amplitudes e     are Independent quantities. 
It has  been shown  [35] that  if we  examine a group of occurrences 

Here 

where G(fn) Is the spectral density of signal power calculated for 

positive frequencies. 

If we consider (6.2), then the signals at the linear filter 

outputs can be represented in the form of: 

V)=- 2 <nK,(fn)C<*{i*U~fn~f,{ln)]. 
HmO 

where p is an  index equal to 1 or 2  for the channel of filter $, 
or CD      respectively;  K  (f),  ^»(f)  are  the amplitude-frequency 
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and phase-frequency  characteristics of linear filters $,   and 0,, 
(for corresponding subscripts). 

The  constant  voltage component  at  the multiplier output 
depends  on  the  delay  and is  determined by the  value of the 
correlation  function  of processes   x,(t)   and  Xp(t): 

m 
^-*,*, = J}G{fH) K,(/„)Kt{fn)±c<*{2*fnx+ 

+ f,(fn)-f,(fn)]. 

In directing the period  for achieving T toward  Infinity,   we  come 
to the   following Integral relationship: 

^~To(/)^(/)ic,(0coiiatft4.rl(/)~f,(/)irf/. 

Mote  that   if the spectra of studied signals  are shifted,  then at 
the multiplier output we will have harmonic voltage and It will be 
necessary  to engage the intermediate difference frequency  filter. 

It   Is  evident  that  if the  signal  which  is  delayed  for time  T 

is  signal  s.Ct),  then this  can be  considered  in the above  equality 
by  reversing the sign of T.     Further calculations are  reduced to 
integration on the plane of the  complex  variable, and this   sign 
change  proves  to be  essential  In  the selection of the  integration 
contour.     Henceforth  we will assume  everywhere  that  the  delay  is 
positive,   and the expression  for the correlation  function  will  be 
represented  in the  form of 

1= f0(/j/C,{/)/(,(/)cos   2it/t-f Id.      (6.3) 
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where R,2(T) IS the constant component of the output voltage of 

the multiplier if signal SnCt) is delayed by time T relative to 

s2(t); Rp,(T) is the same, although signal s-Ct) is delayed by 

time T relative to s,(t). 

If the energy spectrum of the input signal is much wider than 

the pass band of the linear filters, i.e., if in the filter band 

G(f) ■ GL, then the normalized cross-correlation function of 
random processes x,(t) and x2(t) based on (6.3) can be written In 

the form of 

;;:S}=wiv/.K.</K.l^+:;;;;::;;|;]rf/.    (6.4, 

where o, and Op are determined by the relationship 3p—1/ f^'f/)«// 

when the index is equal to 1 or 2. 0 

It is obvious that when K^if) ■ Kpdf) the relationships of 
(6.4) give us the expression for an autocorrelation function of a 

linear filter excited by white noise. 

Let us assume that random processes s.. , Sp, n.. , np are "white" 

noises with spectral power densities X - ■ S - ■S,S,*S0»S. ^      ^ si   s2   c*  nl   n2   w 
Signals s1(t) and Sp(t) differ by a time shift of T .  Then, on 

the basis of (6.3) and (6.4) the separate terms of (6.1) will be 

equal to , 

*.. = s.'! rt «*). Ä., =» Sc3* r, (t). Rtt = SM*| r. {-). 

^ = SulsJr,(T). 

where o, and Op are the dispersions of the noise processes at the 

outputs of filters $, and Op excited by "white" noise of a single 

spectral intensity; r,(T), rpd) are the normalized autocorrelation 

functions of the noise processes at the outputs of filters O, and $p, 
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respectively,  when these  filters  are  excited by  "white"  noise; 

r    (T   )   is  the value of the normalized  cross-correlation  function 
B3       3 

of processes x, (t) and Xp(t), which is determined by formula (6.^) 

for delay T = T . 
3 

Considering this  assumption,  relationship   (6.1)  will have  the 
form of 

ftr "= J? *] [?/„ (t,) + {Si + 25^,.,) r. (T) r, (t)|. 

and the corresponding energy spectrum 

5.(/) = ,;^|SV (^Ji/)^. f 2SÄ.) Jr.^r.^X 
-a» 

X« '-'"^1. 

Obviously  the  spectaal power  density  of the noise,  which  is 

determined by  the  second term of the  expression  in brackets,  will 

have  an  almost  constant  quantity within the limits of the pass 

band of the narrow-band  averaging  filter,  which  has a maximal 
transmission  coefficient  in the  zero   (or dlf^rence)   frequency 

range.     Then  the  signal/noise ratio  at  the output  of the  averaging 
filter will  be  equal  to 

5? 'J.K) 
" aill    / 

(6.5) 

('+2-sir)** J'iWM*)./* 

where   8^ = 
J|/Mf)M 

Hi 
is  the effective band  of the averaging  filter. 

The obtained relationships are then used to analyze the 

properties  of  correlation systems  with  linear  filters  of different 
types. 
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6.2.      CROSS-CORRELATION  FUNCTION 
OF  PROCESSES  AT  OUTPUTS  OF n-STAGE 
LINEAR  FILTERS 

Let  us  calculate  the normalized cross-correlation  function of 

voltages  at  the output of  linear devices  whose transmission 
coefficients  are  analogous to  n-stage resonance  amplifiers with  a 

sinrle  circuit,  adjusted  to the same  frequency  for all  stages, 
I.e., 

/Cp(./;=[i+ll^L] '. 

where  p  1J  an  Index  equal  to  1   or 2;   f,   and   f_ are  the  central 
frequencies  of the   filters;  B,   and B- are  the pass bands  of each 
stage   at  a  level  of -3  dB. 

It  Is  very  tempting to use the mathematical   interration 
apparatus on the  plane of the  complex variable  in  calculating the 
cross-correlation   function of   (6.^).     Here,  however,  we must 
consider certain  fine points associated with approximate expressions 
used  In radio engineering  for the transmission coefficients of 
linear  filters.     The  complex transmission  coefficient   for a linear 
circuit   should satisfy the relationship 

The  approximate  expressions  above  for transmission coefficients 
of n-cascade  linear amplifiers   do not  satisfy these  requirements 
for a  complex transmission coefficient.     In  order to  solve the 
problem of using an  approximate expression   for the transmission 
coefficient which  would be  valid  for the  positive   frequency range, 
let  us   represent   relationship   (6.^)   In another form.     Note that 
in the  case of narrow-band linear filters *,   and $p the lower 
limits  in the integrals of (6.^)  can be assumed infinite.    Then 
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r«(t) I' -* 
(6.6) 

where o, ,  a?  are equal  to   9>=V    [{KpiifHi*df  when p  »  1;  2. 

For the  sake of abbreviation we  write 

-•».». 

Re  (M«7)*M*/)    , df 

We will use the first of these Integrals to demonstrate our 

calculation method.  After substituting the value of the transmission 

coefficients, we get 

xj 
',=R.(-^)*X 

-iH''^)ri'-('-4)r 
In integrating on the complex frequency plane we form a contour 

consisting of the real axis and a semicircle with an infinite 

radius in the lower half-plane.  Then, according to the Jordan 

lemma the Integral for an arc with an infinite radius is equal to 

zero, while the unknown integral according to the Cauchy theorem 

is found from the sum of remainders for the bands In the lower 

half-plane: 

.-«•M 

1 H'.+4)l 
f-f.-'-f- 
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If we use the Leibniz formula to calculate the derivative of the 

product, we get 

xjl+[^M-]rl,+,,,,x•, 

Xc« ^/.t-H" + 0 are«2!^1]- (6.7) 

According  to  (6.6)   the power of the noise process  at   the  output 
of  filter *.   Is   found  from (6.7)   when  f,   =  f 0,  B.   -  B   ,  T  =  0. 
Then we   get 

Integral  1^   Is   calculated analogously,  except  that  the  Inte- 
gration contour consists  of the actual axis of the  frequencies and 
the  semicircle of infinite  radius   in the  upper half-plane.     The 
calculations  give  us 

/    f *B>Br \ «""*'  f ':tB'8'_ V"v 

Xg ife^i l^. + fl.)l-'X 

Xc« [2«/.t-(« + /)arctg2-^^]. (6.9) 

^W-n.ffiZfflr. (6.10) 

If we substitute the found quantities in (6.6) and designate 

c=-,-j   •D-^1TÄr,a ?• (D.ii) 
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then for the normalized cross-correlation function of random 

processes at the outputs of n-stage linear amplifiers we get 
relationships: 

'")1 („-Q.q-M ., 
Ua)  ?2-ti.*i(2ii_2)!(|+Ä)i.-iA 

rI,(»)=e-,M,"(U-) 

r..(,)=c-it"""< 

i-o 

rcosI2«/.t+(/.4./)arctg6nt 

lcos|2K/1t-(/i-|-/)arctg6|i 
(6.12) 

where   /+=i(/i+/-l);/-=(n-/-I). 

From these  relationships  when  fi   a   ^p  *  ^n»   a *  1»  b "  0» 
B,   »  Bp »  B »  c  we  get  the expression  for the normalized auto- 

correlation  function of the noise process  at the output of an 

n-stage  resonance  amplifier excited by  "white" noise: 

M-l 

Now let us examine correlation systems whose linear blocks have 

nonldentlcal characteristics. 

6.3.  EFFECT OF NONIDENTICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LINEAR DEVICES 
ON THE SHAPE OF THE CROSS-CORRELATION 
FUNCTION 

The noise processes at the outputs of linear amplifiers can 

be considered narrow-band. Thus it is logical to write the 

relationships of (6.12) so that they will be represented in the 

form of the product of the envelope times the coslnusoldal function. 

If we arrange the coslnusoldal factors in (6.12) according to the 

formulas for the sum and difference of the angles and use the 

expressions for trigonometric functions of multiple arguments in 

terms of the powers of these functions [13, p. ^1], we get: 
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where 

According to this  it  is   the  envelope which  is  of the greatest 
interest,   since the  information  contained in the  "high-frequency" 
filling  of the cross-correlation  function has no practical  use. 
Below analytical  expressions  are  given  for the envelopes  of cross- 
correlation  functions obtained for particular cases  from these 
relationships. 

1.     Single-stage resonance amplifiers   (n »  1) 

^) = « 
l-fa 

^(t)=e~r^ 

2t/'<r 

where we have x ■ 2TTTC. 

Calculations made from these relationships for certain 

coefficient values of band a and for the shift in resonance 

frequency b are shown in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.  In these figures, 

as well as all subsequent figures, values of r,p0r lie to the 

right of axis x ■ 0, curve Tp °r is plotted to the left of this 

axis.  It follows from the figures that the envelope 

1) retains a maximal value at point T ■ 0 at any values of 

a and b; 
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2) has no derivative In the case of zero delay; 

3) decreases In magnitude but does not change Its shape when 

there Is only a mutual displacement In the resonance frequencies 

of the amplifiers (a = 1, b = var); 

h)  becomes asymmetric with respect 4 ^ zero delay when the pacs 

bands of the linear amplifiers differ     one another (b * 0, 

a = var). 

ff.t 

Fir. 6,1, Envelope of cross- 
correlation function (linear 
distortions created by single- 
stare resonance amplifiers). 
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Fig.   6.2.     Envelope  of cross- 
correlation function  (linear 
distortions  created by single- 
stage  resonance  amplifiers). 

2.     Two-cascade  resonance  amplifiers   (n  ■  2) 

4V7?V x*{l+l*) + 4M + r 

In Figs. 6.3-6.8 the envelopes of the cross-correlation functions 

for n ■ 2-h  are plotted for certain coefficient values of band a 

and for the shift In resonance frequency b.  Based ?n these graphic 
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Pig.   6.3.     Envelope of cross- 
correlation  function   (linear 
distortions  created by two- 
star^e  resonance  amplifiers). 
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Fig. 6.5.  Envelope of cross- 
correlation function (linear 
distortions created by three- 
stape resonance amplifiers). 
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Fig.   6.^.     Envelope  of cross- 
correlation function   (linear 
distortions  created by two- 
stage resonance  amplifiers). 
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Flg. 6.6. Envelope of cross- 
correlation function (linear 
distortions created by three- 
stage resonance amplifiers). 

Fig. 6.7.  Envelope of 
cross-correlation function 
(linear distortions created 
by four-stage resonance 
amplifiers). 
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It        -3 i i ♦    t It       t**t 
Fig. 6.8.  Envelope of cross- 
correlation function (linear 
distortions created by four-stage 
resonance amplifiers). 

dependences and the study of the envelopes the following conclusions 

may be drawn regarding the nature of the envelopes of the cross- 

correlation function when n >_ 2: 

1) The envelope has a rounded peak at the point of maximum 

correlation; 

2) the appearance of Just one mutual shift in the resonance 

frequencies leads to a decrease in the values of the cross- 

correlation function and to a considerable "flattening" in the 

curve in the region of maximum correlation.  In the case of 

significant maladjustment (b > 1) the envelope has a slight two- 

humped nature ; 

3) If the pass bands are nonldentlcal (a ^ 1), this leads to 

a shift in the maximum of the envelope along the X-axis and to its 

asymmetry relative to the coordinate maximum. 

^1) At any values of nonldentlcal pass band coefficient a or 

resonance frequency shift coefficient b within the limits of 

-1 £ b _< 1 the envelope has a single peak and falls asymptotically 

to zero as delay increases. These graphic dependences have been 
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plotted for b > 0 and a < 1.  This was determined by the fact that 

the envelope of cross-correlation function, as we have learned 

from the above relationships, is the mirror [image] of the Y axis 

with a 1/a change in a and does not depend on the sign of the 

coefficient of shift in resonance frequency b. 

6.^.  EFFECT OF NONIDENTICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS IN LINEAR UNITS 
ON ACCURACY OF MEASURING DELAY 
AND OUTPUT SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO 

The shift in the maximal correlation point, which is caused by 

nonidentical characteristics in the linear units of a correlation 

system, leads to systematic error in measuring the delay of noise 

signals in channels. As we learned from the materials of the 

preceding section, if the number of cascades n ^ 2 and the pass 

band of the filter $, is greater than pass band *„, then the maximum 

of the envelope will be observed at a certain additional delay T 

In channel *,. The magnitude of additional delay can be found from 

the graphic dependence of Fig. 6.9, which shows the systematic 

error of measuring delay as a function of the coefficient of 

nonidentity of a and b. When a > 1 the maximum of the envelope 

is observed at a certain additional delay in the amplification 

channel $p. The magnitude of additional delay may be found by 

means of the same graph, although in this case we must use the 

reverse quantity for the coefficient of nonidentity of the pass 

band.  As already mentioned, when n ■ 1, there is no systematic 
error.  This is a "degenerate" case, as it were. 

Determining the signal/noise ratio at the output of the 

averaging filter [formula (6.5)] Involves calculating the integral 

w 

where r,(T) and r^Cx) are the normalized autocorrelation functions 

of the noise processes at the outputs of *, and «tu, respectively. 
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Pig.   6.9.     Systematic error of 
measuring delay. 

By means  of relationship  (6.13)  we  get 

j'.WM..*=[ifcf],X 

=0»«« 

where k 

X Je-1" <i,'+fl'» (a«|t|fl()'- (2«|t|fl,)*-0.5X 

X|cos 2« (/,-/,), + cos^/.-H.Hrft. 

n-k-l,k+«n+k-l. 

In Integrating we Ignore the participation of the second 

term In the Integrand, since in  view of the narrow-band nature of 

the linear amplifiers f1 + f2 » B1 + B2.  In the Integral we 

exchange the variable z » TTT^ + B2).  Then, considering that the 

Integrand function Is even and preserving the system of coefficient 

designations of (6.11), by means of the table integral [13, p. 50^] 
we get 
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Z< ^ ,!'-!*!*-! v+a/ \,+*/ 
»Ol>0 

X lPk,~™-J_   c«l«>>i"')arctg6|.        (6.14) 
(I + V-i— 

where p. , = 2n - k - Z. 

The signal/noise ratio at the output of the correlation system 

in the case of maximal correlation and identical characteristics 

in the linear unit (i.e., when B, ■ B0 ■ c. a ■ 1. b ■ 0 and r  = 1) 
lä B 3 

will be equal on the basis of (6.5) and (6.14) to 

(£).r(£)*-(7T%jr^' 
(6.15) 

where 

a-ln-l 

From this  expression  it   follows that the  signal/noise ratio  at  the 
system output  is proportional to the ratio of mean arithmetic 
band pass  c  to the effective band of the  averaging filter B    and 
the square of the signal/noise ratio at  the input   (at  low input 
signals when S     <<  S   ).     Coefficient C  in   (6.15)  takes  into  account, 
depending on the number of stages,  the narrowing in the band pass 
of an n-stage resonance amplifier as compared to a single-stage 
amplifier. 

The signal/noise ratio at the output  of an averaging filter 
in the  case of      nonidentical parameters  in the linear amplifiers 
will be represented as  an analogous  characteristic in the case of 
total identity  (6.15)  and as a certain loss  coefficient < as 
follows: 
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£=«^ (£)..■ (6.16) 

Loss coefficient <  can be determined from equality (6.16) If 

we consider (6.5), (6.14), and (6.15) 

»-1 n-l 

x —• i^n» »^-j 
/i-m-i 

1=0 »M> 

Til      /♦!*♦!      /   2a   \*./    2    \r  v 
4j <«   llkÜ.lk.i  \l+aj   \i+aj    ^ 

X^l^-.m   to, |(Ä, - I) .rclg »| (6.17) 

Mote that   loss   coefficient <  depends  on  the  value of the  normalized 
p 

crcss-corrolatlon  function r     ,  which  Is  determined by  delay  In 
6 3 

the noise  signal  of one  channel  relative to  another.     Detecting  the 
signal  and  measuring delay are  usually  done  at  a maximum value  of 

the  function  r       or  In passing through  the maximum.     At  this  point 
o 3 

it  makes  sense  to  find  the signal/noise  ratio.     For this  case 
Figs.   5.10  and  6.11  show the graphic  dependence of loss  coefficient 

K  on the number  of stages  n and  the  Identity  coeffjcients   a  and b. 

From the   figures   it   follows  that   losses   In the  signal/noise  ratio 

are not   great,  even  when there  is   considerable nonldentlty  in  the 
parameters   of the  linear units  of the  correlation system. 

^~m 

£ t'l i ^^ ^s 
a u  it  t 

* 
** h 

"T f 
t-0 y i 

9* 4' V    V* 
Fig. 6.11. Fig. 6.10. 

Fig. 6.10. Deterioration In signal/ 
noise ratio In the case of linear dis- 
tortions In the studied processes. 

Fig. 6.11. Deterioration In signal/ 
noise ratio in the case of linear dis- 
tortions in the studied processes. 
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The obtained relationships can be used to determine the 

requirements  of linear units  in correlation systems and to analyze 

measurement error. 

6.5.     MEASURING  CORRELATION 
FUNCTION  IN  THE  CASE  OP  DISTORTION^ 
IN ONE  CHANNEL 

Let us examine the case of a correlation system with a  filter 

In one of the channels of the correlator  (block diagram of 

Figs.   3.3 and 3.3)  which has a transmission coefficient identically 

equal to one.     In this case only the filter in the second channel 
will affect measuring the correlation  function of the input process. 

Such operational  conditions  in the  first  approximation may occur 
in correlation systems with memory  [storage]  such as,  for example, 

an active noise  radar set.    The recorded signal  in this case has 
great  intensity and is not  subjected to  substantial transformations 

In the channel prior to the correlator. 

We will  assume  that  the studied random process has a spectral 
density with  a shape analogous to the frequency characteristic  of 

a simple oscillatory  contour with a resonance frequency of f    and 
a bandwidth  of B   ,  i.e., c 

Ä(t) = e~,,,'-*coia«/4». 

Let us examine the error of correlation measurements for a 

case where filter «fc,, has the selectivity of a simple oscillatory 
c 

circuit with resonance frequency f -f , and band pass B . Quantity 

f  represents a shift in the tuning frequency of the resonance 

amplifier in relation to the middle frequency of the signal spectrum, 

The transmission coefficient of the filter is determined by the 

relationships 
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M/)=arctg2(f-y-y">. 

If we  introduce the original data into  formula (6.3)  and 
designate  BB~anBt, Ut — bn—-, then  after integrating,   for the 

normalized  correlation  function we  get  the expression 

rJI=-^l{|26:-f(a11-l)II]e-,l,«X 

X cos 2«/^ -f (26,. (a,. - I) - bnU\ e"""' sin 2«/ut). (6.18) 

'..=-^-{1(0.-1 l)II--2*;|e-"','X 

X cos2V4t-j- [2b,(a. + I) + bHl 1| e"""* X 

Xsin2K/4tH-2(26;-ri)e'"'*B«X 
Xco8 2i,{/l4- Ut - ib^t-'^X 

Xsln2i.(/u-/,JI)t). 

where we have n = 6j-faj-l. /. —46j-|-(^-faJ-1/1.  Quantity KH is a 

noi*mallzed factor which considers the deformation of the energy 

spectrum of the studied voltage by filter $i-.  This coefficient 

1c equal to 

*■ = /     r 

Let   us   analyze  the  individual   cases  of distortion under the 
condition that  the  frequency sh^ft   f      »  0.     Then 

K, .=/^ (6.19) 

^/^■''•c«*/*'. 

'»='* ,-tf~
<,'~'. (6.20) 
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Analysis shows that  the envelope maximum of the cross-correlation 
function Is observed at  a certain additional delay- T    In channel 
f,, which Is determined by the relationship 

In correlation measurements  It Is  Important to know how 
voltage changes  at  the  correlator output  depending on maladjustment 
of the distorting filter (I.e.,  the nonnormallzed correlation 
function).    Let  us  analyze a case where the normalizing coefficient 
Is determined by  (6.19), i.e., does not  depend on the coefficient 
of maladjustment b   ,  while the band coefficient  a    • 1.     From 
(5.18) we find 

r" ^ Vrfz e'"a, cas w*'1+••,> 

Xcoi(2«/,t-»l). (6.21) 

where 

„       ., 4 -f < •♦• 2». ^In 2r./Mt - 4 CM 2n/t. % 

By analyzing relationships   (6.20)  and   (6.21) we  find that  if 
there is a distorting filter in one channel of the correlation 
system th»  following takes place: 

1) shift In maximum of output voltage along axis T, which 
occurs as a result of the group delay time of the distorting 
filter, and a decrease in the magnitude of the maximum, which can 
be explained by the nonllnearity ot the phase characteristic; 
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) the envelope o f t he c orrela tion function is asymmetric 

rela ve o the max mum ; the asymmetry becomes not-iceable when t he 

and o f the di ortin f 1 er is equal or is narrowe r th an the 

ban of t he ener y s pe ctrum of the st udie d proces ; 

3) there i a pha e ~hi ft in the "hi h - frequency f illin " o f 

th enve l ope of th c orre l ation functi on . 

In the particular case , which is charact ri zed by t he relation

p of ( 6 . 21), e f nd tha for r 2 1 phase shift 01 depends on ly 

on the rna nitude of malad ju tment and d0es not depend on T. For 

12 pha e Oz de en s on maladjus tment f c~ and f or diffe~ent value 

o T t ha a f e r e n value . Figures 6 . 12 and 6 . 1 3 show the 

e en ence o f he envelop~ of he correl~tion f net on on the 

i~ nsio l e quan x = ~ T B f o r the to part cular cases c 
analyze . he exper m~n al val ues were o tai ted by mean o f a 

i ferenc e fr eq e ncy corre lator , whose simpli fied~ stem is s · own 

n Fi . 2 . 5 . Je viat · on of ex erimen al o n fro rr heoretical 

· n r o uced 

P . pri. arily fro the ad itional linear ist ortions 

the ela l ne . 

,._IJI ., 
(0 • 

Fi . 6 . 12 . Enve lope of cross - correlati on functions in 
t e ca e of linear distortions in one channel : l -
enve l ope o f autocorrelation fun c tion of sin g le oscilla
tory circuit ; 2 , j , 4 - envelope o correlation f unction 
for parameters a = 2 · 1 · O· 5 · b = 0 

u ' ' '' u . 
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Envelope of cross-correlation  function In 
linear distortions in one  channel:     1  - 
autocorrelation  function of single o cilla- 

Flg.   6.13. 
the case  of 
envelope  of 
tory  circuit,  no distortion;  2.   3,   ^4,   5  -  envelope of 

0; 1; 2; K; correlation function for coefficients b 
a. u 1. u 
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SEVENTH CHAPTER 

CORRELATION PROPERTIES OF FILTERED 
PHASE-MANIPULATED SIGNALS 

7.1.  AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION 

Linear distortions in correlation systems can be caused not 

only by filters in the correlator channels, but also by the 

general filter *  (see Chapter 3).  Distortions of this type occur 

in systems in which the emitted and reference signals are formed by 

means of a single code source. 

Our definition of a phase-manipulated signal is a high-frequency 

cscillation with a frequency of f , whose phase is manipulated by 

0 and TT according to the law of change In symbols of a binary 

pseudorandom sequence (see § 1.3). 

In this chapter we estimate the effect of linear filtration 

on the correlation properties of phase-manipulated signals.  We 

study cases in which the frequency of the carrier Is great as 

compared to the width of the energy spectrum of the sequence. 

The correlation function of a periodic binary sequence Is 

determined by the relationship [12, 25] 

r.W- 
i-Ji(nr-)np«M<'.. 
-4-     npH/,<H<0,5AW,.      (7,1) 

fnpH ■ whenl 
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while  the energy spectrum  can be represented In the   form of delta- 
functions with weight  coefficients, which are found  from the 
Fourier transform by  autocorrelation  function   (7.1).     If we perform 
the  calculations,  we   find 

5.(/)-1   ^("V") l(' "^ ~ * m 
(7.2) 

whe re f « ^/wtn ^s the repGtition  frequency of the sequence, 

From this expression we find that the envelope of the energy 

spectrum vanishes when n ■ +N, +2N, ....  Then, the width of the 

spectrum with respect to the first zeros of the envelope is 

B- = 2^/u—J-=2/wlt. 

where   f is  the  frequency  of the clock pulses  of the sequences. 
The energy spectrum of a signal which is phase-manipulated by 
means  of a periodic  sequence  is  determined by the  relationship 

Sl(/)=*0>51S11(/-M+S„(/+Ml (/.3) 

The autocorrelation function of a pseudorandom signal passing 
through a linear filter with  an amplitude-frequency  characteristic 
K(f)   is   found as the Wiener-Khinchin transform of its energy 
spectrum at  the output: 

*♦=£ ]S*WK'Wtathdf' 

where k    is the normalizing coefficient. 
H 

If here we substitute   (7.3), then after replacing the variables 
in the integral and transformations we get 

17^ 
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m 
/?*=!. jcosfe/c^   fSa(/)A,(/+/c)cos2r/Trf/- 

—m 
m 

-sin2r/c, Jsu(/)/C,(/ + /c)sin2r/-e(//j. (l.k) 

Let  us  examine  the   simpler case where   the   frequency  character' 
istlc  of the  linear  filter  Is   symmetrical  relative  to   its   central 

frequency,  which  is  equal  to  the  carrier  frequency  of the pseudo- 

random sipnal   f lien,   from  (T.M  we   find 

/?.>(T) ^r1>(T)cos2.i/eT, 

where 
m 

"♦ ^ *■ TB    j S» U)Ki (/ + /.) ens 2r/tr//. (7.5) 

Let  us  substitute   In  the  expression  for the envelope  of the 

correlation  function  of the phase-manipulated  signal   (7.5)  the 

relationship  of  (7.2)   for the energy  spectrum  of the  sequence. 
If we  use  the  property   of the delta-functions   in  calculating the 

Integral,  then  after trigonometric transformations we  get 

X fc«,-^    0.5cos^(l-H)- 

_0.5cos^.(l-e)]}. (7.6) 

where 9 = t/t  is relative delay time. 

From this relationship when Kfj£-+/c)«l it follows that the 

correlation function of an undistorted pseudorandom sequence Is 

expressed ss the series 
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0.5cos^(I-f»)-0.5cos^(l-«)], (7.7) 

which  by means  of the series   [16,  series VB-1] 

Scoinx   i;ch(ajt—«it) I 

Is   reduced to the expression 

,     .*.^-fi lO]^ np«|a|<l. 
'-^•a , (7.8) 1        -^ npii l<|e|<0.5(V-I). 

If we consider the symbols which we have Introduced, then 

relationship (7.8), as one might expect, coincides with (7.1). 

When calculating (7.6)  it   is  convenient to use the  function 

 -r Co«-IT- t »«)->l-   V   ;.      /  co.^!. (7.9) 

Function (7.9) contains only coslnusoidal terms and, consequently, 

it is even and periodic with a period of 6   ■ N.  Then, from nep ' 
(7.6)  we  find that the envelope has the  following properties 

'*(») = '♦(-»). '♦(• + *) = '♦(•)• 
'♦(• + 4)-'*(«-T> 

Thus, we are studying the envelope only on section 0 ^ 0 _< N/2. 

In the overwhel ninp; majority of cases of synthesizing series 

[16]  the analytical  expression ^(e)   in a closed form can be used 
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successfully  only on  section  0 £ 6 _<  N/2  in view  of the difficulty 

of writing this   function  with a single analytical -expression for 

the entire  axis  6.     Therefore, the envelope of the  autocorrelation 

function of the filtered  phase-manipulated signal   of   (7.6)   can 
be   represented as: 

- 0.5^11-•!)! (7.10) 

when     0  <  6  <  N/2. 

7.2.     PARTICULAR  CASES  OF  SIGNAL 
FILTRATION 

Let  us  examine  the  influence  of the passband  of several 

specific types of filters  on the  autocorrelation  function of a 

filtered phase-manipulated signal, whose  carrier   frequency 

coincides with the central   frequency of the  filter. 

1.     Filter with  Single  Oscillatory 
Circuit 

The amplitude-frequency  characteristic of such  a linear 

filter is  determined by  the  expression 

f(/)-{l+[^V^V/,;, 

v/here B is the passband at a level of -3 dB.  The square of the 

amplitude-frequency characteristic is represented in a form which 

can be easily studied 

^"•H1+-£•-)'' (7.11) 

where 
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The dimenslonless  coefficient   o binds  the parameters  of the 
filter  and the pseudorandom sequence.     It  Is equal to  the ratio of 
half of the passband of the  filter to the clock frequency  of the 
pseudorandom sequence.     Let  us  substitute   (7.11)   in   (7.6)   and 
break down the rational number which appears here Into  simple 
terms. 

If we  group the terms, then  for the envelope of the correlation 
function of a phase-manipulated  signal  filtered by  a single 
üscillatory circuit, we get  the  following expression: 

Hak 

-0,5cos-^1(1 M)-0,5cos-5'-(I -•)]- 

•   ~ as CM ^ (i-•)]. 

By means  of  formula  (7.7)   this expression  can be  represented 
In the   form of 

rmM-IdSL=MiSL, 
if* 

(7.12) 

OH where  the  normalizing coefficient   k     ,  which Is determined   from 
H 

the condition r    (0)  ■  1,  is equal  to 
OK ' ^ 

C-^-p-c0)- (7.13) 

Function  p     (6),  which  Indicates  the degree of the  effect   of the 
O H 

single  oscillatory circuit,  Is  equal to 
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P« W=-£- S mw [cos "ir • - 
«si 

_ o.5cos^(l -| Ö)- 0.5cos-^ (I -1)1. 

We use  a  series   [16,  VB-1]  to  simplify the obtained  expressions. 

Let   us  also  consider that   coefficient a  in practical  systems 

has  an  order of one,  while the   length  of the  sequence has  an order 

of hundreds  and thousands.     When  CXNTT  >  5,  which  occurs  in the 

majority   o^ cases, we  can write  the  following approximate 

relationships   (error does not   exceed 0.005%): 

sli 2«  - clll aYr 2sli» ri «« I - «-*• , 

onsiderlng these approximations, we  get expressions   for the  function 

(0): 
OH 

a)   0   <   9  <  1 

p- («)-wi (e'*,• - c"i" ^ *■*)• (7.1/0 

b)   1   <   9  <  N/2 

-l+lsht ,„■*••. (7.15) 
«An 

The  envelope of the autocorrelation  function of a   filtered 

phase-manipulated signal  for a sequence length of N ■  127 has been 

plotted  in Fig.   7.1   for several  values of band coefficient  a.     Shown 
for comparison Is the autocorrelation  function of the undistorted 

binary pseudorandom sequence  of  (7.8).    These dependences  indicate 
that  the envelope: 
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1) has a very rounded peak at the point of maximal correlation; 

2) Is expanded alonp; the X-axls (the lower the value of a, the 

greater this expansion) ; 

3) monotonlcally falls with an Increase In 6 toward the 

established limit. 

^ ̂ j 
^ ̂  . ••f 

^ 
V 

^ V • 

^ 1 . ^^^ 

ct* 

0 

'ao  ü 4* w f.i tt   ' 3   «I ffif 
Flp. 7.1.  Envelope of correlation 
function of phase-manipulated sig- 
nal which ha;, pasred through a 
single oscillatory circuit. 

2.  Bandpass Filter of System of 
Two Identically Connected Circuits 

The amplitude-frequency characteristic of a system with two 

identical connected circuits is determined by the expression 

where B is the passband of each circuit of the filter on a level of 

-3 dB; p is the coupling factor. 

The square of the amplitude-frequency characteristic is 

written in the form 
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+2(l-p,)(1J-)
,+(I+Ps)*]' (7.16) 

Coefficient a is determined Just as in the preceding; case 

[formula (7.11)]. 

Expression (7.16) is substituted in (7.6).  If we expand the 

rational part into simple factors and group the terms with (7.7) 

considered, then for the envelope of the autocorrelation function 

the relationship 

»"«(fl)' 
'•{9)-h,m (7.17) 

where the  normalizing coefficient  is  equal  to 

^l-Pc^O). (7.18) 

while   function  p     (9),  which  indicates  the  degree  of influence  of 
C H 

the bandpass   filter,   is  determined by  the  expression 

„   (k\-. !Ltl V —      >i« + 2(»,V)«(i-p«)    v 
™* ^  ' ~    n«     £j n* f 2 (i V)» (I -;>«) ,i« + (I +^») (i\ )« A 

X[c.)s^6~0,5cos^(l+e)- 

-0.5 cos-^(1-6)]. (7.19) 

In order to  synthesize the  series   (7.19)   let  us examine  the 
followinp;  function: 

rW — ^j  «« + 2 (i.V)« {l-pi)n* + {l + fß) {my)* * 
«■I 

Xcos-?l|. 
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We  will  use  series   [16,   VK-1,   DZh-ll  In  the  following  form: 

n* routs 

•«I 
(«• + c •) («• f JM       •,J((«-rf«) 

yr cchc(jt —«)    • </«*(/(< — *)• i 
A[    the«   '       nra;     j« 

 co» «ix _       I       f I I 
(«• +1 •) (w; +'(/«) ™ c• -1/«   [ äffS    231 

nchf(jt—B)    .   gch</(x—it)   ] 
2c she«        •        idthdn      J" 

««=1 

By means of these series function iH9) after certain transformations 

can be written in the form of 

Y (•) = "4,V/» (!+/»«) (f (TirVn - cos 2ayV/m) ^ 

X {(3 - p!) p |sh (2iAfr  - 2«0) cos 2MP« -f- 
4 sll2«jecos(2a^/»r     2rjp6)) \-{l   - 3^)X 

X|ch(2a^« -2Me)sin2Mp9 f ch2rae X 
Xsin(2x,VpB--2Mpe)|). 

Although the obtained expression Is accurate, It Is nevertheless 

awkward.  In cases of practical interest QNTT > 10.  Thus, we can 

use the following approximate formulas, which are valid when 

0 < 6 < N/2: 

ch 2jA'pr     cns2«/Vpic t 0,5e,'V/• , 

sli(2aA,r - 2ita9)     ell {2aiVr; - 2r.ae) « 

•.0.5e^'v-»"^ 

Considering these approximations for function ^(9) we get the 

following expression: 

-f (I - .V)e-i,"*8in2Mp«J. 
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while the series (7.19) for the two Intervals of change in 6 are 

written as follows: 

a) 0 < Q <  1 

?"<*)=T^b.r {e-!"'cos2rap6|(3-p')X 

X(l - O.^-^c^rap)-!^'«;-^ sin2t«pl + 

+ e-J",sin2«ip« •l^e-2,"sin2r.p-f 

+-L^!-(I -0.5e-,,,cos2«p) - 

- e'1" cos 2«^ \3-^ c -2'' cos 2rap -f 

+ -l^!Lc-«"sin2rapl - e2,!',sin2ripex 

X|-^e-,"sln2i:ap -   ' ~ V e ?" cos 2iiap] j. (7.20) 

b) 1  <  9 £ N/2 

X[(3-pM(l     ch2r2cos2Mp) f '   ^ X 

Xsli2risin2ripl ^-e'?",sin2i:ipe x 

X [(P'  - 3)bh 2« sin2rap-f--!-^-X 

X(l -cli2ricis2ffap)  j. (7.21) 

Figures   7.2,   7.3,  and  7.^  show the  envelopes  of the auto- 

correlation  function  of a phase-manipulated  signal which has passed 

through a system of two identical  coupled  circuits  under different 

values of the  band  coefficient a,  coupling  factor p,  and sequence 

length N = 12 7.     Analysis   of these curves  shows that: 

1)   for any  values  of  a or p the envelope has  a very rounded 

peak at  the point   of maximum correlation; 
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o  ai a* *' oj (f U      r/t. 

Fig. 7.2.  Envelope of 
correlation function of 
phase-manipulated signal 
which has passed through 
system of two coupled 
circuits. 
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Fig. 7.3.  Envelope of correla- 
tion function of phase- 
manlpulated signal which has 
passed through a system of two 
coupled circuits. 
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Fig. 7.^.  Envelope of correla- 
tion function of phase- 
manipulated signal which has 
passed through a system of two 
coupled circuits. 

2) for a coupling factor (p ■ 0.5) which Is less than critical 

the envelope slowly declines with small oscillations toward an 

established value; the lower the passband of the filter (the lower 

the value of a), the greater will be the expansion in the main 

lobe of the envelope; 

3) if coupling is greater than critical (p ■ 2), there is 

virtually no expansion in the main lobe, although thereafter there 

appear negative and positive spikes, which are comparable at low 

values of a to the value of the correlation function when 6=0; 

'O the case of critical coupling (p ■ 1) represents an 

intermediate between the two above. 
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i 

h 

n pa - Filter 

e e xa ine the e xtr me case of filtering a phase - manipula ed 

nal _ wh ' ch t he ampli u - frequen c y characteristic is close to 

e c aracte r ic o f an ideal bandpass f i lt er : 

r oc e 

eha 

s . 

o r 

K(f)=\: 
B 

npH If - fcl> T• 
[npn = when ] 

(7 . 22) 

e on trate , the ener y s pectrum o f a periodic 

equence i c r e t e in view of th r e ular nature of 

hi f act crea es some in c onvenience in our study on 

o f he co rr la ~ on func i o n wit h es n th e pass an d 

l~e r , 1 c he p c r 1 m am le n h ca e ho uld 

he o r icall, b · cu o ff y the character stic o f th i eal filter 

n a jum . Her i shoul e mention t h i s a ppro ximation c f 

h e freq ency c aracte r istic oes not corr es p ond to th one whi ch 

h ically a a ina le . The steep es of slopes of t he 

requ ncy character stic o f an ac ~ ual f ~ l t er is alwa c fi ite , 

vrh l e "'i hi th e tran mi sion dn he filt er wi l J alw ys have a 

non z e r o tran m' ss o n c oefficient o n he f nit e fr quency ect ion. 

h u , i t is desirable to use an app r oach in whic r. t he s pectr ·m o f 

t h e p eudorandom equence will be un roken and contin1ous , which 

co rrespond s to t he nonperiod~c corr lation funct ion . 

Le t u s e xa ine the correlation function of a periodic pseudo

random s equence in the f o rm o f the sum of the funct ions , i . e ., 

(7.2 3) 

whe re 

{

.V +I I l'tl) 
run (-:)-= --;" t I - T; npH 0~ l!J<; I "- . (7 . 24) 

at other values ofT. 
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The energy spectrum which corresponds to the correlation function 

of (7.23) will have the form of 

S«(/) = -1^+J]e-',-"v'«S-"(/). (7.25^ 

.nn where  the  spectrum S     (f)   corresponds  to  the  correlation  function 

of   (7.24).     Tn  this  case  the   envelope  of the  autocorrelation   function 
of the phase-manipulated  slpnal  which has  passed  through  the  ideal 

filter  is  equal  to 

= ~^"+V*- E P^Ct-W/,).        (7.26) 

14  '^ 

where k  Is the normalising factor, and the function p „(T) is 

equal to 

•T 

♦T. 
f J/'."(JC)COSS./J(CO!2.M^. 

-v- 

Integrating this expression Involves no theoretical difficulty. 

After substituting expression (7.24) and Introducing, as before, 

the dimensicnless band coefficient a » (Bt0)/2, we get 

P..* (6) = -^1 jSi (2r.a +,2i!»6)+Si (2«! - 2mi) + 

+ 0 |Si (2M -f- 2rJ9) — Si (2KI - 2i:i0) - 2Si (2%it)] — 

- —sin'i:ico82«ej. (7.27) 
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where  Six- 

delay  time. 

t 

(^(/i/    is  the   Integral   sine;   9 =  TQAQ   IS  relatl ve 

For rather  lonr sequences  the  envelope  of  the   correlation 

function  of the   filtered  phase-manipulated signal   Is  practically 
determined by the  zero  term of the  sum of  (7.26)   alone.     For this 

case  we  have 

(7.28) 

where  the normalizlnr  coefficient  k       equals 

*:,--Tr+i'..(0)=-l+ 
.^[SiOM-J.si..,.]. (7.29) 

The  envelope  of the  normalized autocorrelation  function of a signal 

which  Is   passed  through  the  Ideal   filter  Is  shown   In  Fig.   7.5  for a 

sequence  length  of N ■   127.     The  distinguishing   feature  of these 
curves  as  compared to the   two  above  Is  their slightly damped nature. 

«♦ 

0 

n ̂ 

/ 
a-as 

t 

^' , 

% s~ 
\ \ s 

o at  «♦ «* «/ 1.0       v   '   io    ^ 

Fig. 7.5.  Envelope of correla- 
tion function of phase- 
manipulated signal which has 
passed through an ideal filter. 
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nvelo e o f 

re n 

la on unc 

the corr elation func ion of a 

ch arame rs s he \'1 d of he 

io , he po itior: an:-'1 level of 

orrela ion t e . Le us xamine h nature of 

f l ra 0 of the i nal. The 

!. t •• - 1·1e a io ea l e charac er zed y a wide 

1 

.<.11 

~ ..._ 'l' ... . . ' . 

1 

0 

00 '3. . 

0 

" i c will efine as a time se men 

al 0 e envelope maximum up o the , orne t 

0 le el 0 0 . 5 ( - dB) from h max mal . 

croo e rna 0 o en ial . cr m nation 

0 n any ca es correlat on 
l e e e 

o f nc on 

c lc la ed r om the maximal 

o he o ent a d t me at 

correla ion f nc on l than a pre -

(or xa e , 0 . 1 , 0 . 01 , e c . ) . Th s eterm nation 
.e _ o~ freq en ly for s ,nals whose 

o call approache zero . The corre la-

o. anipulate sinal doe· not have h s 

.arac of is sinal is the presence o f 

l o 1e , w ose rna nitude depends on the len th of the 

. a een own that the envelope of the auto correlation 

o o. a ase - .ar. pulat ed si nal falls toward an established 

a e we ela e :ncreases . Ana l ysi o f the f ormul as of (7 . 12), 
( - . r. (7 . 28, show that this esta lished value is equal t o 
- 11 :~:, , ,., e re k s he nor alizin coef ficient f or eac type of 

H 

f er , r e pect e l y . Thus i t makes sense not to stipulate in 

c t e r eference level of the correlat i on func tion in 

e ... e r .. nin co r relatio time but to consider it dependent on the 

es 

e r a 

ed value . Let us determine correlat!on time as a tiwe 

et~een the ma ximal value of the correlation function and 

e ~o. ent corresponding to the condition that the corre lation 
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function lies between zero and twice the value of the established 

quantity.  In determining t-.he magnitude of negative and positive 

spikes we will find their absolute value and location on the time 

axis by counting from the maximum point of the correlation function. 

1.  Width of Main Lobe 

In order to find the width of the envelope of the autocorre- 

lation function of a filtered phase-manipulated signal we must find 

the root  of the equation 

'■a.(0IU) = +0,5, 

where   6     is   tht   unknown width;   r^O)   is   the  analytical  expression 

of the envelope,  which  for the  studied types  of filters   is 

determined by   (7.12),   (7.17),   and  (7.28). 

Analysis  shows  that  the   obtained equations  are  transcendental. 
The  results  of the  graphic  solution are  shown in Fig.   7.6.     Curves 

expressed as  a broken line  are  asymptotic  curves,   to which the 

unknown  values  of 9     strive  at   low values  of a.     Each  of these 
UJ 

curves describes half of the width of the correlation function at 

a level of -3 dB for the random process obtained when white noise 

is passed through the studied linear filter. 

Fig. 7.6.  Change in 
width of correlation 
function envelope during 
filtration:  1 - single 
oscillatory circuit; 2, 
3, ^ - system of two 
coupled circuits for 
coupling factors of 0.5, 
1, and 2; 5 - ideal 
filter. 

0m l\ 
1 

. 
.5 

; 
k /A f.o 

^ s 1 M 
v> ̂  k. ^ 

*~i s s a 0.3 N 
^ 

** 
^ * 

0     0.1  <l <J <* (J 4« (7 4« 4* • 
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From these graphics representing dependences we find that for 

the studied types of filters the widening In the correlation 

function when a _> 0.6 Is not great.  For small passband values, 

when a _< 0.^, the widening Is substantial, and the curves rise 

steeply. 

2.  Correlation Time 

From determining correlation time we find that this Is the 

greatest value of the roots of the two equations 

(7.30) 

The  colutlon  of these  equations  based  on   (7.12)   and   (7.15)   for the 

envelope  of the autocorrelation  function  of a phase-manipulated 

signal  which  has  passed a  single   oscillatory  circuit  provides  the 
following  quantity  for correlation   time: 

. I   .     (,V+ IMi»r» 
««-^"n-'-^  (7.31) 

For a bandpass   filter  the  equations  of  (7.30)   are  reduced  on  the 

basis   of expression  (7.17)   to the   following: 

s       \ (7.32) 
P.«<0.)^--{r.   ( 

where  p     (9)   Is determined by  realtionship  (7.21).     Finding 
C H 

correlation time Indirectly from these formulas leads to the 

solution of an awkward transcendental equation, whose approximate 

root value is unknown. Let us estimate correlation time from the 

second-order envelope (envelope of the autocorrelation function 

envelope of a filtered pseudorandom signal).  We will represent 

function p  (9) [expression (7.21)] In the form of the product of 
C K 

the exponential  function  and the  coslnusoidal 
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r, .• (6) = Ac-'·~• cos(2a<1p8 -•). (7. 33 ) 

wl1 r 

A-- £'+ I) t'l T pi X 
·h:a.Np 

• I - Jp' 
-P - · P') > h2::.,~1 n2:. ~p + p {I - r h ~::1 ro~2:: ~p ) 

•= arctg - J - :!pl 
(3 - p)) (I - t h 2::a ru, ::?,~~ p) + - - p- -- . h 2::2 sin 2::-:.p 

TJ,.n It' ··Pl'i. ti r) r :' 1· ..... d it ,· crr1· : 1 1 ' . ,-, 11 . m fro ·ec nn - ord r 

c 1 ·1r ~... r 

!I c t c rn- o ~ s .i 1 llal \v! .i ell ha,, p:1 .... :;c d t r n uC"h a 

-· i . . l t: ( 
le l a .on. ·!, : r 

wo c ot le; cJ ;- u1 t j"' e rminen the 

T ha ~ n emon ~ r t d tl a the envelope of the corre lation 

f un <; l on of .t a __ ani. u lat . .;vvtem whicll has pa""se<.l a n ideal 

n fil l 1' l1 ~ - a c;, cl lL.~.tj nr- , "J .ir:ll 1: damp eci nat ur i? . In 

t h i ~ c ~ e m i de er .ined b the s ame metho d as used 

. 11 e r , 1. . ' r om the sec nd- orcter 

vel op.: . ,.,, 
i I e c e~ sary ca lcul · tion wo r k with r s pect t o (7 . 27), 

(7 . 2 ) , ·u c ( 7 . 2' ) i s r:i one on t he e l c r oni c compute r. The 

r e. 11l t ., o f 1 r r;, tl . e data an t he correlation tj m values 

f o r .I - v:o ~e dorandom ~ equen ce = J27 an 1 023 , calculated 

accordin ;r ,n . !. f o rrnula o f (7 . 31 ) and (7. 34) , are . hown raphically 

in F . · '7 . '( . In F1 P' . 7 . 7 t L rve " c orrespondin p; to han rl . ss 

f ilte r a cc u linr- f· ct o r.... = 0 . 5 and 1 are practically between 

curve 1 11rl 2 n a. r thcr ·o r no expre~sed . 
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Fig.   7.7.     Change  In 
correlation time -of 
phase-manipulated  sig- 
nals   during  nitration: 
1  -  single oscillatory 
circuit;   2  - bandpass 
filter at   coupling 
factor of p  =  2;   3  - 
Ideal  bandpass  filter. 

9   42 J> 0.S Qt </• ts 

Comparison  of these  correlation time  dependences   loads  to  the 
conclusion  that   a  linear  filter which   is   close to  ideal,  i.e., 

which  has  very   steep  slopes   and extremely   small  transmission 

coefficient   value-,-   within the passband,   car.  substantially  impair the 

correlation  properties   of the   filtered  phase-manipulated signal. 

3.     Magnitude  and   I-sit Ion  of 
HeratIve  ami   Positive  f-pikes 

'Our definition   of  spikes   [peaks]   in  the envelope  of the 

correlation   function would be   all  extreme   points  with  the exception 

of the  maximum  point  at   zero  delay.     The  coordinate  of the extreme 

point   is  the  root   of equalton  r'   (9)   =  0.     The  solution to this 

equation  for the  envelope  of  aphase-manlpulated  sipnal  which  has 

passed through  the  oscillatory  circuit  rives us  the only  root 
value   0  =  n.     Thus,   in  this   case  the envelope  does  not   have  spikes. 

As   follows   from  Fl.-s. 7.2,   7.3,   and  7.^,   the  spikes   in  the  envelope 

of the  correlation   function  of a phase-manipulated  signal  which   1? 

passed  through   a   system  of two  coupled  circuits  begin  after  6 ■  1. 
It   is   obvious  in  this  case  that   finding the extreme points  based  on 

(7.17)   involves   solving the equation 

■»-&>.(») 

— 
=--P'c,(«)-0. 
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In   findinr the  roots   of the  equation we  substitute  the   value 

of the   function  in  the   fcrni of  (7.33).     Havlnr tak'en the derivative 

and  solved  the  equatlCi,   we ret   the   following values   for. the 

x-coordlnates  cf the extreme points: 

•    arctg —+wi 
8«" s .   TAO « = 0.  I. 2.... 

rr-Qr,   =  whore] 

If we  institute  tills  quantity   In   (7.17),   then we  nan  nhnw  that 

tin- porltlon   , f the  k-th   maximum  and   the  k-th  minimum of the 

• •riVelopr   and   t.lu'   valui-  ' !' i i.t"   envelope  at   the  oorrespnndlnr  extreme 

I« 'r.t   ar-     !■■•• IM'.! !;■•■!  t .v   T ! >•  rt-lat 1 on^lilps 

K     «,- f *   i 
•A» 

;t)t-i) 

. ok-n 

■!■■'    K    =     1  , 

_.L(._arclKi-);- 

P.J«.J     ^X 

• -nrrli» — 

XI (I     c\\2T.icos2-.Tpy \ s\r2Ti*i\y2%ip e       '     • 

In  order to  simplify  analysis   the  series     of dependences   In 

the   fcrmulati   found  above   Ls  represented   In   ehe   form of curves.     The 
C H 

valu'.' of the normallzlnr; coefficient k  and the position of the 
H ^ 

first  minimum of the envelope 6,     as   a  function of the band r       1M 

coefficient   a   for three   couplinp  factors   p  are  represented   in 
Firs.   7.p.  and   7.".     The   valuer   of the  quantity  p     (6,   )/kCH,   which 

CH      Ir-i H    ' 

1  r 

- ■   - 
^^mm^^mmm 



was calculated under the assumption that for sufficiently lonp 

sequence.- M + 1/N = 1, are shown in Pips. 7.10, 7.11, and 7.12. 

i $ i ^ 
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m 

«♦ 

0*e  o.t  <?♦ v v  K§ w 
Fig.   7.8.     IJormali-lnr coeffi- 
cient 1. 3  -   l andpass   fi Iter 
for  ccupllnr  fact ore  of p  =  O.^, 
1 ,   2;   h   -   Meal   filter. 

2 -: 

O       0,¥     0,$ 1,0       t,S        ^ 
Fir. 7.'i.  Coordinate of first 
envelope minimum:  1, 2, 3 - 
handpass filler for coupling 
factors of p = 0.5, 1 , 2. 
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Fig.   7.10.    Curve  of normalizing 
function  of effect. 

The   final  relationships 

for the  envelope  of the 

correlation   function of a 
phase-manipulated signal 
which  has  passed  an  Ideal 
filter are expressed as 

Integral   sines ,   and thus 
finding the  coordinates  of 

the  spikes   Involves  solving 

complex  transcendental 

equations.     The   coordinates 
of the  spikes   are   found  en 

the  basis   of analyzlnr the 
values   of  the  envelope   for 

certain quantities  of the 

land  coefficient   a   (calcula- 

tions,  performed   iy means  of 

a digital   elects nlc  computer). 
The  obtained  values   for the 

coordinate of the   first   spike 
6,      (minimum)   and  the second 

spike   9-,     (maximum)   ^f the 

envelope   are   shown   In 

Fig.   7.13.     The magnitude of 
envelopes   at   these  points 

according  to   (7.; ■-)P\ will   be 

»:«• 
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Fir.   7.1 ;t.     Curve  of normalized 
effect   function. 
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.'. RFFRCT   OF 
TilF   riiAPF-   OF 
A^PUTHPE-FREQUKIICY 
rHARArTERTr.TTC  OF 
FILTER   ON   CORRELA- 
TT-II   FUIICTTOM   OF 
[•'TLTERED SIGNAL 

In  tlie  precedlnp sections 
we   have   looked  at  the  properties 

of   the   correlation  function  of 

a phase-manipulated signal 
which  has passed  throuph 

filters   of different   types 
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with different   characteristics.     It   Is   Interesting to  examine the 

effect   of  the  shape   of the   frequency  characteristic  of the  filter 

on  the   correlation   function  of  a  filtered  signal  when  the  passband 
on  a  level  of -3  dB  1?   the  same   for all  types   of  filters.     Let   us 

plot   the  envelopes   of the   correlation   functions   for one  particular 
case     whore  the  passt and  of the   filtering  system Is  equal  to the 

width   of  the energy  spectrum  of the pseudorandom sequence  with 

respect   to the   first   zeroes  of the envelope,   i.e.,   Af =  2f 
^   ' ' Tarn 

Flruro   7.15  shows   diagrams   of t\j- amplitude-frequency  characteristics 
of several   filters   which  have   identical  passbands.     In  the  same 

firure   curve  C  represents   the  envelope  of the  energy spectrum of 

a  pseudorandom sequence.     The  corresponding envelopes  of the 

correlation  functions   of phase-manipulated  sirnals  calculated  from 

formulas   obtained   In   this   chapter  are  shown   in  Fir.   7.16. 
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Fir.   7«15.     Frequency  charac- 
teristics   of different   filters 
with   the   same  passbands:     1  - 
idoal  bandpass   filter a *  1; 
2  -   coupled   circuits   at  p  =  2, 
a  ~   0.');   3  -  coupled  circuits 
for  critical   coupling p  =  1, 
a =   0.7;   ^  -  coupled  circuits 
with  weak  coupling p  =  0.5, 
a  =  1.2;   rj  -  single  oscilla- 
tory  circuit  a =  1 . 
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Fig.   7.16.     Fnvelopes  of autocorrelation   functions  of 
phase-manipulated  signal  durinr;  filtration:     1  - band- 
pass   filter  a  =   1;   2  -  coupled  circuits   at   p  =  2, 
ot  =  0.'i;   3 -  coupled  circuits  at  critical   coupling 
p=l,a=0.7;^-  coupled  circuits   for  weak  connection 
p  =  0.5,  a  =   1.2;   5  -  single  oscillatory  circuit  a  =   1. 
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Analy.-l.-.  of  the  diagrams   leads  to the  conclusion  that  curves 

1,   3,   ^,   an I   r  differ  little   from the  autocorrelation   function  of 

an  undlstorted pceudnrandom sequence.     This  cannot  he  said  of 

curve   2,  which  was   plotted   fnr a  system  of  coupled  circuits  with   a 

stronr  connect I en  of p  =  2.     Tn  the  last   case  the  amplitude-frequency 

characteristic  of the   filter has  a  two-humped  nature  with  a dip  at 

the  maximum point   of the  energy  spectrum of the  slpnal.     The 

envelope  of the  correlation   function of a   filtered phase-manipulated 

signal   will  differ  little  from the   iutocorrelatlon  function  of an 

undlstorted pseudorandom  sequence  In the  hirh-corrolat1 on  ranre   if 

the  amplitude-frequency  characteristic  of the  linear  filter causes 
r.he   least   deformation   In  the  main  lobe  of the  energy   spectrum of 
the  si rnal . 

Toy 
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EIGHTH   CHAPTER 

EFFECT   OF  LINEAR  CHANNELS   ON 
CORRELATION   PROCESSING  OF  PHASE. 
MANIPULATED  SIGNALS 

.1 . Ai.'ALvn;" !•   LTIIKAR 
Ii;   'v PRELATED 

If v.--   uro  conflation procenslnr of phase-manipulated  rlrnaln, 

thien we  nu.'t   r-tuiy  tne  effect   of  the  parampters   of  linear   filters 

In  correlator  channels   on  the  measured  cross-correlation   function. 

Tt   Is  ohvlou.'   ti.'it-   tlje  ahnence  of  agreement  of  frequency  character- 

istics   cf   filter:-  v/lth   .-Irnal   spectra will   load  to   systematic 

error  in  r.^irurlrv  :>lrnal   delay  due  to  the  difference   In  rrnup 

delays   of l.oth  ci,annelc.     Let  us   look   at  some  features  rf processing 

phase-manipulated  signals   In  the  system whose  block "im is   shown 

In  Firs.   3.3   and   3.5. 

The expres;-.lonr   for the normalised  cross-correlation   function 

of phase-manipulated  ,-.1,-rials  at   the  output   of  filters  $     and  *,, 

are   found  by  the  same  method  as  relationship   (6.3).     As   a  result 

we   ret 

^]H^h[i>^"K'^C*'tdt (8.1) 
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where (J (f) Is the enerry spectrum of the Input slpnal; a,, on are 

effective valuer., equal to 

/ 
p- Y   jGci/)A;iM. ^-1:2. 

The  energy  r.pectrurr,  of a phase-manipulated  signal  based  on   (7.25) 

and   (7.-0   f c r the  positive   frequency   ranee  will  be  written   In  the 

f- rn  of 

Gc (/)—     ^Hf-lc)^^:{"J'U'S"^l-lt). (P.2) 
I--J» 

The  ..'n---r."y   :-peotrij::i  ■''    (D   correspondlnr to  the  corrplatlon   function 

of   (7.2^)   car.  le   r- un i  1 v  means   of the  direct   W3 ener-Khlnchin 

"ran.- for::. 

S»"(f) (fi. ?) 

In  tlie   r^latlonshlpi:   oV   (0.1)   we   substitute   (0.?)   and  by  maklnr 

t!ie   rep lacer-.ent   ;■:   =   f'  -   f     In   the   Interrals,   we  rot 

v| —A.(.7c)A-,(i/c)  .   v i^'i^   ■*/'V'«,.ll (8. iJ) 

/ri'-r1'     V/t.'    :. 

XAMf (/i/j C8.5) 
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We  will   assume  that   the  length   of the  sequence   is   sufficient 

and  the  passbandsof  linear   filters  cp    and *    have   the  same  width 

as  the band  of the energy  spectrum of the  signals.     With  a  greater 

decree  of accuracy we  can  assume  that   the  unknown   cross-correlation 
function  in   the  ran^e  of   |T|<-r, .\7o   can be  practically determined 

! y   the   sere   term  of  the   sum  of   'P JO   and,   consequently, 

(Q.f) 

.•ul.st Itut '■')   : n   ("'. ^i).     t-.y  maklnr  a  replacement   with 

arlall^   f =   ;■:/t .   ani  'je;:1rnatinr delay  tii e   9  =  r/t       we  ret 

'(0) 
.yj- f-,,.A-.f.:,,-+/c)lx 

■■*■■.['',.+h)\< 

Xlc""M   -(J15e'■,',''-|,-0,5e,•"s'l,       j 
df. ( R. 7 ) 

• 

For  tiie  sake   c.T  -31 I revl atioij  we   Introduce   thf   followlnr  .-..vml.ol: 

for  the  Interrals 

(8.8) 

Let   us   limit   ourselves  to  exaraininp; the normalised   cross-correlation 
function   for  '>.  case where  the  linear  filters   are  n-stare  resonance 

amplifiers,   each  stare  of which  has   a transmission   coefficient, 

as   in the  sinrle-clrcult   amplifier   (see  §   6.2). 
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In  analyzing It Is desirable to use certain generalized 

coefficients rather than the absolute values of the parameters of 

the filters and the characteristics of the phase-manipulated 

signal: 

i.   =   O.'SP-.tj,; a0 = 0.5Bptn - the bandpass coefficients; 

?.---"---* — ;   k--'-ii,u'{,)  -  the   coefficients  of  shifts   in  r 
freiiuoncl es . 

osonance 

Tri  th.e  nov;  syml'ols   the  interrals  of   (8.8),   taklnr  into  account 
''..'■  exprersio;:^   for the   transmission  coefficients   of the   resonance 

anpl I flerr ,   will   liave   ti;e   form  of 

MO)--   1 (.v^i 
/;.6)-= 

iX-.'t)"    fJe 

df Xl/-(-tV. + ^)l nl/ + ^, + «*.)l-f-. 

These Interralc are calculated by means of the remainder 

tho.'rf.T,.  For interral 1,(6) the selected integration contour 

ccnslJts the actual axis of frequencies f and the semicircle 

f Infinite radius In the lower half-plane.  Then, according to 

the .Jordan lemma and the 'auchy theorem, the unknown Internal is 

determined as the sum of remainders relative to poles located 

beneath the material axis.  Note that the integrand function has 

a polo of the second order on the material axis Itself.  In tills 

case according to [1, p. »''M one should add to the sum of the 

remainders for poles located under the actual axis half of the 

sun, of the remainders for poles on the material axis Itself.  By 

us I no th formulas for calculating the remainders for multiple 

pole, v/e 

'.(») = —ävÄ» ((-»O-^^ 

xf i^ÜL 1     + 

■[ ( -2T.I) JI-—.~-—  I /ffl-.,. fttl _ /,,). Ji—f.v-M, I' (8.9) 
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In calculatin»- integral T0(9) the Integration contour is the 

material axis, cloned try a semicircle of infinite radius, which is 

located in the upper half-plane. 

If we use the Leibniz rule for calculatinr the derivative of 

the (n - l)-order from the product of the two functions, then 

after rather laborious nonfundamental calculations w^ get the 

following expressions for th? unknown Integrals: 

/.(«) 
(VJ l)S_ 

V(i M'.Kl- 'ft)" 
L^LPi"'» - M - • Vft ± Wl  (A'H)K',)^ v. 

<(27e)" ' ' •. 

/ ih\   -       <v ^ n«   . 
- '   ^(I+"'?.)*(!-'.6iK'r 

'   -''Vn^gfi j l!f1>
,'>,(l —''■i)"*' MT   "A 

V „ J".Mi ■ •■,) V " \V  (M- •' -_l V (t M) _ ^ 

xi(«= i-*.) «a«.. •?.».)! "'<=«. '-«>.) • 'x 
'(2r())- ' » '. 

CB.IO: 

(R. 11) 

The normalized cross-correlation function of the phase- 

manipulated signals at the output of linear filters based on (8.6), 

(8.7), and (8.8) will have the form of 

a) 0 < 0 < 1 

;:i5U|^RefCMl[--r(H/2,)--(i-^r-+ 

MMOJ-O.SMI -8)   O.öMI i-O) ir (8.12) 
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I 

h)   1 f  0   <_ N/2 

[/.(^-o.sMo-n-o.s/.iof i) n. 
^{/.(O) -o.5/:(e-i)-o.5/,(e+i) IJ 

FVr^ct'.v^   values  of o,   and  a^  aro   found   from   (8.12)   at  particular 

valu":-  of parameters  6;  a,;  a..;   ß, ;   ß0,   i.e.. 

,. -(/-^(i4-l?lr-(i-^) '+/,(•)- 

--0.57,(1-0)-0 5/, (0+1) 

v:i.on 0    0: «, = «,-   a,; ?,-----ps == p.. 

"-<».s/^i^-oj"075/,(6 }-i) 

w!.en 0    O. *2  -*, -»:: ?,   -?.   :?,. (8.13) 

Tn   -rier tc  verify  the  calculations   It   Is  Interestlnp to 

compare  t!je   attained   result."  wltli  the  result::   of the precedlnr 

chapter.     From   (8,10)-(R. 13)   when  a,   »  a0 »  a;   ß-j   =   ß0  =  0;   n  =   1 

we   can   ol.taln  the  expression   for the  autocorrelation   function  of 

a phase-manipulated  signal  which  lias  passed  a  slnrle  oscillatory 

circuit   whose   central   frequency  corresponds   to  the maximum of the 

energy  spectrum of the  slrnal.     After  sulstltutlnr  the  Indicated 

Tuant it 1 •"•/ ,   wo  ret : 

a) ^ £ A 1 1 

+^r(e-l"cl.2««-e-»'-)]. 

b) 1  1  9 £ 11/2 
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where 

M 
kbhi -« n 

From (7.5) and (7.12) we ret analogous expressionr, for the 

autocorrelation function 3f we use  the approximate expressions of 

the effect function of (7.1^) and (7.15).  As already mentioned, 

these approximate expressions result in error not exctedlnr 0.005^ 

for rather lonr sequences, where ONTI _> 5.  Consequently, the 

expressions for the cross-correlation function found in this 

chapter are extremely close to the orifinal values, which can 

theoretically be obtained 1 y syntheslzlnr the series, as done in 

the precedlnr chapter. 

The obtained analytical expressions for the cross-correlation 

function depend en argument 0 and fixed parameters:  N - the lenrth 

of the sequence; n - ti.*- number of resonance stapes in the filter; 

a, , a-, - the passband coefficients; ß, , ßn - the coefficients of 

shift in the resonance frequencies.  Since the passbands of linear 

filters $, and *0 are linked to the passbands of a separate stare 

l v relationships B' '  » e B,. B  0 « e B-, then it also makes 1 n  1 ' 2 n  2' 
sense  tc   determine  the  complete  coefficients   of the passband?   and 

the  shift   in  resonance   frequencies   as   follows: 

K (■') ,c.)    2'/c_:-M=_?L 
^ up* 'n 

where  t. Vv* -1 

The  complete  coefficients   for  the passbands   and  shift   in 

resonance   frequencies  provide,   in  addition to  purely  practical 
convenience,   a way  of better estimating the effect  of  filter 

parameters   on the  cross-correlation properties  of filtered phase- 

manipulated  signals,  as  will  be  shown below.     The normalized 
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cross-correlation  function was   calculated by ir^ans  of an  electronic 

compute!1 using  relationships   (8 .10)-(8.13). 

8.2.      CORRELATION  rROPKRTIES   OF 
PHASE-MANIPULATED  SIGNAL  WHICH 
HAS   PASSED THROUGH   AN  n-STAGK 
RESONANCE  FILTER 

The  expression   for an  autocorrelation  function  of  a phase- 

man: pulated  slrnal   which  has  passed  an  n-stap-e   filter  is   obtained 

as   the  particular  case  of the  cross-correlation function  of the 

output"   cf linear  filters  at   parameter values  of a,   =  a0   =  a,   and 

'•]   =   ß2   =   ß- 

It Is a '-ood Idea to examine separately the effect of the 

pass! and ami the shift In resonance frequencies on the nature of 

the autocorrelation function and its parameters.  It is Interesting 

tc study the envelope of the autocorrelation function, since In 

most technical applications information concernlnp the properties 

of the signal, which consists of "high-frequency" charrlnr [filling], 

3s not used.  Thus, v;e will study the effect of different factors 

on the correlation properties of the envelope. 

1.  Change In Passt and 

We will assume tha1- there is no shift in resonance frequency, 
(n) i.e., B   = 0.  Eor this case Fig. 8.1 shows the envelopes of the 

autocorrelation function of a filtered phase-manipulated sipnal at 

a sequence length U  = 127, n = 1 and n • M Is the number of stages, 

and at several values of the complete passband coefficient a 

For comparison Fig. 8.1 shows the envelope of the correlation 

function of an undlstorted figure (curve a).  Analysis of the 

curve shows that the envelope of the correlation function of the 

filtered signal: 
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1) has  a very  round peak at  the point  of maximum correlation, 

which  increases  the  dispersion of signal  delay   in the presence  of 

interferrlnp noise; 

2) widens  along axis   6 - the narrower the passband  of the 
linear  filter   (the   smaller the band coefficient  a       ),  the broader 

will be  the envelope   along axis   6; 

3) falls  monotonically toward  an  established value  as relative 
"delay   9  increases; 

U)   changes  only  slightly at   a different  number of stapes  n, 

If,  of course,   the  total  passband of the  resonance   filter In  this 

case   remains   constant   (passband  coefficient   a does  not  change 

with  a  change   in  the  number of stapes  n). 

a. in) 
Till.;  last   statement   is  valid  at   least   for the  studied cases   of 

>  0.25;  n =  l-'t. 

-,?.*        -f,6       -0,9 0 0,8 US        /,* # 

Fig.   8.1.     Envelope  of  autocorrela- 
tion   function  of  filtered  phase- 
manlpuiated  signal   (  n  =  1;     
n  =   M. 

2.  Resonance Frequency Shift 

Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show the envelope of the autocorrelation 

function of a phase-manipulated signal at the output of a resonance 

amplifier for a sequence length of 11 = 127 and a stage number oi 

n = 1 and k.     Comparison of envelopes corresponding to the presence 
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and absence of a  resonance  frequency  shift   (3 =0;  1,   2)     leads 
to t  e conclusion  that  the resonance   frequency shift  does  not 
result In  noticeable  distortion of the  envelope of the autocorrela- 
tion  function  of a  filtered signal.     The  effect  of the resonance 
frequency   shift   Is  noticed primarily  In the  form of a certain 
increase   In  correlation  time,  which  even  at   high  shift  coefficient 
values of ß 
an envelope when ß   = 0 

■ 1.2 Is no more than 20%  of the correlation time of 
(n) 

Fir. 8,2.  F,nve]ope of autocorrela- 
tion function of filtered phase- 
manipulated signal. 

2,1       -1,5       -0,8 O A 5 U6 /,♦ 9 

Fir. p|.3. Envelope of autocorrelation 
function of filtered phase-manipulated 
signal. 

3.     Accuracy  Limit   in Measuring 
Delay 

The problems  of the accuracy   limit   in measuring delay of  a 
filtered phase-manipulated signal   result   from problems of reference 
ambiguity.     Since   a change  in delay usually occurs   from a maximal 
envelope  value,  then  an essential   requirement  of reference 
ambiguity  would  be  the  absence   for negligibly  small  value  of) 
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additional extreme  values  In the envelope  near the point  of maximal 
correlation.     From Figs.   8.1-8.3,  representing graphic dependences, 
and from additional plottlngs  it  follows  that  the envelope of the 
autocorrelation  function of a phase-manipulated signal which  has 
passed an n-stage   resonance filter has  when 191   < N/2 a single 
maximal value  at  any values  of the band coefficient  or,  shift  in 
resonance  frequency ß       ,  or number of cascades  n,  which  is 
Important   from the  standpoint  of uslnr  filters   to shape  and process 
phase-manipulated  signals. 

Let   us examine the parameter? of a  linear  filter through  which 
a  signal  passes  on  the potential   (limiting)   accuracy of measuring 
delay of a filtered phase-manipulated  signal   in  the  presence of 
noise.     From the  theory  of estlmatlnr;  signal  parameters   [3°] we 
know that   In  a  case  where  the  signal/noise   ■••atio  Is   rather high, 
dispersion In  estimating the parameter  is  Inversely  proportional to 
the  signal/noise  ratio  and  the  curvature  of the  normalised  auto- 
correlation  function  cf the  useful  signal   for the  estimated 
parameter at   its  maximum,   i.e., 

where q^   is  the  ratio  of signal  energy  to  the  spectral density   of 
the noise. 

The  accuracy   limit   in measurlnf delay,   determined by  dispersion 
in  tills  delay,   is   expressed  by the  relationship 

The   results  of  calculating the  second derivative  of  the envelope 
of the autocorrelation   function  of a filtered signal  when   6*0 
as   a  function  of the parameters  of the   linear filter n,  a       ,  ß 
are   shown  in Fir.   8.4.     From these dependences  it  follows  that: 
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ÜS^1 

Fir 
n  = 

n  =   1 ;  - • -•- 

1)  with  a  chanpe in the 

number of  stages n  from one  to 
four the   second derivative  of the 
envelope   at  constant  values  of 

or1-^   and  ß     ^   decreases  insignifi- 

cantly ; 

2)   the  nature  of the 
dependence  of  the  second  derivative 

on   coefficients  a(n)   and  ß(n)   Is 
;   —  n  =   ?;   - -  n practically  the  same  at  different 

numbers   of stapes;  as  the  band 
coefficient   decreases  the  marnl^ude   of the   second  derivative 

(n) decreases  almost   In  proportion  to the  decrease  in a 
(n) 

for 

a < 0.3 the •c; nd derivative virtually independent of the 

coefficient of shift In resonance frequency, at least when 
i   (n) i (" n) ß       !   <  1.3;  when   a >   O.1^  the  second  derivative  increases  with 

an   Increase   in  the   coefficient   ci' shift   In  resonance   frequency. 

'*.     Envelope   raraneters 

bet   us   find  the  width  of the main  lobe   and  the  correlation 

time  of the  envelope  of the  correlation   function  of the  filtered 

signal.     The   method   of analysis  Is   similar to that  used  in  the 

preceding  chapter.     The  calculations  were  made  on  the  electronic 

computer.     Figures   fi.ri,   R,6,  and   8.7     show  the  dependence  of width 

6     and  correlation   time   6,    of the envelope   en the  passband 

coefficient   for several   values  of the  resonance   frequency  shift 

coefficient   for  1   and  >i  stages.     From these   figures   it   follows   that 

the width  of  the  main  lobe  and correlation  time  are  basically 

determined  by  the  passband  coefficient   of the   filter.     Maladjustment 

of the   filter at   a  high  coefficient   of shift   In  resonance   frequency 

|ß       |   <_ 1.2  does  not  cause  substantial   impairment  In the  correla- 

tion  properties  of  the  filtered  phase-manipulated  signal.     Neither 

does  a  change   In  the  number of stages  n  =  1-^   (i.e.,  the effect   of 
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the shape of the amplitude-frequency characteristic) have a 
substantial effect on the width and correlation time of the 
envelope. 

0.i     4*     OJ     Olt    1.0 m 

?ir.   8.^.     Envelope 
width. 

o.t   a* on 0,1   «*• 

Fir. 8.6. Correla- 
tlon time (for 
n = 1). 

Fir. 8.7.  Corre- 
lation time (for 
n = M. 

q . 3.  E FF E CT 0 F 1101J T DE H TIC A L 
CHARACTERIf.TTCT OF LINEAR UNITS 
ON SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN MEASURING 
DELAY 

Nonld^ntlcal   filter  parameters   In the  channels of a  correlation 
r.y~te'.v. result   In   different  values   for p;roup  delay  times  in  the 
slrnals  and  arc   the-  source  of error In measuring  delay  time.     The 
maximum crosc -correlation   function  of linear   filter outputs  is 
shifted  in  relation  to  the  case  of completely   identical parameters 
In these   filters.     Let   us   estimate  the effect   of  filter parameters 
on  the  magnitude   of  systematic  error in  measuring-  delay. 

1 . Jonldentleal   Passbands 

Let  us  assume  that   the  coefficients   of shift   in  resonance 
frequency   are equal  to   zero.     We will  introduce  dependences  plotted 
on  the  bar.Is  of the   formulas  derived in  §   8.1. 
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_._ 

^ V 1.» 

i \ 'W 's* 

9 — 
^ 

^v 2 \ ^ 
•i.t  1,1   m ■«>   o   o.*  oj   i.i   i.t i 

Fir.   P. 8.     Knvelcpe   of cross- 
correlation   function   In  the  case 
of nonldentical   passbands  of 
filtere. 

In  Fig.   8.8 we  see the 

envelopes   of the normalized 

c-o^s-correlation  function  of 

phase-manipulated signals   for 

several  nonldentlcal  passband 

values   oun  /ai     ,  the mean 

net   (n)   .      (n) v       T   n =0.5(3, +   Up       )    =    1.0, 

arithmetic   value of the 

passband   coefficient 

a 
t 

and  a  stage  number of n  =   ^. 

Characteristic  is  the presence 

of a  shift   in the  envelope  alonr  the  x-axis.     The  greater the 

nonldentlty  of the  bands,  the  greater this   shift.     If the  passband 

nf  filter ®l  is   greater  than  that   nf ü?i   i.e.,   a^Va^"    >   1,  then 

the  envelope maximum  of the  cross-correlation   function  is   observed 

at   additional   delay   in  the  channel   of  filter *,,     Analysis  of many 

curves  plotted   for  different   values  of parameters  n,   a,     ,   and  oip 

show that   at   least   for  a  stage number of n  =   1-^,   a mean  arithmetic 

passband  of a    =  0.5(oJ       +  a.,     )   >   0.25,   and  a  change  in the 

nonidentlty  of the  nassbands  of <x\n'/a[n'   =   0.6-1.6,   the shape  of 

the  envelope  of  the   cross-correlation   function  is  virtually 

unchanged   and  remains   as   the  envelope  of  the   autocorrelation 

function of a phase-manipulated  signal  when  a «a.. 

In order to   find  the  shift  In  the  envelope  maximum or the 

systematic   error   In  measuring signal  delay,   which  is  the  same  thing, 

the  curves   of Figs.   8,9-8.12  were  plotted   to   determine this  delay 

from the moment   that   the  envelope  maximum  Is   reached.     Shown here 

is  the  dependence  of the  relative  time  of  shift   in  the maximum 

6,    on  the  nonidentlty  of the  pass  bands   a,     /a0       for three  values ^ -Li- 
ef the  mean  arithmetic  passband  coefficient   a       =  1.0,   0.5,   0.25 

and  at  a sta^e  number  of n =   1-4. 
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($      tj      f.* •/y«/" 

8.Q.     Relative   shj ft   in 
envelope  maximum. 
Fif Fir.   8.10.     Relative   shift   in 

envelope  maximum. 

/■"i/_ »i ?♦ «/"/•; 

Fig.   8.11.     Relative  shjft   in 
envelope   maximum. 

*•»/_« /> «,""/«; 

Fir.   8.12.     Relative  shift   in 
envelope  maximum. 

From the   figures   It   follows 

that   the   shift   in  the envelope 

is   almost  proportional  to  the 

nonidentity  of the  passhands 
(n) /   (n) ., , a,     /a-       and  rrows  as  the number 

of stares  n   increases   and  as  the 

mean arithmetic  band  coefficient 
decreases.     The  curves   are 

plotted   for a  passband nonidentity 

of jnVa^n'   >   1   [slcl.     In  this 

(n)      (n) case, where  a,     /a;       <  1,   and, 

consequently, the passband of 

filter $>0   is rreater than *, , 

the envelope maximum of the 

cross-correlation function will 

be observed at a certain additional 

delay in the channel of filter 

5)-,  The magnitude of this 

additional delay can be found 

with the same diarrams, although 

the band nonidentity will have to take the reverse value, i.e., 
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2.     Relative  Shift   in  Resonance 
Frequency  of Filters 

Let  us examine  the  effect  of a shift   In  the  resonance   frequency 
of  filter $,   on  the  envelope  of the  cross-correlation   function  in 

a  case where  the  passbands  of  filters  S>,   and  &0   are  the same,   i.e., 

Jn)   _     (n)  _     (n) 
1 =  a. =  a and where  a shift  in the  resonance  frequency 

filter $n   is  absent,   i.e.,  6;,       =  0. 

Figure   8.13  shows  envelopes  of the  normalized  cross-correlation 

function  of phase-manipulated  signals  in  the  presence  of a  shift 

in the  resonance   frequency  of  filter *,   (sequence  length  N -  127). 
A  comparison  of curves   correspondinp; to  the  absence  and presence 

of a  shift   in  resonance   frequency  s!       -  0   and  B!       ■   1.2   leads   to 

the   followin? conclusions: 

f,l   '.* -0.1 H*    9    4*    4#   U   («   # 
Fir.   8.13.     Envelope   of  cross- 
correlation   function   with  shift 
in  resonance   frequencies   of 
filters. 

1)   As   the  shift   in  the 
resonance   frequency  of one 

filter  appears,  the envelope 

maximum of the cross-correlation 

function  shifts  along the  axis 

of delay   6  and the magnitude 

of the  maximum falls; 

2)   in  the case  of a shift 

in  resonance   frequency  correla- 

tion time   Increases  somewhat, 

although  even  at  high   degrees  of maladjustment   |ß,     |   ■ 1.2 this 
increase   constitutes   no  more   than   30^; 

3)   additional   plottinrs   show that   in  the  presence  of a shift 

in the resonance   frequency  of one   filter the  shape of the  envelope 

of the cross-correlation  function  changes  slightly,  at  least  for 

a'">     0 25; IjT";-. 1.2; «-1:4. 
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Systematic  error  in  measurlnr the delay  of a pha^e-manlpulated 

signal   for the  studied  ease   Is   shown  In  Fire.   S.lTand   8.15 as  a 
function  of the coefficient   of maladjustment  ß^n)    ,.  .... 
land   coefficient   vuaues  of o    »  an

(n)   = ain)   =   0.2^,   0.5,   1.0, c 1 2 
for n  =  1   ''■: ■:   h. 

at  mean  arithmetic 
and 

"H 

■/ 

/ 

9.06 - 4"'" i / / 

m y 
0.0Z / 

> r 
I (»1 9 4*       Ofi    flt' 

■"i,'.    6.14.     Relativ.'   rdilft 
envelope  raxlmum. 

From an  analysis   of the 

curves   It   follows  that   systematic 
error In measuring delay  \n  the 

presence  of a  shift   In  the 
resonance  frequency   of  the   filter 

of nee  channel   relative  to the 

second  has  a weak  dependence  on 

riven 

The 

the  number of stares   at 
„ (n)   , - (n) parameters of a   and ß 1 

same systematic error value is 

also low when | ßj  | _< 1.2; 

a, _> n.25 is a quantity of less 

than 7» of the length of the 

clock Interval of the pseudorandom 

sequence. 

The graphic dependences 

shown above were calculated for 

pseudorandom sequences of N = 127 

cycles.  The obtained results 

can also be used for phase- 

manipulated signals of greater 

length.  Fron relationships C8.10)-(8.12) It follows that in the 

case of a lonror sequence, when 11 + l/'J = 1, the following 

quantities, will not depend on the len/th of the sequence at a 

riven cycle [deck] value t • 

1) the width of the envelope of the cross-correlation function. 

9      v    4i /t; 
rir.   8.15.      Relative   shift   in 
■nvelope  maxi num. 
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2)   systematic  error  In measuring delay  of a  phase-manipulated 

signal. 

Correlation time depends essentially on N and is weakly 
( r\) 

dependent   on the  number  of  stages  n  and  on shift   coefficient  6 

A  rourh value   for correlation t^me can be obtained   fr^m  (7.31), 

where   Instead  of a we  will   substitute the  value  of the mean 

arithmetic  land  ccefflcient   a   . c 

3.^4.     SYSTEKA^' '  "P.ROR  IN   MEASURING 
DELAY  FOR  WT' FILTERS   IN  THE 
CHANNELS   Cv DELATION  SYSTEM 

Error in  ; .••ajurlnr  delay will  in  a number  of   cases  occur when 

the  passland  of the   filters   in  the  channels  of the   correlation 

system are  considerably  broader than the  frequency  band occupied by 

the   spectrum of the  signal.     These errors  are  not   prreat,   although 

analyzing and  calculating  them is  valuable  in  designing correlation 

systems  intended  for exact   measurements.     It   is  assumed that 

nonlinear distortions   In  the  signals  are  absent  and that  the pass- 

1 ands   of the  linear  filters   In the  channels  *    and  ^    are  so 

threat  that  within the  limits  of the main part   of  the energy 

spectrum of the  phase-manipulated  signal  the  amplitude-frequency 

and  phase-frequency  characteristic  can be  represented with 

sufficient  approximation  by  the  first  two terms  of expansion  In the 

Taylor series,   I.e., 

<I»p(/)«<MM+<i>'r(M(f-M. 

where  p  ■   1,  2. 

Let  us  substitute  these  relationships  in the   formulas  which 

determine the correlation   coefficient   (8.1).     We will  substitute 

the variable x ■ f -  f    and,  considering the narrow-band nature of 

the signals,  consider the  lower limit of -f    to be  equal to -00. 

Then 
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+ *'. (/e) A',(/,)/M OS 21./ [X +  ^ th) ~*' ^L]dl - 

~*iM*±<bM^M£ JS(/)/[AC'1(/C)AC.(/.)+ 

The  expression   for r^^d)   is   obtained  from r,p(T)   by   a mutual 
Inversion   of the   indices  of ch     and O   .     Since  the  energy   spectrum 

and  the   correlation  function  of the  pseudorandom sequence   are 

related  by   the  Wlener-Khlnchln  transform,  then  the  followlnp 

relationships  are  quite  obvious 

■«I 
r'(t)--2r    f/S(/)sin:2r/trf/. 

- «e 

In  tills   ca;:e  the normalised  cross-correlation  function,   which Is 

written   in  the   fern; of the product   of the envelope times   the 

cosinusoldal   function,  will  have   the  form of 

r,.(rh=.'1cosl2r/cTf .MM      'M/c)   -»N. (8.1M 

where 

A ~ ± [] (Af. (M *, (/j r f x -!- i^^lU.] . 

"       4fti 'r    I,   t r,- J ^ + 

+ ^jir Ji 

•16 



1 
»(-) ^arctg 

^'.(W^iCM + A'.^A'^Wlx 

A'. (M ^', (fc) 
4n '"[t + ^.(/.)-<Fr(?j 

2« ]' 
'.-/^(/.i-^iA'.ac)!*; 

In analyzing the  cross-correlation  function   from the relation- 
ships   of   (H.Ik)   vie  must   calculate the values  of the   autocorrelation 

function  of the pseudorandom  sequence  and  its  first   two  derivatives. 

The   autocorrelation   function   of a binary pseudorandom  sequence  in 

the   ranre  of the  main  lobe  has   a triangular nature  and,   consequently, 

its   first   delay  derivative  will  have  an  undetermined  magnitude  at 
the  break points,  while  the   second derivative will  have  the   form of 

the  delta-function.       However,   it should be  kept   in  mind that  this 
is   valid   for sequence pulse   fronts  of infinitely   small duration.     In 

practice  the  pulse   fronts   of  a  sequence   shaped by  a   shift  register 

have  a   finite  magnitude.     The   finite magnitude of  the   fronts  can 

be   considered by  introducing  at   the  output  of the  source  of the 

Ideal   pseudorandom  sequence   a  RC  type  of  low-frequency   filter with 

a  corresponding band  coefficient   a,   which  depends  on   the  properties 

of the  cells   [bits]   of the   forming register.     Since  the  amplitude- 

frequency  characteristic   of the  RC-filter is  the  same   as  that  of a 

single  oscillatory  circuit  with  a resonance   frequency  equal  to 

zero,   then  In analyzing the   cross-correlation  function   from   (8.1^) 

we  must   use  the expression   for the envelope  of the phase-manipulated 
signal  which has passed through  a single  oscillatory   circuit.     It 

is   quite  obvious  that  in  view  of the wide-band nature  of the  linear 
filters,  the envelope  for relationship   (8.14)  must  be   close  in 

form to  the  envelope  of the  autocorrelation  function  of a phase- 

manipulated  signal.     However,   as   follows  from  (8.1^),   in  the  case  of 

nonldentlcal parameters  in  these  filters  there  is   a  shift  in  the 
position  of the envelope  maximum,  which  is  equal  to 
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or,  if we  shift  to relative delay  time Introduced earlier. 

For  a  case where the linear  filters  of the correlation  system 
are n-stage  resonance amplifiers   tuned to the same frequency,  the 
expressions   for the  phase-frequency   characteristics  will  have  the 
form  of 

where  p  =   1,   2,  and systematic error  in measuring the  delay of 
phase-manipulated  signals will he  equal  to 

**■ [ .r»n M..rw      »r'n+K^J )*      (S'l6) 

The  dotted  curves  in  Figs.   8.9-0.12  represent  systematic 
error  values   calculated  by means  of the asymptotic  formula   (8.16) 
for the  case   of a    =  1.0.     By  comparing the  curves plotted   from 
the approximate  formula of  (8.16)   and calculated by means   of exact 
relationships,  it   follows  that  the  approximation  is  sufficient, 
and that   the  preater the number of stapes,  the more satisfactory 
it  will  be.     Thus,   to  calculate  systematic  error in measuring the 
time  shift   of two  phase-manipulated  signals  in the case  of wide-band 
filters   for which  the passband  coefficient  cJ     ,   a^      ü 3-1.5  the 
asymptotic   formula of  (8.16)  Is  valid   for a sufficient  degree   of 
practical   accuracy. 

In  systems  for measuring distances with  a higher degree  of 
accuracy   [6^]   delay can be further defined at  a sufficient 
signal/noise  ratio  from the high-frequency  filling of the  cross- 
correlation  function.     The system becomes  a phase  meter,  which 
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places  more   rigid demands  on the  stability  of the phase   character- 
istics  of the  receiving  and reference  channels,     oince  delay  is 
registered   as  before,  according to  the envelope  maximum  of the 
cross-correlation  function,  then,   as   follows  from  (8.1^),  phase 
angle  0(T)=0.     Consequently,  the  phase  shift   in the  filling  of the 
cross-correlation  function  is equal  to 

B(")I A? - *, (/c)  - *, (W - «larctg •^" - arctgtj™] 

Obviously in exact delay measurement we are Interested in small, 

pernlsslble phase Increments A4), which are determined by the 

nonidentity of the phase characteristics of the channels.  If we 

assume that the channels are equivalent from the standpoint of 

possible change In the phase characteristics and consider that  the 

phase shift acquires its greatest value under a different maladjust- 

ment (-n e. , 

PC«)   oC») DI"I 
. — ~Pi -Pi..' 

then we   write  the  requirements   for  the permissible  coefficient   of 
shift   In  the   resonance   frequencies   of  linear  filters   In  the   form of 

I d»  4» tliSS. (8.17) 

The   conclusions  drawn  In  this   chapter are   in good  agreement 
with  experimentally  obtained measurements.     The  results   of 
experimental   verification  of the  envelope of the  cross-correlation 
function   for several  filter parameters  are  presented together with 
the  corresponding theoretical  curves   in  Figs.   8.16  and  8.17. 
Confirmed   are  the  deductions  of  the  presence  of a shift   in  the 
maximum of the  cross-correlation   function  in the  case  of nonidentical 
parameters   in  filters $,   and *0   and  of a certain increase  in 
correlation   time  in  the  case  of  a  shift   in the  resonance   frequency 
of the   filter relative  to the central  frequency   of the phase- 
manipulated  signal  which enters   its   input. 
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APPENDIX 

Integral   (4.13)   Is   found by  uslnp; the  following calculations 
for the  contour  Integral   [Ik,  p.   356]: 

aTiv + DFf 
rn-k*H-l 

where  I   (z)   Is  a modified Bessel   function  of the  first  kind: m 
,F,(a;  b;   x)   is  a hyperpeometrlc   function,   determined by  the 
following  series: 

■f. (*»;*)-1+%+ flPffl«'*' 

If we consider the relationships of (4.10) for particular values of 

m=0,k=0,P=nf then we find the unknown Integral: 

37«.  <,r(*+')'?    r 
1 + r'(-J-) 

(A.l) 
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